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It is often useful to determine the measures of precinion 
of the directly observ·ed quantities in a triangulation net~ 
Provided the net is not straj_ned these measures a.re U..'1ique 
to a particular set of observations and weights. Unique 
measures for the precision of the indirectly observed 
quantities cannot be found by classical means although 
several ad hoc approaches can be used to approximate to this 
measure of the 'inherent strength' of a net. Bjerha:runar's 
theory of generalised matrix inverses can be used to derive 
measures of precision for the indirectly observed quantities, 
which ma;y be interpreted as reflecting the inheren·t strength 
of the net. 
The theory of adjustment of a triangulation net by the 
method of variatibn of co-ordinates is described, followed 
by an explanation of the theory bf generalised inverses. 
Methods for the practical derivation of particular inverses 
are described, following Mitt0rmayer. The characteristics of 
Normal, Transnormal and Stochastic Ring inverses in solution 
of Normal equations BX = R , are described. The Stochastic 
Ring inverse is felt to be most suitable for the solution 
of the Normal equations: 
'BsR= B(BB)B(BB)B v~1ere (BB) is any particular inverse of 
-., 
(BB), satisfying (BB)(BB)(BB) = (BB) 
·In a survey adjustment, B5 Rcan be treated in the same way as 
Q , the classical matrix of weight coefficients. 
Unless a valid particular inverse (BB) is found a 
consistent solution _of the Normal equations can be derived 
which does not satisfy the Least Squares condition. This 
problem can be reliably avoided using an algorithm involving 
the compaction, inversion and subsequent splitting of the 
(BB) matrix. 
The following supporting programs were developed: 
a.) Transformation of co-ordinates between Gauss Conformo.l 












b.) Linear Conformal Transformation. 
c.) Transformation of observations spheroid to :Jrojection. 
d.) Plotting of triangulation p~lans with error ellipses. 
By comparing· the results of free and a.nchored adjust-
. ments of a sixteen point primary net, the following results 
are found: 
a.) The free solution may iJe linearly transfo~:-med onto an 
unstrained classical solutiono Measures of precision for 
the directly observed qua11:ti ties are the same in bot~1 cases. 
b.) The free solution is not identical to a Helmert trans-
formation of an unstrained adjustment onto all provisional 
and fixed co-ordinate values r probably because in the 
former residual orientation swings and the scale factor 
are minimised. 
c.) Measures of precision derived from this practical net 
in a free adjustment are smaller than those derived from 
a conventional minimally anchored adjustment and resemble 
those derived from adjustments in which successively, all 
points except one are held fixed. In a simple theoretical 
example, free net measures of precision are found to be-
smaller than those derived from such a 'point-by-point' 
. technique. 
d.) Changes in measures of precision of the ·unknowns 
_resulting from changes in the observation and weight set are 
broadly similar, when tested using a free and a minimally 
anchored adjustment method. 
Free net adjustments are probably suitable for testing 
the consequences of changing the observation and weight sets. 
Applied to the first net in a ground movement study, free 
adjustment can give a fair prediction of the adequacy of the 
net in the event of only one point moving. If more thRn one 
point moves·, free net measures of precision will be 
optimistic predictors of adequacy of the net. The tendency 
of a free net adjustment to reflect a fit onto the provisional 












adjustment of observations after the first set, in ground 
movement studies, provided that 011 .. ly a small proportion of 
points move .. 
The chief danger in free net adjustments is that by 
providing relatively small and relatively uniform measures. 
of precision of the indirectly observed quantities, they 
will tend to represent any survey in the most favourable 
way. One may be tempted by these qualities to be incurious 
as to the exac·t significance of the results. Free adjustments 
should be treated with caution until the concept of the 
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Triangulation nets of any cornplexi ty inevi ta.bly 
contain redundant observations. The resultant internal 
inconsistencies in the observed net are used by the 
surveyor for two purposes: 
a. To locate observational blunders. 
b. To determine the quality of the net assuming that all 
blunders and systematic errors have been elimi:nated from 
the observations. Two criteria of this quality can bG used: 
(i) Estimates of precision for the observations, comprisine 
the direct measures of directions (or angles) and distances. 
(ii)Estimates of precision for the indirectly observed 
quantities ( 'the unknowns') v1hich are usually the cartesian 
co-ordinates of the points in the net. 
· For a given set of observations the derived measures of 
precision for the observations will depend on the.relative 
weighting system assumed to represent the relative precision 
of different observations and on the degree to which the 
net is strained. in being forced into agreement with any 
surrounding or adjacent nets. By anchoring the net in such 
a way as not to strain it and by choosing a weighting system 
which agrees as closely as possible with the actual relative 
precision of different observations the surveyor hopes, to 
establish as closely as possible the absolute accuracy of 
observations unique to that survey - its registration -
which is held to be a consequence of the instrumental 
characteristics, the methods of observation~ the observer's 
personal characteristics and the ruling meteorological 
conditions but not a characteristic of the precise geometry 
of the net observed. For a given set of observations 8,nd 
weighting system, any choice of the particular constra.ints 
applied to the net should not affect the derived measures 
of registration, provided the constraints do not strain the 
net. 



















is independent of the choice of constraints, providing 
again that these constraints do not strain the net, since 
the alternative sets of derived co-ordinates can be 
transformed into agreement with each other by application of 
linear transformations. The measures of precision of the 
unknoV'lns are not however independent of the cho.ice of 
the particular constraints applied, as is illustrated in 
.;figure 1 , below. Here a net of knovm registration is 
shovm anchored in alternative ways. The mei::~sures of precision 
of the unknowns are shovm in terms of standard error ellipses~ 
conventionalised measures of the most probable errors in 
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The dependence of the measures of precision of the 
unknowns on the choice of constraints as illustrated above 
can be seen as frustrating if one feels a neea. to find 
measures which will be an inherent qual:tty of the registration 
and the geometry of the net. Such (hypothetical) inherent 
measures would enable one to compare the relative merits 
of different nets as they exist in isolation and without 
the results being biased'· by the particular constrc•~,.nts 
which one may later apply to the net. Such a need is 
likeJ.y to be most strongly felt in cases where there is no 
need to anchor the net to surrounding or adjacent survey 
nets at all. This situation may occur for instance, in 
precise control surveys for civil engineering works, or in 
~he initial net in a ground movement project. 
Several means exist for deriving ii1.herent measures 
of precision for the unknowns. One is to derive for each 
point the measures of precision which would result if 
every point except the one under consideration, were held 
fixed. An alternative scheme is to define for each 
observation the effect of the precision of that measurement 
upon the precision of fix of the terminal points (Richardus 
1966). These methods have an ad hoc quality which 
makes them seem rather unsatisfactory. 
mathematically the need to anchor a n.et .in some way 
- however arbitrary - is a result of the fact that in 
attempting to solve for the unknowns in an inadequately 
anchored net one obtains a singular set of equations which 
have, classically, no solution. However in 1958 Arne 
Bjerhammar described means for solution of such sets of 
equations. Using Bjerhammar's technique it is possible to 
extract from all }Jossible solutions of these equations, 
that unique solution which will minimise the sum of the 
squares of the corrections to the unknovms and the 
trace of the matrix of weight coefficients which -with 
the measures of precision of the observations - will define 












The application of Bjerhamm.ar's technique to the 
same net whose measures of precision derived by classical 
means are shown in figure 1, produces the standard error 
ellipses illustrated in figure 2, below. The similarity 
I ~ 
between the fol..1r error elli:pses in this figure is"' not 
characteristic of Bj erhammar' s technique, but results from 
the symmetry of the net·. One important characteristic of 
Bjerhammar's technique is immediately apparent from a 
comparison of figures 1 and 2 ; Bj erhammar' s techn.i.11ue 
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Bjerhammar's technique provides at least a standard 
method for compc-..risoi-:i. of isolated survey nets. Further, 
it can be interpreted as defining the true inherent 
strength of a net. Opposition to Bjerhammar's technique 
has come from those who suspect that a net does not have 
. . 
a single in..~erent strength but only different strengths, 
each dependent on a particular means of anchoring it. 
The purpose of this study has been to implement 
Bjerhammar's technique in an adjustment program and 
using this program to find some of the characteristics of 
free net adjustment: by comparison with results obtained 
by this method and those obtained from classical 












used for the adjustment of a triangulation net by the method 
of variation of co-ordinates. We will then describe 
Bj erhammar' s theory as it applies to thi.s problem, followed 
by a description of some arGl).ments which have been used in 
rebuttal. The practical implementation of the theory 
will then be described, followed by a comparison of the 
results obtained, in theoretical and practicc:d examples 1 
with those obtained from classical adjustments. Finally, 
we will suggest the kinds of application which ··Bj erhammar' s 
technique may find , using the likely field of applicability~­












2. ADJUSTMENT BY VARIATION OF CO-ORDINATES. 
The general approach used here follows Hirvonen (1971) 
while the nomenclature and sign conventions follow 
Mittermayer (1971) 
.1 The observation eauations. 
Consider the· relationship between a small change J; in 
the angle ; , on the co-ordinates Ya , xd , Yt; , X!J in the sketch 
below: 
8 
r z.o - :ra) tan I> - ( !/.6 ~ j'<9) :: 0 
Differentiating: (Z.6 -:ict¥).5ec 2  ~ (<fxc-<f::ra) tan tJ -('5,f.6 -8,ya) =_O 
or: t5 ! ~ r bX,6 - '5x~) _µ;..,I C<?J? - r 6,t;0 - 6.rN) Ce1.s 21 ;::; 0 
(X.6 -.::l:a) (~.6 -;;.t;.CJ) 
Substitute: Ccs pJ = /'z,6 -~-2 " 5/nf"' f'.r.6 - f101 J J bp ":.P '' £1 
.s .5 
8p"" 7' ~ff/,LJ- j'd){ hX,6 - bZ&:1) -.q; (X.b -~)( &y,t,- .;y,a):: 0 
(f) 
Suppose that "'"; the small change in tp is composed of: 
a) (0 - C); the observed direction A to B, minus the computed 
direction between the provisional co-ordinates of A and B. 
b)6a; an orientation correction common to all observed rays 
£ .. t A. 
c) ·V ; a final random error co:...~1 ection to -che observation. 
0¢'1 = - V.,.. tJi! - (0-C) @ 












Similarly, the relationship between a variation in the length 
S between two . points and the variation in the co-ordinates 
can be found by differentiating the expression: 
S 2 =rfi -.Y~.)z,,,. (~& - ~61) 2 
Where a and b are as in equation 1 above, 
f is a scale factor. 
Eauations 3 and 4 above are knovm as observation equations 
and relate variations in observed directions and distances 
to variations in co-ordinates and scale factors. Similar 
equat"ions can qe developed for variation in observed angles 
rather than directions (Bomfordl97lp.146). It is also.possible 
by Schreiber' s r·Jethod to eliminate. the Llcterm from a set 
of direction equations (Hirvonen 1971 p. 106). These alternativ1 
approaches will not be discussed further as they were not used 
in the program developed in this study. 
One observation equation will be formed for each 
observation.· If in a particular equation A or B (or both) 
is considered fixed the corresponding terms in o/ and &x are 
omitted. If the scale of the net is not to be considered 
unknown the term in f will be omitted from all observation 
equations. 
The complete set of observation equations follows the scheme: 
m v .:::: m A ~g _,,, L. 
I 
I n I 












In equation 5 above: 
. V is the vector of final residuals, of length m = number of 
observations. 
A is the set of observation equatiorr coefficients: 
number of rows m = number of observations. 
number of columns n = 2~(no. prov. pts.) +no. angle stns + 1 
X is the vector of unknown corrections (n~l) 
L is the vector of discrepancies between observed and computed 
· 'di:tections and. distances ( O - C) ( m 11 l) , 
.2. The Normal Eguationse 
By the theory of errors the most probable values for the 
ur.Jcnowns X are ·given when the sum of the squares of the 
residuals are a minimimum. 
ie: }v rv a minimum. J 6 
From equation 5: VTV = (AX-L)T (AX-L) 
= XTATAX - XTATL - LTAX - LTL 
Which is at a maximum or minimum when d(VTV) = 0 
ie. µ.,.AX - Ar~ -Ar.t = tJ a..:t:. 
ie. jWhen A rPJ:. :..:: A 7 L I 7 
Bjerha1mnar (1973 p. 122) proves that this is the criterion 
for minimum VTV , r~ther than the maximum •. When the net 
whose adjustment is sought is a pure triangulation net, the 
normal equations may be written in the f orrn of (7) above, since 
the uncertainty in an observed direction c~n be take~ as 
independent of its length. In the case of a pure trilateration 
net or of a mixed net however it is'necessary to introduce 
a diagonal weight matrix P (mJ(m) with elements Pii = l , 
~2i.i 
DU being the a priori or expected standard deviation of the 
i~h observation. The normal equations may then be written: 
BX = R where: B - ArPA 
R = ATPL 
(n x n) 
(n,)t 1) 














The solution of the normal eQuations may be V\Titten: 
Jx = i3.i!J where B is the inverse of B. 
3. Precision of the unknovms .. 
The general law of propagation of errors may be 
written in matrix form as: 
: If Y = Yo + GTX 
Then Qy= GrQx G (see Hirvonen 1971 p. 1~9) 
Here y and x are related stochastic variables. 
G is a matrix whose elements g,1 have form &j= ~<' 
oXt: 
Qx is knO\vn as the matrix of weight ·coefficients, 
using Tienstra's notation the elements of Qx are written: 
; 67£ = variances of the x variate. 
tr;/ = covarianc~ of xi with x.;. 67.J· =6)e. 
o;- · = variance of one variate chosen 
to serve as having unit weight. 
(see Hirvonen 1971 p. 147) 
Substituting 8 into 10 : 
R = ATPL ' 
Qr= ATP.Qe.PA since P is diagonal, Pr= P 
T -= A P.P.PA since weight coefficient of L = Qe = P 
Qr = A.,..PA = B 
Substituting now 9 into 10 
x = B R 
- -T Qx = B.Qr.B 
= B.B.B since Qr = B from above. 
IQx = 13) 
The precision of the unknovms Jy, Jx for a particular point 






= VT~. V /m-/7) =-"-~ 12 














.4. The standard error curve. 
The. values~ and ~ for a particular point reflect the 
measures of precision in the grid axis directions. To f~nd 
the measures of _precision in other directions we rota-te these 
axes through an angle t to find maxima and minima defining 
the semi-axes of the standard error curve. 
The relationship between co-ordinates (u,v) and (y,x) 
derived by rotation of the (y,x) system through t radians is: 
u = x cos t + y sin t 
v = y cos t - x sin t 
By the general law of propagation o.f errors: 
o-fi = o~"'C ( ~'<- {· + o-Y. ( ~" t + 26: ~ . a u 
d z "J' ""Ji d y 
substituting into 14a and dividing bY: t>;;'t! 
z • 2.J... ' Quu = Qxx cos t + Qyy sin u + 2 Qxy sin t cos 
But .2 cos t =-~(l+cos 2t) 
. 2t sin =i(l-cos 2t) 
sin t cos t - )._ sin 2t - 2 
Therefore: 
t 
Quu = t Qxx (l+cos· 2t) + -~~ Qyy (1-cos 2t) + Qxy·sin 2t 
Quu = ~(Qxx+Qyy) + !(Qxx-Qyy)cos 2t + Qxy sin 2t 
Quu will find extremes vvhen d{Quu) = 0 
dt 
ie. when 2Qxy cos 2t - (Qxx-Qyy)sin 2t = 0 





Bjerhammar (1973 p. 144) shows that the value of t given by 
16 above is in fact the direction of the semi-major axis, 
not the semi-minor axis, of the standard error curve. 
The lengths of the semi-major and semi-minor axes of 
the standard error curve can be found as follows: 
From 16 above, put sin 2t = 2 Qxy , cos 2t = (Qxx -:....StiX.) 
w w 

















2t + cos 2 2t = 1 
2. 
+ (~ - 0.YJJ = 1 
we w z.. 
so w = j 4 Qfy + ( Qxx - Qyy )2 
Substituting for w, sin 2t and cos 2t in 15 above: 
2 
Quu = l( Oxx + Qyy) + ·b( Qxx - ctzx) 
w. 




w has a positive and a negative root, ·corresponding to the 
semi-major and semi-minor axes of the standard error curve 
· respectively. These axes are then given. by: 
Major axis =0ofQuu (max.)" THinor axis = o;,}Quu · (min.) 
1 
In summary, the semi-major axis of the error curve is 
given by: 
Emax =tI;f ( """'Q-~x_+---"Q~yy.f + j ( Qxx--::r.;y;,. )2 + 4 ( q;cy}2 
2 . 4 
at direction: 
t = t tan- 1 (2Qxy ) 
(_Q..,..xx'"""'----Qyy-·--r 
While the semi-minor axis is given by: 





at direction t + 90 degrees. 17c 
The shape of the standard error curve is given in polci.r 
co-ordinates by: 
2 2 . 2 z 2. 
2r = Emax + Emin +(Emax - Emin ) cos 2o< l7d 
where r is the radius ando< the angle in the (u,v) system 
(see anon. article in Survey Review Oct. 1971 p. 182) 
The standard error curve is not usually used as a graphical 
measure of the precision of a point; an ellipse - the 












The standard error curve is sometimes called the pedal 
curve, from the way it may be constructed given the 
standard error ellipse, illustrated in the sketch below. 
When the error ellipse is circular, the pedal curve is 
identical to it and the more the ovality of the error 
ellipse, the more pronounced the lobes of the pedal curve. 
When the error ellipse collapses into a line the pedal 
curve again becomes identical to the standard er::or 
ellipse. 
Figure 3. 
The pedal curve and the standard error ellipse. 
£rror e/h)Js t!-----"~~­
..fl!-.;>nQ';;Jrd ,grror &v.rve. ~-












3. THE GENERALISED MA.TRIX INVERSE. 
We saw in the previous chapter that the adjustment of 
a set of observations requires solutj_on of an equation set 
of the form: BX = R where B = ATPA. If the net is 
insufficiently anchored B 1..vill be singular and the normal 
equations will not be solveable by classical meaiii:.i. 
Numerically, solution by the Gaussian method 'Nill fail 
by the creation of a row ( and column) of comparatively 
small values in the B matrix being reduced to upper triangular 
form. These values will only be different from zero because 
of rounding errors in the machine solution. Subsequent 
calculations to reduce B further than this row ( say the 
k+lth.row) will merely produce swamping rounding errors. 
It will usuRlly happen that if th  rank of B is r, k = r. 
In this case, B can be partitioned as below: 
I 
I 
B = r 6 I clf-
l ___ J __ _ 
c. I d 
I 
< > 
where b is full rank (r)'r) 
Note that B is symmetrical. 
In 1958 Arne Bjerhammar published the important paper 
A Generalised Matrix Algebra in which methods are described 
for the solution of equations of the form BX = R ( B singular) 
For the purposes of this study the most important 
conclusions made by Bjerhammar can be summarised as below, 
the definition and theorem numbers stated being 'from 
the above paper. 
Definition 1. ~ehe inverse of any matrix C is defined by: 
l c c c = c 18 
This definition can be compared with the usual one: 













Equation 19 is called 1Jy Bjerhammar the Cayley inverse 
and is considered to be a special case of the generalised 
inverse. 
Theorem 2. All (and only) inverses of a matrix C are 
included in the expression: 
- - ~ 0 -
C = C C C + ( A0 - C C) Jiff + N (A - CC ) - . 
where: C ·- all inver.:;es of. C 
C = a particular inverse of C 
20 
M,N = sets of matrices that run through the set of 
equations of adequate order ( ie. that have 
sufficient rows a..nd columns for the equation 
to be formed in a meaningful way) 
·a 
= matrix satisfying ·AM = I¥I 
A 0 in equation 20 is related to the regular unit matrix I , 
but it may be a singular unit matrix, having some diagonal 
elements equal to zero. 
The applicability of equation 20 seems to be as follov1S: -given a particular inverse of C ; C , the set of all possible 
inverses C is explored by choosing successively different 
;v 
matrices Iv1 and N which allow the equation to be solved for -c . -
· For instsnce, one may 
matrix C = [/'9 2.1 
. 2 I 
explore the set of inverses of the 
taking for C the Cayley [/ z] 
inverse: 1~ _2 -,8 
Put A 0 = I and leave TIT and N undefined. Then: 
c = I C + (I - I)M + N(I - I) 
~ -
= c 
Therefore the set of inverses is in this case independent of 
j 
the choice of I1:I and N. The Cayley i::::lverse is unique. Or, 
using Bjc:;:-L.arr.Inar' s Jefini tion of a singular matrix as one 
without a Cayley inverse, ·we can say that an inverse of a 












.1 Particular invers.e of a rec tan_e;ular ma tr:!. x, rank equal to 
min.,imum orde.r:. 
Bjerhammar (1958 p. 8) gives a useful way of finding 
a particular inverse of a matrix C where: 
-r-
C = [~} Where the sub-matrix c has Cayley inVl~rse c 
Method: 
c=Ll1 . c ,o 
l 
Proof: 
-c c c = 
This particular inverse will not in general be unique. 
A diff eremt particular inverse of C could lie found for 
instance, by partitioning C as below: 
c. = t~r 
= C, 
.2; Particular inverse of a rectangular matrix 9 ran.'!{: less than 
minimum orc~ro 
We will deal here with the case of interest in the 
solution of normal equations: C a symmetrical· singular 























In this case: 
A different particular 
inverse of C would be: 
- 16 -
,, 
C :..L. [o c 
/~6 0 /.J() 
6 -2 -: l 
It is interesting to attempt a proof of this method, byr 
generalising the proof used for the case: rank = min. order: 
c c c = 
= 
·This method will then only produce an inverse if d c dr= e, 
which one would imagine to be a severe restriction on its 
.usefulness •. Bjerhamrnar (1958) makes no mention of this 
difficulty, not does Mittermayer (1971). Bjerhammar (1973) 
does not mention this useful method at all although on page 104 
he gives a proof for an analagous method where the singular 
matrix is enclosed in a larger matrix which is non-
singular, the v1hole matrix is inverted and the particular 
inverse found in the transposed position in the enclosing 
matrix. 
We .will have to asr.;ume that it is a fund.ar:1ental property of 












.3 Classification of inverses. 
Having defined the set of all possible inverses of a 
matrix and having show11. how non-unique particular inverses 
may be found in practice, Bjerhmnmar (1958) defines ways 
of finding certain particular inverses which have useful 
properties. 
1. 'I1he Normal Inversei...[ B_"'_· _=_fi_T_(_B_B_:-r_) ______ ~ _____ ] 
In this formula (B Br) is any 1)articular inverse of (B BT). 
B~ is not unique for singular B • 
The Normal Inverse is reciprocal; satisfying B°"BB,. = B"" 
and BB°"B = B _____ ] 
As with the Normal Inverse, the Transnormal is non-unique, 
but reciprocal. 
3. The Uniciue ReciT)rocal. f Bu = F~ (BF2 ) B(F, B) F, J 
Bu is unique for any F1 and F 2 of ran};: equal to the rank of 
Bj' (FI B) and ·. (BF 2 ) • 
~ mh ~t h t · R" - I ~SR B' T"(.:1~.BT). D (Bt'B) B '+• ~ e .:1 oc_ as ic .1. ing lnverse. J3 = _ b 1 · 
·SR. 
B is a unique reciprocal found by choosing F 1 = F~ = BT in 
the formula for Bu • 
In the case where B is needed for the solution of normal 
equations, since BT= B , we can write the S:tochast-ic Ring 
Inverse as: 
Bs~ B. (BB) B (BB) B 
Or, using the definition of the Normal Inverse above: 












.4 Properties of inverses in Ernlution of linear. eq_u..ations. 
:BjerharnBar (1958) shows that the Normal, 'r:r'.'e .. nsnormal 
and Stochastic Ring inverses each have particular properties 
Vlhen used in solution of the linear equation B X = R 
Theorem 8.: Let the equation B X = R be a consistent 
' 
system of Linear e~uations. Then the 'normal solution' 
X = B"R = BT(BB.,.) R gives the unique solution that satisfies 
X TX -- .. mini;m~mo 
It is interesting that although the Normal Inverse is not 
unique, the normal solution is unique in the case of consistent 
equations. This will be illustrated in the following section. 
Theorem 10 Let the equation B X = R be a set of linear 
equations ( not necessarily consistent ). Then the 'Transnormal 
Solution' : 
X = B™R = (BTB) BTR includes all solutions which minimise: 
- ..... "J 
(B~ - R) (B~ - R) 
Here BT!'lmeans the set of transnormal inverses of B. 
Theorem 12 : If B X = R is an arbitrary linear equation, then 
~ = ef~q = B~(BBT) B (BTB) BTR fulfills the condition: 
a) Consistent equation: XTX a minimum • 
. b) Inconsistent equation and rank B = min. order of B : 
(B! - R)T(B~ - R) a minimum. 
c) Inconsistent equation and rank B <minimum order of B 
(B! R)T(BX - R) a minimum, 
XTX a minimum • 
.5 Practical solution of singular normal eauations. 
If1itterme,yer (1971) chooses the Normal Inverse as a 
means of solving the normal equations. He uses a :practical 
example to demonstrate that althoug'(.l. the Normal Inverse is 
not unique, the Hormal Solution is unique and the example 
used by him is identical to one used by Bjerhammar (1958). 



















• -7 /$2 OJ - ~ .JJ26 -~9J 
=JJ¥ -g /j'6 0 .£! B(BB) =: O.l~5Z -f6J 
// -76' tJ 7£44 -/331) 7,7 
. . . 
x =..L [i] 
f'/ }() 
or ['41 ·x = 3 97 Jt> 
It is interesting to compare this solution with that found 
using the transnormal inverse. The solution will involve 
prenrultiplication of R by a matrix with a row of zeroes. 
• TN (BB)B I [-,9,9 -112 •lf4] B = ::: 
ftJ96 "2f;,9 ".C/b'~ -/oJ'Z 
0 () 
x ::::: I [-7 -8 "/] · [Z1 .Jt54 ~~2 ;/.f"b -711 b 0 
= I ~1 Hf 















The transnormal solution is in thts example not the same 
as the normal solution, nor is it un.ique, since by choosing 
a particular inverse of B with row one = zero, one would 
obtain a solution with X1 = O., different from that obtain~d 
above. The transnormal solution sets sufficient uru(nowns 
to zero so as to make the remaining system non-singular. 
It seems ·then that the transnormal solution is related to the 
cl::i.ssical soluti,on. This suggestion will be pursued 
further in dealing with the measures of precision. 
The Stochastic Ring inverse solution in mittermayer's 
example, gives the same solution for the unknowns as the 
normal solution, as shovm below: 
I [2] = 
.6· Precision of the Unknov-ms. 
In the full rank classical approach we have noted that 
.the matrix of weight coefficients is the inverse of the 
normal equation matrix of coefficients: Qx = B • By 
~nalogy one would suppose that the generalised inverses of 
Bjerhammar have the same property but this is not generally 
so, as we will show below: 
Recall the general law of propagation of errors: 
T If y = y4 + G X 
Then Qy = GTQx G 
and that we have shovm that Qr = B 
Normal inverse solution: 
X = BtH 
'.rhen Qx = Bf". Qr. ( B" )T 
= B ( BB ) . B . ( B ( BB ) ) '7" 
= B(BB).B.(BB).B since Band (BB) are symmetrical 












Mi ttermayer ( 1971) ari ves at the above solut:Lon after. a 
very short argument. He.-also proves the useful property: 
Qx.Qx (normal inverse) = minimum. 
Stochastic Ring inverse solution: 
The above argv.ment implies that the Stochastic Ring 
,inverse is itself the matrix of weight coefficients, but 
this can be checked as below: 
x = BSRR 
Then Qx = B SR • Qr. ( B Sli? ) T 
= B.r~ B • Bs~ since B is synunetrical. 
But B5Ris a reciprocal inverse, ie. it satisfies: 
B5": B • BSR= B$Ji! 
So Qx = BsR 
Transnormal inverse solution: 
x = BT"'R 
Then Qx = B TN o Qr • ( B TN ) 7 
Since B is not symmetrical: 
Qx( transnormal) = B rN .B • (B TN) T 
We have noted that the transnormal soh .. :;tion is apparently 
related to the classical solution. Using ra ttermayer' s 
example we can find Qx ( transnormal). Trac~ng this example 
back to its source in Bjerhs.mmar (1958) we can construct the 
equivalent classical problem and compare the values for Qx. 
Mittermayer's example: 
Qx TN · = B • B • (B Tl'I) T 
[ . r~ ~'1} ( B"' )"' . -7 -& '// j E - I - 36~ .. ;~2 1/f6 -78 I 
0 0 . 4'-b z /J't!J 
[; 0 J l l1 .J-/6'2 :ls~~ I ;,,. -8 ~/f6 
() 0 -1// - ?~ 
= 
:: [ 26 
-52 













Bjerhammar's original example (1958 p.21) gave the 
following A matrix: 
A 
.... 
T Deleting the third unknown would give for B = A • A : 
B = [
/ z J z.] 
0 0 O I 
So Qx (classical solution) = B = _!_ 
14 [
I -21 
-z /8 J =Qx(transnormal) 
This confirms the suspected similarity between the classical 
and transnormal solutions but this might not be a useful 
property of the latter. An automatic solution which itself 
selects the constraints to be applied is not an attractive 
proposition in survey adjustments • 
. 7 Alternative construction of the Stochastic Ring inverse. 
In the adjustment program developed for this study 
the Stochastic Ring inverse solution was used a:q_d particular 
inverses were found using the method of changing sufficient 
rows and columns of theBB matrix to zero, to render the 
remainder non-singular. We have noticed that this method 
seems only to produce an inverse if e, cert;a.1.11. restriction is 
satisfied. ( vvritten- as (de d-c.) = e.) This restriction does 
not.apply in the case of a rectangular matrix partitioned 
into a square full ra.nJ.::: section and one remainder. By 
applying this method of partitioning to the formula for the 












inverse found by the numerical method used in this 
study, is at least a unique inverse. 
Recall Bu = -Fz (BF .a) B (F, B) F, 
B ='"' ~ Choose: F, = - ... 
Then BF2 = 












F1 B = 
(F,B) = 
(F, B)F, = 





Partitioning the 'Stochastic Ring' inverse found by the 
'rows and columns of zeroes' method: 






















.8 Criticism of the theorl• 
For direct criticism o:f Bjerhammar' s worl\'., the reader 
is referred to Thomson's (1975) review of the farmer's 
Theo.l:Y.: of Errors and Generalised I;1atrix Inverses. Other 
criticism seems to have followed. publication of lViittermayer's 
implementation of the theory (1971),(1972). 
Grafarend and Schaffri1:i" ( 197 4) take exception to the 
fact that using the generalised inverse approach one can 
obtain absolute heights.( with measures of precision) from 
a level net without datum and scale from a pure angular net. 
'These examples' they say, 'demonstrate that something is 
inside the mathematical calculus is incorrectly posed. They 
contradict any geodetic logic.' 
Grafarenc1 and Schaffrin propound the Lemma: 
"The solution of any singular normal equation system is 
biased in general: 
Using the linear model .Y + C.y = A x 
E(y)·= _Ax 
for uncorrelated obs. satisfying E(cy) = o., Eis the 
Where Eis the expectation operator, let ATA = N. 
Best unbiased estimator for vector of unknmvns is: 
· E(2:) = N ATE(y) = N Nx =. x for full rank. 
For non full rank: 
E(~) = N ATE(y) = N N x ft x if x/.O and x not eigenvector. 
For rank (AT A) L. u , N N /: I • By definition only N N N = N. 
holds, or the disagreement E(x) /. 0 falsifies systematically 
any solution." 
Grafarend and Schaffrin show in some simple cases hov-1 
the free net solution may be mapped into the 'real world' 
using an operator which transforms the unknowns into ratios 
of ~ngles and sides. 
Schut (1973) points out the peculiarities of Mittermayer's 














this st~dy) and then points out: 
a.) ~rhat the singular normal equation set implied in a free 
ad;justmen:t can be rendered non-singular by inclusion of 
'pseudo observations' of the form Xi Yi, Xj = 0 , with 
high allocated vrnights. 
b.) There is no need to constr2.in e, net by anchoring it 
to points. By including the conditions : 
E 4Xi = o ,r~xr = O, E(Yi L1 Xi - X:iAYi) = o 
[where Xi and Yi are co-ordinates ref erred to the syst~m 
centroid] to the singular solution of the Berlin Net, 
Schut _obtained a classical solution practically identical 
to that of Mittermayer. 
It seems to the writer that Schut's practical example 
contradicts Grafarend and Schaffrin's Lemma since the former 
provides a classical ('unbiased') solution, which is 
practically identical to the generalised(' biased in 
general') solution. Because of the storage needs implicit 
in the Stochastic Ring inverse solution, Schut's approach 
is at face value a far superior practical method for 












4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE THEORY. 
Both the normal inverse 8" and the stochastic ring 
inverse Bs~ can be used to solve the normal equations 
BX= R. • However, the precision of the unknoYms can only 
be found from the latter. · A program permitting both the 
classical and free net ad.justment can therefore be 
computed according to the following schemes 
le Using the normal inverse solution : 
This method would require the minimum possible number of 
operations needed to solve forX and the effect of rounding 
errors would correspondingly be minimised. 
2. Using the stochastic ring inverse solution: 
.This second method vms used in this study because of its 
logical simplicity. The Univac 1108 machine· used has an 
.internal precision of about /tJ 7 decimal. This has proved 
ample except for the storage of co-ordinates~ full 
'directions: and distances.where double precision is essential • 
. /Formation of the observation eouations. 
It seems that the simpler the method used to organise 
the observation equations, the more wasteful of space and 
the worse the propagation of rounding errors. In this 
study the very simplest organisation ·was used~ - see follmving 
figure. This scheme would not be recommended for use on 
a smaller computing system, or to solve larger problems. 













be weakly diagonally dominant. If an iterative means of 
solution were applied to such a scheme the solution might 
be found to converge rather slowly. 
d,; .6 IA.i! I 
} o'het,;,,, f:A;.,,, 1m;."10 t:J/J$8/'V"t it?n.J 
A= I I 
-----r--1 
~.;.6 I o I~ } ,,,,,,,.,,,,. d.IJd/Vl>,i/Q,l'),J. cn:flf. I I~ 
----' 
A sketch is given on the following page showing the relation-
ship between the A matrix and other arrays used for input-
outpu t. 
.l!. Finding a particular inverse. 
We have noted that it is usually the case that in 
a matrix of rank r the first r rovvs and colurrms form a 
full rank submatrix. M:ittermayer's (1971) examples show 
how simple it is to find a particular inverse o:f (BB) in 
such a case: 
Reduce B (in fact a copy of B, or a copy of BB) to upper 
triangular, counting the number of non-zero diagonal 
elements produced; which gives the ranlc r. 
Invert the first r rows and columns of Ent ftll the remaining 
rows and columns with zeroes. 
Mittermayer(1971) remarks on page 406: 'If in an 
exceptional case, the remaining matrix is still singular 
one must try finding a different way of splitting it.• 
In this study it was found that al though the method d.escribed 
above worked for a pure trilateration net, it failed when 
directions were introduced. The 'exceptional case' had 
been struck. The manner of failure was most remarkable. 
A consistent but false solution would be found - consistent 
in this sense that the checks: (join between finals = com:;iuted 
final. directions and distances)- would be satisfied. In , 
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of unit weight would typically hover around twice the least 
squares solution value. At first the writer suspected that 
the rank was being incorrectly found. A series of runs 
were made on one ad.justment problem, the rank being forced 








- Figure 5. 
rA/-.f'E .ftJ£P7/~./V.f //II' A ~,{'c£ 4~T • 
Or ,Y. j1 V.NR...Vt:' WA/J. ~ 
~ 
' 
29 .J() .12. .JI.,. Jb .19 ~" ~& 44 4-b 48 J'" 
~(J. /'tJJUS ;~q' &'t74M~S . or µ6') //)Y,:t/'.,deQ'. 
According to theory the equation BX = R can only be consistently 
solved for least squares X. Apparently this is not true; there 
.is a set of solutions of BX = R , which the stochastic 
ring inverse is capacle of exploring given incorrect 
particular inverses (BBr' • Whatever the mathematical 
significance of this 'false solution' it is obviously 
dangerous; being undetectable except through the user testing 
the value 'm.s.e. of an obs. of unit weight' against his 
experience of jobs with similar ·registration. An external 
check is provided by running the adjustment as a minima.lly 
constrained one - the vectors of final corrections V being 














In the cases where a false solution was produced it 
was found that the B matrix after reduction to upper 
triangular - for purposes of finding its rank - had the 
following form: 
where the shaded areas represent 
sub-arrays with non-zero elements, 
the arrows representing positions 
of zero pivots. 
The cause of this mode of failure, seems in this case 
1to lie in the shape of the B matrix: 
where the shaded areas represent 
sub-matrices with non-zero elements, 
the thick line representing a 
diagonal sub-matrix. 
It may be that a B matrix formed usine; a different 
organisation of the A matrix will never fail in the above 
·way. The writer feels that if one is confident that the 
organisation used is proof against such a-failure, one 
.should still have a means of avoiding it, should this 
confidence prove misplaced. The following method has 
proved itself reliable.although the writer suspects it 
may not be the simplest approach • 
. 3 Particular inverse of a matrix v1i th embedded rows and 
columns producint,; singularity. 
1. In finding the rank of B (or of BB) flag those rows in 
the original matrix which have ended up in those rows of 
the· reduced matrix which have a zero pivot. This assumes 












In the example below, rows 3 and 4 were swapped during 
pivoting. Rows 4 and 6 of the reduced matrix have zero 
pivots. Rows 3 and 6 of the flag vector are set. 
0 . I I 
0 z 2 
/'-._ ·4 .J 
0 ·-......, .3 ..... ~ 
0 5 5 
0 ...,__ 6 6 
_T/:°,,OT,1(2 :: n~~rdr ,,0'11/_,,_,t,'.',,~ za 
1v·~//)~/ ,.t>c:>J/tf,,"'n t:1r /'"'~· 
2. Delete flagged rows and columns from the BB matrix, 
compact BB. 
,,... O_O_/_tJ_O_I_,, I/:"~ T r 





I _,.. .___ ___ o__ 0 




4. Split up the compacted matrix using the flag vector. 
() 
/ ....... ------
This is a particular inverse of BB. In our study, it will 












.4 Flagging of zero pivots. 
Because of rounding errors, none of the diagonal 
elements of B (reduced) are likely to be exactly zero, 
even v.rhen B is singular.· The flaggin:'.S of 'zero pivots' 
is really, a series of comparison tests. 
·,Consider the stage of reduction where the first zero 
pivot is struck - at row k say. 
g (/eq;,,,.:~¢) 
'--'~...,...-,..---~ .. 
,,Yti /nhr/7J,;>C/t1n av,,..,//'9.//.! 
t:!n ?'~/:;. ;;J/eo> 
+-Ar 
k J<r 
We have sorted through the kth column from rows k to 
l{:r for the largest element, to place at pivot position 
Bi*,A-) • Call this largest element BIG. The zero pivot · 
test can be used in the following way: 
F/,p.Y or.-~,-/).;>/ 
rt:?w /Jt?w .P& ~ 
T·wo methods were tried for computing the test value t: 
/( 
1. t = TEST2xl:' Bri t'J where TZST2 is a constant. 
i:: I J 
This approach worked reliably on large adjustments, but 
not so well on small adjustments, where the diagonal 
elements tended to change by 3 or more orders of magnitude 
from left to right. In such a case, t becomes an unreliable 













2. t = TEST2 ABS ( G (A)) where 6'c 4Jis the corresponding 
diagonal element of the orj.ginal B mat:r·ix. 
This approach proved reliable for both small and large nets. 
It necessitated a second test value t = TESTl (TESTl very 
small) to handle cases where the value GrAJ = O. This can 
occur for instance, in a pure angle network with variable 
scale. In the sketch below, the suitablility of thi~ method 
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On the flow chart following, the general.logic used for 
formation and solution of the normal equations is given. 
The array names eiven here correspond to those used in the 
programs, except that the ...... eight mEitJ~ix P is denoted W in 
the latter. In subroutine GAUSS the matrix being reduced 
is called 'A' while in subroutine GENINV the matrix 'Q' 
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5. SUPPORTING PROGRAMS. 
Output format for the main adjustment program was 
specified with an eye to the requirements of small civil 
engineering control work and ground movement surveys. 
These surveys might typically cover an area two kilometres 
square and if the ground is reasonably flat these can be 
regarded as plane surveyso In order to make the main 
adjustment program suitabl:: for larger surveys -ie. larger 
in ground area - tw·o supporting programs were compiled: 
1. Transformation between geographical and Gauss conformal 
co-ordinateso 
2. Reduction of observations from the ellipsoid to the 
gauss conformal projection. 
The significance of the need for such programs in 
support of a 'free net' adjustment will be discussed in 
the conclusion. It will merely be acknowledged ·at this 
point that reductions from the ellipsoid to a map projection 
are needed not only for the convenience of relating one's 
survey to other surveys, but also to avoid systematic errors 
degrading the quality of the results. 
Al though .. a surveyor 
might 'in princi.ple' be indifferent to the co-ordinate 
system used to reflect the relative positions of points 
he is likely at so~e time after carrying out· a 'free net' 
adjustment, to want to transform these co-ordinates onto 
a pref erred system. A program was compiled: 
3. Helmert transformation 
to satisfy this need. Again, the writer feels that the 
necessity for such a program bears on the question:' What 
is a free net? '· This question will be raised again in the 
conclusion. 
A fourth program \Vas compiled for the plottine of 
triangulation plans and error ellipses. The implerne11t2.tion 
of this program was quite straight-forward and will not be 
touch(d on further. 












.J. Transformation between f.l...eOJQ:?.nhical and Gauss conformal 
co-ordinates. 
Formulae adopted for this program were from Schreiber 
(1943) : 
,!f = £!.,1(_ Ct15 fP ,1- tf3~ Ct1$ .3; ( / - 7~ ;-'£ 2 ) 
..P'' 6 /> 
,. i'r co.f5f (.5 -/6'z-2,,. z-4"/4/Jz-56'/Je'?:'z+ /.3,./2 +) 
/&O ,,PS 
•..:t: • 8 ,. ~Z,N J/n.I co.sf 
'2/'& 
t1> ,f.f;V J/QI &t?.! 3//.F-7: 2 1- ~1'2 2 '"-1~) 
'2'..f>" 
'f .,f 6/v' p:-; I ~"Js/ / .11 ~flf z-2,.. z-4.; ~?IJ/22-.J.J(')//~z z"'~'- $/l.'"") 
?~bpJ 
. ,,. . . . . . 
Where: 8 = meridian arc equator to latitude p 
~ = " " (Lo - L); the longitude difference to central 
meridian of system. 
N = radius of curvature in plane normal to that of 
the meridian. 
.P = cosec l" 
7: = tan? 
2 
bcos2f where 6= a2-b2 ,/£ = -ls.T 
Tra.nsformc-~tion rectan,c;ular to geographicals: 
:: ~ -j'Z.!°z-,. 
j!. ~ .A/1 
r- -"f!'-4 ,P z:,. J ( .5 ,. .3 z/~· ,,. 1 / -f'/2,2 z-, z ~ .11.f' -z) 
e>4M,Alj 














L. .. Lt> - ff ..e.-..P-· -
M cosfl, 
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"J' 3 e r /,,..~?; z.-1-12,z.; 
6~ 3 co.s ji, . 
- j' 5 .e . I" J" :1-df./ .. t?t9 t:; ?. ... '9f/ z; 2-.c 4 '2:; "'- .9/l,l) 
/~~/0 5'&oi7' 
~ .... 
Where: .f, = f ootpoint la ti tu de. 
/. 
/?, = radius of curvature in :plane of meridian, 
corresponding to /1 
tan/, 
t5 cos 2/, 
Figure of the earth. 
The following values were adopted from Schreiber (1943). 
for the Modified Clarke 1880 spheroid: 
~-;::.J 
Semi major axis a = 6 378 249,145 326 International metres. 
Semi minor axis b = 6 356 514,966 721 International metres. 
6 ::f1J 2- 62J/6 2 6 = 0,006 850 085 445 
n ·fa-.6))/o>;.6) · n = o, 001 706 680 894 
" The following value was adopted for _p· : 
,, 
~ = 206 264,806 25 
The following formulae for M,N,B and.p, f'ol/ow 
·Helmert (1880). The corresponding numerical values were 
computed in double precision on the Univac 1108 system. 
Check marks ' I ' represent checks against c'omputations 
using a HP65 pocket calculator while check marks ' "' ' 
represent the limit of agreement with Wolfrum (1976): 
:m- : Radius of curvature in ~olane of the meridian. 
~,.a (/-n){/-/> 2) [ ( /r ~ /? 2~ &25/~4' /Z ~ ... ·) -.J { n ,,./~ n 3~/7~,1./'/S-~)c".J° .t?/J 
~ /.u ///z.""7/4' /?"';o.·J "o.s -"I -.?~f.1? 3.,J.2~t!n$',,. .. J<.t1.s t!p ".v~+-///t.:)t.'b.S '91 











3n - 0 -
M= 6 
I 
367 386,692 687 
- 32 601,256 
I 
038 cos 2 r; 
+ 69,549 901' cos 4 .¢ 
0,138 
I 




- o,ooo f 000 5 cos 10~ 
lL.J._Radius of curvature in nlane normal to that of .meridian; 
iv = a(nn)f f 1~ ~ n 2 .. .!Yp4'-/]~ ... .J -h .. ~/)3.,./5,1f~,,/}~:-)c".f 2f 
.~ -1- ~(.3,,,., 2 i1-/5"/4,JJ+-,,..) cos "'1-I -~ (5n3.;..J..f'~15nS".;. ··) Ct1~ 6f 
. ,.. ~~ (.J5n 4',,_ ·) Ct>S 6'/1 - 11tP& ( tf..JnS"~ .. ) cas /t:J, ,,_ ·. ·J 









0,019 851 ' 61 cos 
+ o,ooo 296' cos 8! 
' o,ooo 000 05 cos 10; 
B : Arc of meridian. 
N g F 
CJ = ar/-n)r.1-/') 2J£r/"'..?/,,/7 2 ,.22vt1"/')°",. . .)·P~,,, -~(/J-1-/~n -1>/7-'4./7~-)»n~? 
B = 
r /{ijtf //J~,. ~ /J ¥.,. •• )f,1/,) ~I - .J~l!l I/? 3r i'~6 n {.. ·) »;,, .6p ~.V-fj;,~f /? ~ . .J.f.//J d'f 
.. 6_p~tPl!ltJ (n.l",1-.) 5,-n/op -1- ••• ·J 
(111 131,862 " I 3600) 527 
- 16 300,628 " 018 sin 2; 
+ 17,387 475y sin 4¢ 
- 0,023 080v sin 6~ 
+ o,ooo 033" sin 8f 
fH': Latitude corresnonding to a given arc of meridian: 
J.r,o ·= o-" ~..PN (~n -,??/.;& n.1;1-6?/Ji'~6 ns>'. ).f,,:,,, &o- 11-,,P '/iV~6/J2-S"~.n/7";.-j .1/n"'-0-
~/-'"" ( /f//f'tf "' 3-4</ 7/,,i!S' nJ",.. ,) s,,,h t!o- ,,. ..P '* ( /"f'.7/f/J! n "'" · ·) $/,,-,Otr 












Where:o~.¢"')'me2~n length of 1 11 latitude. 




ss5 i sin 2Q ... I 
+ 0,788 546 743 0 sin 4Q • I 
+ 0,001 612 817 2 sin 6Q 
• t 8Q + o,ooo 003 749 5 sin 
' + o,ooo 000 093 4 sin lOQ 
\'fuere: 
s = x/ 30,869 961 814 86 
Q = s/_p"" 
.2 Reduction of observations from the ellipsoiq_ to the 
gauss conformal nrojection. 
Formulae given by Schreiber (1943) were used for this program: 
I 
Arc to chord correction for directions: 
. 1.t, -7;) = ./-) 4,(],2 ( ~e - x,,) I !Ii!;;?//,) ~.JO "//2 Z'/.J~3 ( X2 - :it:1) 2. r .t2,. "") 
-,Pb/} 2z:/o/?3 (f/2 -)~}( ~2t..,. '.Y2,Y1 ~ .7.y,2J r .. . 
Scale enJ:.§_rgement for distances: 
. ~ .. /,. ~,,{'2 /j', t! ~ ~.Y2 ~ ,7'/ )- /d 2 2'/t1,,e3 /Zz-Z.1) I' yf-!112) r · •• · 
Where: t = arc ray on the spheroid 
r = chord ray on the projection. 
s = projection length 
.5' = spheroidal geodesic length. 
~ = mean raclius of curvature: :point 1 for directions. 
midpoint for dist2.nces. 
1 2 = t5cos 2p'J 













In the implementation of these formulae the footpoint 
latitude JI, and correspondj_ng iP, 1 1,2. , z; 
place of the true geographical values. 
v.rere used in 
The following formula was used for the mean radius of curvature: 
/? II O?f/ -&nt:C§ i!jP ... 2/} 2&t!>:.J 4;/ -zn 3&~,S 6/ ,,.&n"C.0.1.:l'f 
' • R = 6 378 249,145 326 
• 21 771,271 913 cos 2? 
I 
49' + 37,156 614 cos 
0,063 
I 
6(1 414 cos 
• 8¢ + o,ooo 108 cos 












Helmert -or J,inear Conformal- Transformation. 
The semi-rigorous method of Gravity Centres was used 
for this program, following Hirvonen (1971) pp. 218-222. 
Given co-ordina t-es · on plane system 'Old. 1 : r Y, 4:,) · ·. t' J/A :.It/)) 
and the same ground points on system 'New' :(Y, )(,) .... f~Xn) 
The steps in solution for a transformation involving.a change 
of origin, a swing and a single scale factor, are as follovtt1: 
1. Find the centroid of common points on systems 'Old' ana. 1 Ne11•1': 
2. Reduce common point co-ordinates to the centroido 
I - I - V' - I -y, =- .11, - fl , z, :: ;,:, - ~ .I /~ :z .Y,-)"' J ,,r.. ::: x, -x 
3. Form and solve the normal equations: 
tY =' £%I~ '.l of-£ !l'f'.l 
b =Lf/'Y'./ ,1-£:¥ 1%.:/ 
c =-£f1'X:./ -£x'Y:J 
4. Find scale factor 'Nev.1 J.engths' and sviing 'Old' to 'New': 
'Old lengths' 
/J'J ; j 4 ~ 1- fi 2 • ~ = 7'a,,,-' 8.-14 
5. Transform 1.01d' points to 'Nevv' system: 
>: = Y" "-:4Y'-·a:t:' 
i 
The program vms designed to accept an 'Old' list 
comprising both corn.mon points s.nd points known on both 
systems, and a 1 NeVl' list comprising comTi1on points only. 
A searching procedure was used to flag ·~hose 'Old' points 
which are common. The organisation of arrc~ys and pointers 
used is given below, followed by the·flow diagram for the 
program. 
NV YX EC/? Y.KN Y.Kt: 
~~ ~~ t~ ~ ~ 
!'!.. ~ 
~ ~' ~ " ~~ i:i.'~ !\ ~' . ~ ~ ·~~ t~ 'I~ " ~ l'i ~" ~ ~~ I).~ ~~ It ~ ~ (\ }t ~~ 
~~ ~ ~ ~ \ ' ' 
~ ~~ ~ ~ ... I\ ... ~ ~ ~-~ ~ ~ y ~ ~ ~ 
~ ..,. ~ R ~ ... ~ -!' "' ~ ~ 
fl; 
~ ~ ~ ~ ... I\ I\ ...,_NYXt> 













FLOW DIAGRAM HELMERT THANSFORMATION PROGRAM. 
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6. COlVlPARISON OF FREE AND ANCHORED ADJUSTMENTS. 
As mentioned in the introduction the essential- results 
of an adjustment comprise firstly the adjusted co_ordinates 
and secondly measures of precision relating to these values. 
These two parts of the results will be considered separately 
in this section. 
The chief basis used for comparison of free anc. anchored 
nets was a section of geodetic triangulation in the western 
Cape Province , r~ferred to he~e as the Kaitob chain after 
the base line which lies at the northern end of the chaine 
This chain section comprised 16 points fixed by 77 direction 
rays and strengthened by 45 observed distances with an , 
average length of 57 km. The total north-south extent of the 
I 
chain is 250 km. A series of adjustments of this frame 
was made available to the writer by Dr. O. Wolfrum of the 
UCT Land Surveying Department. Dr. Wolfrum's adjustments 
were computed on the spheroid in geographical co-ordinates 
so i)rov·iding good opportunities for program validation. 
The results of comparisons of adjustments on the Kaitob 
chain raised some questions which were further investigated 
in a series of small theoretical examples. 
Dr. Wolfrum's adjustments referred to frame points by . 
numeric names vvhich v:ere used also by the writer. In· Plan 1 
(following page) the corresponding official names of these 
trigonometric points are also given. 
A.Comnarison of co-ordinates • 
• 1 Validation of fixed frame adjustment. 
Dr. \Volfrum's adjustments included corrections to the 
un1(nowns in metre units along lines of meridian and parallel, 
emoted to one mm. These were converted into projection 
:I. ' 
differences for comparison. Comparison of precision of the 
unY-..n'ovms might also be mentioned at this stage; Dr. Wolfrun' s 
adjustments produced the measures Tr'lX and 1'1Y quoted to one mm. 
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error ellipses, quoted to four significant figures. 
For purposes of comparj_son the latter were converted to the 
measures r1L"{ and MY. The results of these comparisons are 
given in the table below. 
Comparison betvrnen fixed frame adj_ustment of Ka it ob chc:J .. in 
This stndy _and Dr .. ~·~olfrum 1 s adjustmeJ:?.t. 
F ·.:.'.·. Sign convention: This study - Dr. 0 .• W. 
Point. Errors in co-ords. 
291842 


















































Errors in urec. unknovms .. 















Two further comparisons between the two adjustments were'made: 





Dr. O. Wolfru.m 
1,02987 
0,99998702 
This compci.rison of tv:·o programs, one computing on the 
spheroid ancl the other on the projection, was felt to be a 












programs but also of the precision of Schreiber's formulae 
for corrections to the projection,using foot-point values 
for radius of curvature and latitude ra,ther than the true 
values • 
. 2 Validation of free frame ad,iustment. 
By making an adjustment to the .program it was possible 
to force a fixed frame adjustment through the routL:as used 
in a free frame adjustment. The resulting adjustment used 
the stochastic ring inverse of a full re,nk ma:trix, in place 
of the classical Cayley inverse. The following d.iscrepancies 
were found: 
C'i:omEarif:ion between fixed frame a£._justment of Kaitob chain 
and the fixed frame adjusted using the stochastic Fing inverse. 
Sign convention:Fixed as free minus fixed. 
Point. Errors in co-ords. Errors in prec. unknowns. 
Ymm. Xmm. lVlYrnm. Iv1Xmm. 
291842 Fixed. 
311832 Fixed. 
291791 -1,21 +3,2 0 0 
301865 -3,5 +3,6 -1, -1 
)01702 -2,8 +2,5 0 +1 
301749 -2,3 +l,O 0. 0 
3.01896 +4,9 +l,O 0 -1 
301851 -5,0 +2,0 0 o· 
301759 -4,1 +3,2 0 0 
301742 -3,4 +2,0 0 0 
301831 -3,7 +1,6 0 +l 
311705 -4,4 +0,9 0 0 
311865 -2,9 +0,9 0 0 
311810 -2,4 +2,0 0 0 
311873 -2,1 -0,4- 0 0 
311848 -1,0 +1,0 0 +l 












From the table above it appears that the mechanics of finding 
the stochastic ring inverse wa,s not very favourable for the 
propagation of errors in the full ranJc case, in.this program. 
This situation was ·checked by comparing the fixed solution 
with the free solution transf.ormed onto the constraining points: 
Comnarison between fixed frari10 adjustment of Keitob chain 
an6. the free frame transformed o.nto the constraining points. 
Sign convention: Free frame transformed minus fixed frame. 
Point. Errors in co-ords. 
Ymm .. Xmm. 
291842 Fixed. 
311832 Fixed. 
291791 +0,6 -1,l 
301865 +1,4 +O, 3 
301702 +1,4 -0 5 ' \ 
301749 +1,9 -1,1 
301896 +1,6 -0,1 
301851 +2,0 +O,l 
301759 +2~0 o,o 
301742 +2,7 -0,5 
301831 +3,0 -2,0 
311705 +1,7 +0,3 
311865 +0,9 -0,7 
311810 +0,4 -2,2 
311873 +0,4 +0,2 
311848 +0,3 +0.,4 
R.M.S 1,7 1,0 
3. Significance of free adjustment co-ordinates. 
It has been shovm above . that the co-ordinates derived 
from a free adjustment can be transformed onto those derived 
from a minimally constrained net, using a line8.r conformHl 
transformation. It would be surprising if this were not the 












can be considered to have any sig11ificance over and above 
that of reflecting the relative positions of the poin~s 
in the adjustment. 
'rhe co-ordinates of points fixed in an anchored adjustment 
reflect not only the relative positions of these points 
with respect to other points fixed in the same survey, but 
'also their relative position~ with respect to points fixed 
in other surveys but anchorf}d to the same geo~etic frame. 
The concept of a 'free net' -however it is understood-
denies this kind of significance to :the co-o.rdinates of 
points fixed in a free net adjustment unless the provisional 
co-ordinates have significance themselves. Adjustment using 
the normal inverse, or the stochastic ring inverse has the 
property of reducing : 'Trace of the unknovms' to a minimum. 
This implies a linear transformation of the adjusted points 
onto the provisional points. Suppose that a particular 
adjustment is carried out for the purpose of a ground movement 
survey and that the provisional co-ordinates represent those 
derived from a previous cycle of observations. After 
adjustment the co-ordinates can be usefully compared with 
those of anotl1er survey -that is, the provisionals- implying 
that their absolute values have some significance. Exactly 
what this significance is, is questionable. In addition 
it would be very difficult to justify linking the measures ,. 
of precision of the unknovms with whatever significance is 
attached to the co-ordinates. 
While bearing these difficulties in mii:id, it is 
interesting to see how the co-ordinates derived from a free 
net adjustment compare with those derived from Helmert 
transformation of a minimally anchored net onto all anchoring 
and provisional points. This was tested in the case of 
the Kaitob chain, results being shovm on the following page. 
In addition to a small scale difference, the comparison 
showed a small orientation swing due to the fact that in 
the program used, the scale factor and final orientation 
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We have shown earlier that co-ordinates derived from 
a free net adjustment can be transformed into those derived 
from a minimally anchored adjustment by a linear conformal 
transformation onto the anchoring points. It follows that 
·transformations from an anchored and from a free adjustment 
onto ~ single set of co-ordinates, should produce identical 
'results. In particular, both types of adjustment when 
t:r.ansformed onto all constraining and provisi<?nal points, 
should produce the same transformed co-ordinates. This 
was tested in the case of tl~e Kaitob chain, by transforming 
a free net adjustment onto all points and comparing these with 
the co-ordinates derived in the test carried out in the last 
paragrapho 
Com:garison between fixed frame adjustment of Kaitob chain 
transformed onto all points, and free frame adjus:tment 
similarly transformed~ 
Sign convention: Free frame transformed minus anchored transf. 
Point. Errors in co-ords. 
Ymm. Xmm. 
291842 +1,6 -1,2 
291791 +1,2 +0,5 
< 301865 +0,3 +0,7 
301702 +0,2 -0,1 
301749 +O,l -0,9 
301896 +O,l -0,3 
301851 -1,2 +0,3 
301759 -0,5 -0,3 
301742 -0,7 -0,7 
301831 -1,8 +1,4 
311705 -0,4 -0,6 
311865 o,o +0,2 
311810 +0,5 +1,6 
311873 +0,5 -0,5 
311848 +0,4 +O,l 
311832 +0,6 -0,2 














The relationship between the co-ordinates derived from 
a free net adjustment and those derived from transformation 
onto the provisional points was further investigated by 
considering the fitting of observations implying a trapezoidal 
frame, onto provisional points arranged in a square. The 
results of this comparison are shown in the sketch belovv. 
Figure 9 .. 
.· 
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·comparison between a free adjustment and a constrained 
adj;ustment transformed onto the -provisional points by 
Helmert•s method. 
The symmetr;i.cal relationship between the adjusted frame and 
the provisional points in the example above appears to have 
prevented any swing between the two results. However the 
reality of a swing in practical cases was shown in the 
example of the Kaitob chain. In general, one can say that 
there is no unique solution for a particular free frame 
problem in terms of corrections to the unknowns, but that 
the· values of these corrections will depend on what parameters 
are classified as unknowns. An adjustment by the method of 












to that derived by an adjustment in terms of directions, not 
only because of the different weieht systems implied in the 
two methods, but also because the adjustments will seek 
to minimise the sum of different sets of unknowns. 
In conclusion to this section on the comparison of 
co-ordinates derived by free and constrained adjustments, 
the sketch belmv summa.rises the comparisons made, e.nd the 
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8. Comvaris~n of measures of -precif!J-2£· 
The most intriguing questions concerning free net 
adjustments arise from a consideration of the measures of 
precision since it is in this area that the cl~ssical 
adjustment can be 'seen as unsatisfactory in certain 
survey applications. In this section we will try to 
~dentify the characteristics of the measures of precision 
of a free adjustment, using constrained adjustment values 
as the norm. This will be followed bi analysis of the 
practical implications of tb~se characteristics. As in 
the previous section, we will start from general practical 
examples and then use small theoretical examples to 
investigate questions raised by the general adjustments • 
.. 1 Kaitob chaj_n as a free net. 
Triangulation plans with error ellipses are given on 
plaz1s 3 and 4 f olloYling, for anchored and free adjustments 
respectively o Comparing these, two conclusions suggest · 
themselves: 
a. Point for point, the error ellipses are smaller in the 
case of the free net adjustmento 
b. Point for pain~, the shapes of error ellipses in this 
free net adjustment seem to be more heavily determined by 
·the arrangement of the irnmediate fixing rays and lines than in - ... ·-,.,. 
the case of the anchor.e.d aa~justment. Consider for instance th1.. 
point 301896; centre point of a polygon. In the free 
adjustment this point's error ellipse is smaller and more 
nearly circular than that of side point 301865. In the 
anchored adjustment p'oint 301896 has the larger error 
ellipse of the two. 
These conclusions may be verified from the f ollowine 
table. Here the measures l'irY and MX are tabulated for the 
two adjustments as well as the average standard error: 
r!IA =fiYi,r1r;cG' • The ratio F =MA (free)/IiIA (fixed) in 
.this case is 0,56 The comparable value obtained by 
Mi tterniayer (1971 p.407) was O, 32 for adjustment of the 
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after anchoring the Berlin net on points c;.bout four 
kilometres apart, while the total extent of this net was 
twenty kilometres. Had extremities of this net been chosen 
as anchoring points Dr. Mittermayer would undoubtedly' have 
obtained a larger value for F. 
Compari~<2_1]; of measures of gecision for K'altob chain 
adjusted as an anchored 8,nd as a fTee net. 
Pointo Anchored. Freeo Ratio$ 
r/iY Iili!.l FIIX:mm MAmm rv'IYmm MX:mm IWAmm F 
291842 fixed • 94 95 134 
. 311832 fixed. 111 71 132 
I 
160 291791 107 119 65 64 91 0,57 
301865 88 94 125 58 59 83 0,66 
301702 101 107 147 41 36 55 0,37 
301749 138 147 202 69 b67 96 0,48 
301896 108 105 151 44 45 63 0,42 
301851 115 100 152 57 52 Tl 0,51 
301759 127 111 169 54 51 74 0,44 
301742 163 145 218 79 68 104 0,48 
301831 134 110 173 75 69 ' 102 0,59 
,311705 135 105 171 60 62 86 . o, 50 
311865 112 93 146 61 53 81 0,56 
311810 ,_,.. 117 122 169 71 87 112 0,66 . 
311873 95 88 129 82 71 108 o,84 
311848 75 88 116 82 71 108 0,93 
2~ Ksitob chain as a pure trilateration net. 
The Keitob chain contained sufficient distance 
observations to permit its adjustment as a trilateration 
net. Triangulation plans 5 and 6 following show the relative 
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PI.AN 6. KAITOB CHAIN AS FREE TRIJJATERltTION NET. 
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A striking feature of Plan 5 is the tendency of the e~ror 
ellipses in this fundamentally wealc trilateration net to 
share a common orientation. This feature - which of course 
represents a real weakness in the frame if anchored at its 
northern and southern extremities - is not apparent in the 
free adjustment. The conclusions drawn from adjustment of 
the. Kai tob chain with both directions and distances, apply 
also in the case of the trilateration adjustments. In the 
table below the values MY l.VlX and n1A for these adjustments 
are given •. 
Comparison of measures of precision for Kaitob chain 
aqj_usted as an anchored and as a constrainecl net 2 using 



















NlY mm . MXmm lYf.Amm 
fixed. 
fixed. 
194 273 335 
246 142 284 
283 193 343 
333 256 420 
319 191 372 
317 156 353 
342 153 375 
368 218 428 
329 197 383 
325 128 349 
266 121 292 
243 198 313 
195 138 239 
190 144 . 238 
Free. 
rtiY mm M:X:mm r.TAmm 
223 206 304 
195 75 209 
174 122 213 
124 138 186 
97 79 125 
139 136 194 
131 120 178 
144 100 175 
144 ~'82 166 
140 134 194 
188 122 224 
141 107 177 
124 78 146 
121 139 184 
119 119 168 

















The mean value of F for this comparison is 0,55 ; which is 
rather similar to that obtained for the combined distance 
and direction adjustments. Individual values for F are 














311865,311810,311873 and 311848~ It is difficult to see 
from the geometry of the fixes of these points, that they 
have any common characteristics not shared with points 
where F is similar. 
3. Point for Eoint_adjustment of Kaitob chain as a 
trilateration net. 
The conclusion drawn .' from the previous two examples; 
that the error ellipses produ~ed by a free adjustment seem 
to be datermined largely by the geometry of the immediate 
fixing rays - invites the question whether a. simple relationship 
might exist between these and the error ellipses produced 
by an adjustment where every point except that one whose 
error ell:i,pse is sought, is considered fixed. Four points 
I 
in the Kaitob chain were adjusted in this way, assuming for 
the m.s.e of a single observation of unit weight the value 
obtained from the minimally anchored adjustment (0,1650) ~ 
Comnarison of measures of ~recision for Kaitob trilateration 
frame as a free net and as adjusted point by point. 
Point. Free net. ·Point for EOint. 
Emax Em in Tdeg. MA Em ax Emin Tdeg. MA F 
291842 283 111 132 304 194 113 137 224 0,74 
291791 182 110 68 213 125 114 61 169 0,79 
301831 189 120 81 224 138 105 65 173 0,77 
311873 131 106 134 168 130 92 51 159 0,95 
From this prac-'Gical example it seems that the valuable 
' 
·conclusion could be dravm that it is safe to interpret a free 
adjustment as 2.~~point by point adjustment since the average 
measures of precision will be larger than in the case of 
a point by point adjustment. Unfortunately this conclusion 
was contradicted by subsequent tests, as explained belowe 
4. Ad_justment of a centre point polygone 
The effect of uncertainty in the positions of the fixing 













designing a theoretical figure comprising a fully observed 
square centre point polygon, adjusting this as a free net 
and then distorting the frame into a kite shape and 
repeating the adju.stment. The resultant error ellipses 
are shown on the following page, Plan 7. The resultant 
numerical measures are given in the table below. 
Free net adjustm~_nt _of a c191_1tre point polygono 
Measures Of 
Point. Sguare figure. Kite figure. Factor. 
r~IYmm I\TXmm MAmm rt!Ymm MY...mm MA mm F. 
A 4,25 4,25 6,01 4,61 5,23 6,97 1,16 
B 4,25 4,25,6,00 7,48 7p47 10,6 1,.76 
c 4,25 4,25 6,00 5,22 4,61 6,97 l·,16 
D 4,25 4,25 6,00 4,43 4,44 6,27 1,05 
E 2,78 2,78 3,93 3,58 3,58 5,07 1,29 
The geometry of the rays and lines fixing point D is in 
this case unaffected by distortion of the net into a kite 
shape. It is interesting, in the light of this to note that 
the-measures of precision of Dare also very little affected 
by distortion of the net. 
Adjusting the square polygon with only point D unanchored 
produced the measures of precision for D : 
Il'!Y = rnx == 5, 78 mm, MA. == 8, 18 In this example then the :point-
by-point m(msures of precision for D are larger than those 
derived from a free adjustment. 
5. Adjustment of a surround traverse. 
By removing the centre point E from the figures treated 
in the previous section, these were changed into surround 
traverses. The measures of precision obtained from the 












PLAN 7. FREE ADJUSTMEJ:i1 OF A CE1'£!E_E .JOINT POLYGON. 
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Free net adjustment of a surround traversee --·--·-------
Pdiiit. Sau2.re fi.ffi_1re 8 
Tu1Y mm I1'IX111m f\IAmm 
5,57 5,55 7,86 
5,57 5,58 7,89 
5,65 5,69 8,02 
5,57 5,56 7,87 
Kite figure. 
MYmm fiIXmm Ml\mm 
6,32 7,39 9,72 
8,63 8,63 12,20 
7,39 6,30 9,71 











As in the previous example~ the.measures"of precision 
of point D are here little affected by a distortion of the 
overall net, which does not alter the geometry of the 
immediate fixing rays. 
It may be mentioned that in this example as. in all 
examples given previously, the scale of the figv.re was treated 
as an Unlcnovvn. In a classical surround traverse an undefined 
scale leads to an insoluble problem. The actual scale 
computed in a free adjustment of this kind could only be 
_, ~ . ' 
given a justification related to that impl'tcit 
in the scaJ.e-of-.the provisional figure. 
/ 
6. Alteration of measures of urecision with changes in data. 
One of the purposes in extracting measures Of precision 
for the unknowns, is to measure the effect of omitting 
·certain observations, changing the weighting system, etc. 
In the table below the differences obtained 'between using 
·a minimally constrained and a free net for this purpose, is 
illustrated. 
Comparison of measures of precision for Kaitob phain, ~sing 
free and anchored adjustments. 
Net A : Trilat.-Triangulated net. 










Net B Factor. 
MA.mm. F 
Free net comnarison. 
Net A: Net B Factor. ----
MAmm. MAmm. F 
134 304 0,44 




























Anchored ne~ comparisoB· 














































Free net comparison. 















































In the table above, the factors F -denoting the improvement 
in precision of the net when treated as a trilat. -triangulc:i.tion 
frame - are strikingly similar, when measured by classical or 
free net means. In the cases of stations 291791, 301896, 
301742, 311810, 311873 and 311848 however, the factors F are 
not identical Similarly anomalous results were found for these 
stations· in section 2 above. It may be not.ed that no me2.sures 
for the 'improvement' of a net are available for the 












7. APPLICABILITY OF FREE ADJUSTMENTS TO SURVEY PROBLETuIB •. 
We will use the conclusions reached in the previous two 
chapters to establish whether free net adjustments can find 
uses in two likely fields of application; the ~reliminary 
adjustment of a net which will later be anchored to a 
surrounding or adjacent system and the adjustment of nets 
- ....... . 
used for ground,movement surveys. 
1. Preliminary a.dj,ustments .. 
It often happens that a survey project involves the 
observation of a net which has sufficient redundancies to 
be adjusted in4ependently, but which Yvill later be forc~d 
into agreement with surrounding nets. A preliminary 
unstrained adjustment could be used for the following 
purposes: 
a.) To establish the internal precision of the net, in terms 
of the precision of the unknovms~ 
b_.) To examine the effect of leaving out certain rays, 
adding others or treating the net as a pure trilateration or 
triangulation scheme. 
c.)To examine the degree of distortion involved in forcing 
the net into agreement with the surrounding system .. 
Since free n t adjustments as implemented in this study 
are unstrained, they are suitable for purpose a .. ) above, 
although no less so than a conventione,l unstrained adjustment. 
Purpose . b. a.bove involves the comparison of measures of 
precision, derived from successive adjustments. This 
comparison can be made in terms of a factor F say, expressing 
the relative improvement in the measures of precision, for 
ea~h point upon the second adjustmente We have noticed in 
the case of the Kaitob cha.in adjusted as E mixed and as a 
trilateration frame only, that except for six points the 
relative improvement produced by adjusting the Kai tob net 
.as· a trilat.-tria.ne;ulated frame, by comparison with a pure 
trilateration frame, was rather similar when measured by 
classical and by free adjustment techniques. Free net 












in view of the fact that by this means one can find the 
relative changes in precision of all points in the net, 
whereas in a conventional adjustment the changes in precision 
of anchored points are undefined. 
The value of free net adjustments in the examination of 
the degree of distortion involved in forcing the net into 
agreement with.surrounding nets (purpose c. above) is 
difficult to assess, since t.his would require CJ. better under-
standing of the significance of free adjustments than we he.ve 
been able to aquire in this study. A simple case which could 
arise would be if the 
in a way analagous to 




~. ·. ,, •/ 
A / ......_ 
net is to be forced onto two points 
the anchoring of a pin-jointed bar, 
sketch below. 
;I B ,. 
--- '-- )J;, /. -~ Q r/°xt:Jd. /. . 
/)~ Loc.9/ JY..fre/17 cArt?va-< 4 e?/u7.8. 
~.,..~,+ti ./ 
Constraint of a net as a pin-jointed bar. 
The permissibility of constraining such a net. could be 
gauged classically by fixing three co-ordinate values as 
illustrated above. Unfortunately, the relationship between 
the free net measures of precision of the unknovvns and the 
classical measures in a case such as that above, was not 
tested in this study. Although there seems no reason to 
believe that the two measures should be related ·, this 
question will have to remain an open one. 
2. Apnlication to ground movement studies. 
The initial net observed in a ground movement study 
does not have to be anchored to any surrounding points. This 
makes such a net a likely prospect for free net adjustment. 
i 












first, and then of later cycles of observation. 
a.) The first set of observations. 
Measures of precision derived from the first adjustment 
serve the purpose ·of enabling the surveyor to predict the 
precision with which he will later be able to measure 
movements. In the cas.e where the surveyor has designed his 
net so as to incorporate fundamental marks, this prediction 
might as well be made by anchoring a theoretical net with 
the same precision of observations as the first, onto these 
fundamental marks. To cast the problem in terms most 
favourable to free net adjustment, we will suppose that.the 
surveyor is initially cJmpletely unsure as to.which points 
will prove stable. His ability to make statements on 
\ . 
movements will be greatest if only one of the net points 
can be sho~m to have moved. In the adjustment of the Kaitob 
chain we have seen that the free net measures of precision 
were somewhat larger th2m those derived from adjustments in 
which one keeps successively, every point but one, fixed. 
It is suggested then, that a free net adjustment is probably 
a reasonable means of predicting the most favourable case 
of movement. If, in subsequent cycles ·of observations 
a number of points are found to ha.ve moved, the free net 
adjustment will have proved an overly optimistic predictor 
of the adequacy of the net. 
b.) Subsequent sets of observations. 
We will suppose here tha.t subsequent cycles of observations 
will always be anchored onto previously derived co-ordinates. 
We will suppose also that at each cycle.of observation, the 
surveyor seekq to establish which points he can consider 
fixed. An unstrained preliminary adjustment can be applied 
to test the registration of the observation set and for this 
purpose a free adjustment can serve as well as a classical 
one. The tendency of a free adjustment to approximate a fit 
onto the provisional co~ordinates suggests that, provided 
only a small proportion of points have moved, a free net 














We will first summarise the conclusions reached 
in the body of this study and then attempt a general 
conclusion, based on these. 
1. Theou. of generalised inver~~~· 
We have seen that, of the three generalised inverses 
dea.cri bed by B j erhammar ( 1g58) 
;:.i 
a;;) The Transnormal inverse does n5:t pftoduoe a unique 
solution "to the normal equations but . the partic::,lar 
solution produced will depend on the particular inverse 
chosen. In general the transnormal solution will set 
some corrections to the unknowns to zero. Using one simple 
example it was shown that the matrix of Y.reight coefficients 
produced by a particular transnormal solution was identical 
to that produced by a particular solution tm a similar 
classical problem. The possibility of the transnormal 
solution being identical to an equivalent classical problem 
IJ 
was not pursued fh;i.rther. 
b.) The Normal inverse , like the Transnormal, is not 
unique but as 1\Ijlttermayer (1971) has shown in a simple 
example, different Normal inverses can produce identical 
solutions to the Normal equations. The Normal inverse 
·is not itself the matrix of weight coefficients, which 
limits its usefulnes in survey problems. 
c.) The Stochastic Ring inverse is a unique inverse, producing 
a unique solution to the Normal equations and, according to 
Mi ·ttermayer ( 1971) this is the same solution as produced 
using the Normal inverse. As applied to a set of Normal 
equations, the Stochastic Ring inverse is both its own, 
and the Normal inverses' matrix of weight coefficients. 
This means that in an adjustment program the Stochastic Ring 
inverse can be treated in exactly the same w2,y as the 
classical inverse. Using the Stochastic Ring inverse, it 
is easy to develop a program to handle classical and free 













Schut . (1973) has shown that it is possible to obtain_ 
practically identical results to that from a free adjustment, 
by imposing sui t2,ble constraints on a,. cla.Ssic8.l adjustment. 
'· 
Instead of requiring that certain corrections to the uriJ{novms 
be zero, one has only to include the conditions: 
i~'1Xi = O,I"LIYi = O, E(YiLlXi - XiAYi) = 0 
Where Xi and Yi are co-orcti.nates reduced to the centroid. 
One v.aluable contribution to ·the .. theorv (tf errors which ·- ~ ., . - . -
emerges from the controversy surrounding free net a.6.'justment, 
is that a clo.ssical net constrained in the way applied by· 
Schut. may·. have the 11roperty: Trace of the matrix of 
Weight coefficients = minimum,. 
2. I211J?l1?.mentation of_ .the _theory. 
a.) Little difficulty was found in determination of the 
rank of the matrices produced in the examples used in this 
study. Using the Gaussian algorithm for reduction of' a matrix 
to upper triangular, sharp dis~ontinuities in pivot magr:dtude 
of about 105 enabled the appropriate rows to be flagged 
unequivocally. Following Mittermayer (1971) it had_ been 
expected that once the rank of the B matrix in the Normal 
equatj_ons BX = R had been found, a particular inverse could 
be found by deletion of sufficient rows and columns, from 
any part of the BB matnx. Using this method consistent 
solutions to the Normal equations were found which did not 
however satisfy the least squares condition. This dangerous 
result was traced to the construction of the B matrix in ~he 
program developed which resulted in singularities occurring 
within the body of the B matrix and was circumvented using 
a compaction of the BB matrix followed by a splitting after 
inversion. 
b.) In an~·att~mpt to develop a useful program set supporting 
the adjustment program, routines were compiled which me,y be 
interpreted as begging the question of the existence of free 
nets: 
(i} One' routine transforms co-ordinates between geographical 













system is a tied system and the corrections applied to 
field observations are only valid for the particul:;,r way 
this tie has been accomplished. The residuals obtained from 
an adjustment and consequently the size of the measures of 
precision, depend in turn on the corrections applied. These 
considerations should be taken into account in deciding how 
to interpret a 'free' net. 
(ii) A second. routine was c0mpiled, for tr2nsformation of 
co-ordinates by HG1mert's method. Suppose one carries out 
a free adjustment and one then transforms the derived 
co-ordinates onto a new system conts.ining only two fixed points. 
In this case, identical final co-ordinates could have been 
obtained. from. a classical adjustment anchored OhtO the SD.me 
- ' ' 
points, but different erro:r" ellipses would derive from the 
tvio approaches. A practi~al danger exists; that one will 
.;_se a free -?_-dju~stment m1d a transformation, but then treat 
. ' the error ellipses as if they derived from a classical approach • 
. 3. Comparis2n between f;ree and anchored adjustments. 
a.) Co-ordinates derived from a free adjustment were found 
to transform linearly onto those derived from an anchored 
adjustment.with minimal constraints. In the program compiled 
for this study the inclusion of final orientation corrections 
and a scale factor amongst the unknowns minimised in the 
free adjustment, was thought to cause differences between 
free adjustment co-ordinates and those derived from Helmert 
transformation of a minimally anchored net onto all :provis-
ional and anchoring points. In pra,ctical use, the· tendency 
of free net adjustment co-ordinates to approximate a fit onto 
the provisional values, is felt to be a potentially u~eful 
quality. 
J 
b.) Measures of E"ecision of the unknovms ·derived from a 
free net adjustment were found to resemble those derived 
from adjustments in which one holds successively~ every point 
except one, fixed. ·1n a pr2ctical net of 16 points , free 
net measures were on aver2.ge 2.bout l)Zx the size of the la.tter • 












In one small theoretical example however, the free net 
measures were found to be smaller than those derived from 
a 'point-by-point' adjustment. This result was disa~pointing 
in that it precludes setting an lower bound on the magnitude 
of these measures, in terms of .those derived by classical 
methods, 
c.) Measures of precision of the observations we-re- found 
in the practical examples used, to be practically identical 
to tl1ose derived from minimally anchored adjust!Jlents. 
4. APElicabilitz of free net adjustments to survei[__problems. 
A brief investigation of the possible applicability of 
free net adjustments to ground movement surveys was made, on 
lthe supposition that this is a likely area of application. 
The following suggestions were made: 
a.) If, when ad;justing the first set of observations, the 
surveyor has no idea which points will move, the measures of 
precision of the unknowns deri vea. from a free adjustment v1ill 
provide a reasonable estimate of his ability to detect movement 
in the most favourable circumstance of only one point moving~ 
b.) The tendency of free net adjusted co-ordinates to represent 
a fit onto the provisional co-ordinates and the fact that 
·the derived measures of precision of the observations are 
those of an u strained net, make a free net adjustment a 
suitable choice for the preliminary adjustment of sets of 
observations after the first cycle. 
5. General conclusion~ 
Some ad hoc applications of free net adjustment h2.ve been 
suggested. By demonstrating the equivalence between free 
net adjustments and a particular type of anchored adjustment 1 
Schut (1973) has dispelled some of the myster·y surrounding 
Bjerhammar's technique. Free net adjustment should be seen 
as merely one of several methods available, for the determin2tion 
of the internal precision of a net in terms of the precisions 












on the.validity of the bas~c aim. The critics Grafarend 
and Schaffrin (1973) as well as Schut (1973) admit the 
usefulness of free net . measures of precision, y,rhen no 
others are available. The writer has great difficulty 
accepting this view and suggests that further research is 
needed into the meaning of the concept of 'inherent 
strength' of a net. The need for such research can bB · 
demonstrated by considering the grounds upon which Schut 
criticises Mittermayer's (1972) choice of anchored 
• 
<:i.dju::-·tment, whereby the supposP.d su1.,eriori ty of the free 
net adjustment is demonstrated. nittermayer constrains 
a net by anchoring it to points which are close together. 
He then compares the measures of precision for the unknovms 
with thDse derived from a free net adjustmerit. The choice of 
I . 
6onstraints applied is decidedly odd and the results of the 
comparison will emphasise : 
a.) The comparative smallness of free net measures of precision 
for the unknovm.s. 
b.) the comparative uniformity amongst the free net measures 
of precision for the unknowns. 
Schut points out the peculiarity of Mittermayer's choice of 
constraints, which he says is unfair to the classical 
·adjustment. The present writer interprets this as suggesting 
that both Mittermayer and Schut have an intuitive concept of 
the inl1erent strength of a net and that both believe the 
qualities ao ahd b~ above to be those of the inherent 
strength of a net. A need exists to examine first the 
meaning of the ' inherent strength of a net', before deciding 
whether or not a :particular adjustment method approaches a 
measurement of this. 
The point made above would be of trivial importance were 
it not that the qualities a. and b. , while concievably 
qualities of the inherent strength of a net, are also the 
qualities surveyors cpntinually strive to obtain through 
sound net design and careful observationo Given a particular 













measures of precision for the unknowns more complimentary 
to the surveyor's skill than any conventional adjustment of 
the same observationso The temptation to use free net 
ad.justm0nts and to. accept that they do indicate· the 1 inherent 
strength' of a net? is very strong. So long as these 
adjustments are used only for purposes of comparison with 
other free net adjustments, ~his is unexceptionable but one 
can easily visualise a situation. where· the surveyor might present 
to his client the adjustment results, as a proof of adequacy 
of his work. This would be potentially dangerouB so long as 
the concept of 'inherent strength' is poorly defined. Free 
net adjustments should be treated with caution until clarity 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: LEAST SQUARES ADJUSTTllIENT OF SURVEY NET. 
1.1 General. 
A general program for the adjustment of plane survey triangula-
tion netwerk by the method of variation of co-ordinates, using 
directions. Suitable for the adjustment of first-order engineering 
control surveys a.nd ground movement surveys. 
The network may be constrained by defining certain co-ordinates 
as fixed. Alternatively, the network may be adjusted as a free 
,.,,....., system • 
....,.._,; 
\ Pure triangulation, pure trilateration or mixed networks may 
be adjusted. Alternatively, a network may be preanalysed by 
definition of its . form and the expe.ct d precision of observations. 
Directions are automatically weighted according to the sc~e-.m.e 
l/(.SDIR) 2 and distances according to l/(~DISTA. + SDISTB-¥-Si·l•l0-6 ) 2 
where SDIR, :::•31JISTA and SDISTB are chosen by the user, and S is the 
ray length. This scheme may be over-ridden·fa~ particular lines 
by the user, allowing in practice any weight~ng scheme. 
Input angle units are hexagesimal. ?revision is made for the 
reduction of observations from the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
to the Gauss Conformal Projection. When this f~cility is used, 
distance observations are assumed to be in Interna~tional Metres. 
Output headings for distances and co-ordinates assume metre units. 
When distance observations are used, the scale of the system 
may be fixed as 1,0 or taken as an.unknown. 
The program is oriented towards the detection and notification 
of input errors. The consistency of solutions are approximately 
1, .. 10-5metres and l.~' io-4seconds of arc. Discrepancies larger 
than.1,~10-4metres and l,~10-2 seconds between final directions 
a.nd distances, and join values bet·,· .. een final co-ordinates, are 












1.2 Availability and useage. 
This program is stored in executable form in UeC.T Univac 
1108 system: Project JACKSON~ File LIB. Element .BABSOLUTE It 
may be run in batch mode from card input. Execution time is 10ss 
than one minute. The program is written in Fortran V. It's storage 
needs are 146 000 words, of which 88 000 are in extended memory. 
1.3 Program limitations. 
Max. no. points to be adjusted: 30 
Max. total no. points, incl. fixed: 60 
Max. no. angle stations: 30 (ruling limitation) 
Max. no. observ§-tions: 250 
Max. no. angle obs.per station: 60 
1.4 Output. 
Amount of output can be controlled by the user. Maximum output 
comprises the foJJ01.ving: 
. 
Co-ordinates:Input fixed and provisional co-ordinates, final values, 
final corrections, error ellipse parameters. 
Directions:Input directions, arc-to-chord corrections, observed 
oriented plane directions, provisional and final orientation 
corrections,computed provisional directions, final directions 
and final direction:corrections. 
Distances: Input distanc0s, projection scale enl;:i.rgement, observed 
plane distances, computed provisional distances, observation errors, 
scale factor, final plane di "nces, final corrections. 
Vector and matrix information: Error,weight, residuals and correction~ 
to the unknovrrts. Orders. of magnitude of elements in observation 
equation and cofactor matrices. Rank of normal equation matrixs 
position of elements rendering it singular. Sum of squares of 
residuals, m.s.e of a sinele observation of unit weight. 
1. 5 Co~pa'tabili ty ·with other programs$ 
Card input to this program is compatable with card input to 
the Calcomp survey program for plotting a networlc and . error 
ellipses, and with the program for transforming co-ordinates from 
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2. INPUT FORr.1IAT. . ( 
2.1 Examnle of a jo~ deck. 
G!?FIN --- - - - --- ---end of job. 
I~ TRIGl 999.84 1. 
/!RIGl c 1000.03 1. 
jc TRIG2 1000.12 • 5 




I~ 180.00.22. 1. 
: jTRIG2 02 















VTRIGl 270.00.ro. 1. 
~G2 000.00.02. 1. dirn 02 1 -ce-· no. obs in arc 
;zi: - i~no_!_angle sta 
~TRIG2 -98047.99 3205738.10 
} and x /rRIGl -97047.98 3204738.07 
2 <no. fixed pts • 
fixed pts. 
A -98048.12 3204738.12 t and x c -97048.05 3205738.14 





/UNBRACED QUAD. FIGURE. - ---heading. 
r 
\ 
j@XQT JACKSON*LIBJ3ABSOLUTE - --- _execute absolu· 
- . . -· te eleme:nt • -· - . 
1~ 
. -
@ASG,A JACKSON *Lr8. ---Assign file. 











 , . 
,. . 
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2.2 Detailed input format. 
2.2.1 Login. One card. essential. 
@RUN runid,accnt-numb,project,maxtime,maxpages. 
If the project is immaterial to the user, JACKSON can be used for 
the project. This will simplify the assign card(2.2.2) to @ASG,A LIB. 
max~ime of 2 (minutes) and maxpages of 25 (pages) will be adequite. 
2.2 .. 2 Assign file. 
@ASG,A JACKSON~LIB. 
One card. 
2.2.3 Execute card. One card. 
, (@XQ'i' JAC KSOIJ•L/B. BA 850LUTE: 




The heading serves to identify the run to the.user. It vnll be 
reproduced at the start of most pages of printout. 
Up to 66 mixed alpha-numeric af.l:G..special characters 
FRicED QUAD. FIGURE. RUN NO. 4, 
2.2.5 Options. One card. essential. 
These set user-defined variables. free format. All values must 
be given, even when they are irrelevant to the problem -eg. SDIRN 
in a pure trilateration scheme. Attention should be given to 
inputting the correct type (integer or real) and to seeing that 
values are within limits allowable. 
(OPT1;orT2,ori3,orT4,o:PT5,SDIRN,SDISTA,SDISTB,RDIRN,RDIST. 
eg: ~ . 
f' o, 1, o, . 19, 
OPTl Integer 
. 1., .05, 
0 or 1 
5., 30., .2 
Description of purpO_§_l?,,. 
0 for a free net (no fixed pts) 
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Limits Descri_]tion of _purpose. 
0 or 1 only. 0 for a job run. Following 
printouts will not be given: 
1. Observed and join v-2.lues for 
lines. 
2. Sm:~1maries of observation 
and cofactor matrices. 
3. Residuals, weights,corns.to 
unknowns andto observations. 
4. Stage succefully reached by 
computer. 
OPTl=O is useful for a preanaly-
sis (ie. when OPT3=0) 
1 for a diagnostic run. No 
printouts are suppressed. 
Useful for an adjustment run 
(ie. OPT3=1) or when trouble 
is experienced Yvi th a run. 
0 or 1 only 0 for a preanalysis -ie. 
when no actual observations 
will be given. 
1 for an adjustment. 
0 or 1 only 0 if the scale is to be assumed. 
to be 1,0 
1 if the scale is to be taken as 
an unknovm in the adjustment. 
0 ~ OPT5~60 0 if the observations are to 
be assumed plane observations. 
Centr2,l meridian, if obs. ~tre 
to be reduced from the }.fodified 
Clarke 1880 s~heroid to the 
Gauss Conform Projection. 
Arc-Chord and sea 1.e enlargement 
will be applied, assuming that 
observed dists. are in Int. 
Metres. Note that Sea-level 











01Jtion name. ~· 
SDIRN Real 
SD IS TA Real 
SD IS TB Real 
', __ / 
RD I RN Real 
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I,imi ts. Descrj_ 1)tion. of purnos~ .!. 
If OPT5f O, full y and x co-ords 
will have to be input in the 
co-ordinate section. 
Any positive integer OPT5 Jess 
than 361 will trigger this 
facility, it is merely useful 
to have a record of the centrc.i.l 
mei·idian of the s;ystem used, 
OPT5 will be printed on the 
first page of printout. 
O • .GSDIRN~50··. Expected mes.e of a direction 
in seconds. Direction observatio 
equations wilJ. be automatically 
weighted by multiplication with 
l./(SDIRN) 2 
O.~SDISTA~1. Expected m. s. e. of a distance. 
SDISTA is constant term in 
0.LSDISTB~lOOO. thA_l~nath unit~L~sea,. 
SD/STB 'Che di.1tance 
variable term, in p.p.m. 
Distance observation ec:;ue.tions 
will be weighted by mul tiplic&tio. 
by:l./(SDISTA + SDISTB S 1.10-6 )} 
where S is the computed provi~~on 
distance. 
Note that SDISTA and SDISTB 
. 
cart individually be made as 
small as the user wishes. 
O.....:::RDIRN~l50.Rejection criteri6n for direction 
in seconds. 
After correction for Arc-to-Chord 
and after orienting observed 
rays by neglecting any outside 
5. RDIRN of the first orientation 
correction, from calculating the 
mea.n, any observed ray lyine; 
further ·~;'}w.n RDIHN from its · 











Option name. Type. 
RDIST Real 
c 
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Limits. Description of purpose. 
will be flagged as in 
error. If any data errors are 
foun::l, the program will exit 
at the end of data validation. 
The choice of RDIRN will 
depend not only on the expec-~ed 
precision of observation, but 
also on the smallness of expecte 
corrections to provisional 
co-ordinates. 
0.LRDIST~3. Rejection criterion for 
distances, in the units of 
length used. After correction 
for projection scale enlargemeni-
any observed distance lying 
further than RDIST from its 
computed provisional distance, 
will be flagged as in erEor. 
As with RDIRN, if the error 
flag is set, calculation will 
stop at the end· of data validat: 
-on. The choice of RDIST will 
depend not only on the expected 
pracisio~ of observations and 
reliability of provisional 
co-ordinates, but also on the 
expected scale factor (OPT4=1) 
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2.2.6 Number of Provisional Points. 1 card. essential. 
Integer value NYXP defines the number of foJ.1'.)wing cards to 
be interpreted as names and co-ordinates of provisional points • 
.. . 
N:.YXP ~:Integer,il!put format:free , limits: o~ _.NYXP. .L. 30 
eg: 
2.2.7 Provisional Points. 1 card per point. essential. 
Each provisional point card should contain the following information· 
Input variable. -~ 
I 
NAWlE Typeless 
















- 0 0 l 22 3 
1 q 0 45 9 
/jk~--"'---~ .it+___ . ~ .... . . ~--' Y vaTy~e ______ x'-Va1ue--·-__., 
e~y·•I.. -98047 .12 3264738.12 
Descriution of ~urnose. 
Name of point. Mixed 
alpha-numeric and special 
\ 
cha:racters. 
301702 is a legal NArtlE 
A is also legal. If left 
justified in its field, 
this will be interpreted 
as Aeeaaa and would not 
be identified as the same 
name as eg. eaAaea. NAME 
sho~ld always be left -












2.2.8 No. Fixed noints. 1 card. necessary only if constrained 
net. (OPTl = 1) . 
NYXF defines the number of following cards to be interpreted as 
names and co-ordinates of fixed points. 
'NYXJ:: type: Integer Limits: . 2 £: NYXF., 'Format: Free 
(fllYXF+ NYXP )!f60 
eg: . 
2. 2. 9 F~xed noints. 1 card per point. necessary only if. constrained 
net. (OPTl = 1) 
Format identical to that for provisional points. See para. 2.2.7 
2.2.10. Number of angle stations. 
1 card essential. 
NSTN defines the number· of sets of angle observations to follow. 
NSTN: Tyne: Integer Idmi ts: O'NSTN ~ao Format: Free 
Note that for pure trilateration, NSTN must still be given, but 
with value 0 
2.2.11 Occ_µpied station. 1 card per occupied stn. Necessary only 
if NET!Nr= 0 
This card defines the name of the occupied station, and the number 
of following cards to be interpreted as defining rays from it. 








1 to 6 
chars. 
Descriution of purnose. 
See para. 2.2.7 on NAME 
O~ NARC ~60 Note that input format 
is not free:NARC should 
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r 
2.2.12 ,Q_bserved directions. 1 card per observed ray. Necessary only 
if NSTN· /:. 0 
For:·an--adjustment, each observed direction card should contain 
the name of signal, observed directi.on, weight multiplier. For a 
preanalysis, only the name of signal need be given. A job deck 
I 
containing observed directions can be run as a preanalysis job 
by setting OPT3 = 0 , in which case the input direction and weight 
multiplier.will simply be ignored. Orientation of rays is immateria: 
as the machine will compute provisional orientatione 




















Descrintion of nurpose. 
Name of signal. See 






assigned weight l.fRDIR; 
will be multiplied by 
WT. Normally, WT will 
be 1. For an abnormally 
weak ray, it would be 
set less than 1. 
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Format: 
0 0 1 11 11 22 2 
1 6 0 34 q( 12 5 
~t=::=;::::;-i---~bC::::;::::-:r-~Y-*=-~--id 
(riAJi!EB . DEG ll!INSEC WT 
eg: 
(TRIGl 270.12.03.4 1. 
For a lJreanalysis, only NAMEB should be given. A value for WT. of 1 





2.2.13 Number of observed distances. 1 card .essential. 
NDIST defines the number of following cards to be interpreted as 
observed distances. Note that for pure triangulation, NDIST must 
still be given, but with value 0 




(NDIST+No. directions)~ 250 
Observed distances. 1 card per line. Necessary only if 
NDIST /:. 0 
,;, 
\. 
Unlike the format for observed directions, each distance card should 
contain the names of both terminals of the measured line. As in 
the case of directions, the observed value and weight multiplier need 
only be given for an adjustment a.nd again, if OPT3 is set = o, 
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For an adjustment (ie. OPT3 = 1) eac~ distance card should 






















jc TRIG2 1000.12 
Limits. Description of purposei 
1 to 6 One terminal of the line. 
chars. See para. 2.2.7 on NAiv'iE. 
1 to 6 Name of other terminal. 
chars. See para. 2.2.7 0n NAME 
fit field. Observed distance. 
fit field. Weight multiplier. The 
automatically assigned weight 
l./(SDISTA +SDISTB s~10-6 ) 2 





distance, will be ·.( · ·· 
multiplied by WT. Normally, 
WT will be 1. For an abnormally 
weak line, WT can be set less 
than one. 
I -
For a preanalysis, only NAMEA and NAmEB need be given •. A value 




















2.2~15 @FIN card. 
Last card of job deck. 
(@FIN 
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2 RUN TIME' ERRORS. 
A job run may fail in one of two ways: 
1. Because of a data error detected by the program data validation 
routines, producing a diagnostic message followed by: 
FATAL ERROR AT STAGE stge NO. ERRORS FOUND = nerr 
An error of this type will produce a normal exit from program 
execution. 
2. Because of an error detected by the executive, caused either 
by a data error not detected by the program validation routines 
or possibly due to an error in the program itself. Such an error 
will produce an error exit from program execution • 




Since printouts are generated fairly frequently during 
execution 9 the position of an error message in relation to 
' preceding printout will usually give a good indicati~n of the 
position of an error in the data deck. A counter STGE is used 
to facilitate further the identification of position of an error. 
This counter is incremented at the end of certain blocks of 
calculation. If OPT2 is set to. equal 1, the value STGE is printed 
whenever it is incremented: 
STAGE stge REACHED SUCCESSFULLY. 
The points of incrementation of STGE are as follows: 
/ 
Activity. Ruling subroutine STGE for STGE for 
adjust. nreanal. 
Read options IN OPT 1 1 
Read co-ords INYX 2 2 
Read directions IND IR 3 3 
Read distances IND I ST 4 4 
Join between prov. JOINS 5 5 
Correct fqr project. PROJ 6 6 
Print obs. & comp. rays OUTA 7 7 
Form observation eqns. FOR MA ·8 8 
Form weight matrix FORl\TN 9 9 
Form residuals vector FORr,rr, 10 10 
Perform matrix calcs. MATHIX. 11 11 
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Activity. RulinES subroutine STGE for STGE f o~ 
adjust. ]_Ieanal. 
Find and print final co-ords. OUTC 
Find and print ellipse data ELLPSE 
Find and print dirns & dists. OUTDD 
) 






Whenever a data error is detected, a diagnostic message is 
immediately printed. If this error is likely to make nonsense 
of succeeding computations or data input, the error message will 
be followed immediately by an exit via the message: 
FATAL ERROR AT STAGE NO. stge NO. ERRORS FOUND = nerr 
When the error detected will not inevitably make nonsense of 
succeeding computations, an error exit is not immediately made. 
Instead, a 'non-fatal error' counter NERR is incremepted. This 
counter is tested at the end of STGE=O and STGE=lO .and an exit 
produced if it is not zero. The program will not adjust a set 
of data in which errors have been detected. 
One type of data error which can be expected fairly frequently 
is the miscoding of a point name. This error has been made 
'non-fatal' in the following way: If a point name cannot be 
found in the co-ordinate list, its name is changed to FAULT 
(the 6lst point in the list) with co-ordinB:tes (O,O O,O) 
The error messages referred to above end in the statement: 
••• SEE ERROR NOTE note no.'Explanations of these are given in 
the following section. In addition, certain error detection 
routines have been included in the main body of calculation 
routines. These serve to capture obvious error conditions 
such as inability to invert a matrix, imaginary ellipse parameters, 
etc. These messages are intended as a check against data errors 
which slip past the main validation routines. Some of these 
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ERROR NOTES. 
1. Message: nerr ERRORS IN ABOVE. SEE ERROR NOTE 1. 
In subroutine INOPT. Stage O. Fatal at end of stage o. 
Following tests have been failed nerr times: 
OP Tl = 0 or OPTl ::;: 1 
OPT2 = 0 or OPT2 = 1 
OPT3 = 0 or OP'T' 3 = 1 
OPT4 = 0 or OPT4 = 1 
o:~_OPT5 ~360 
O~SDIRN ~50. -::, _,. 
O.LSDISTA ~l. 
O.LSDISTB ~1000. 
O.LRDIRN L. 50. 
0.LRDIST ~ 3. 
Possible causes: Types incorrect (the OPTions are integer, others 
real) heading message missing or too long, decimals wrongly 
placed in real type (eg. 2 ., read as 20.) 
2. Message: ERROR IN NO. PROV. CO~ORDS REQD = nyxp SEE NOTE 2 
In subroutine INYX Stage 1. Immediately fatal. 
Following test has been failed: 
.~NYXP ~30 where If,i'.X~ is the no. provisional points. 
Possible causes: Too many values in option card, NPROV card missing. 
3. Message: ERROR IN NO. FIXED CO-ORDS REQD = nyxf SEE NOTE 3 
In subroutine INYX Stage 1. Immediately fatal. 
Following test has been failed: 
2 L NYXT 6 60 Where NYXT is the total no. points 
= (NYXP + NYXF) 
Possible causes: Too many provisional point cards (reads last 
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4. Message:ERROR IN NO. ANGLE STATIONS nstn SEE NOTE 4 
In subroutine INDIR Stage 2. Immediately fatal. 
Following test has been failed: 
0 ~ NSTN 6:: 30 where NSTN is the number of occupied angle stns. 
Possible cause: Too many fixed point cards (reads last NAME 
as NSTN) 
5. CMessage: ERROR AT STATION NO i NAME NOT IN LIST = 
SEE NOTE 5 
In subroutine INDIR Stage 2. Fatal at Stage 10. 
Possible cause: NAMEA not left justified. 
namea 
) 
NAIVJEA i the name of the occupied station. If not in list, it 
is changed to name FAULT co-ords (O,O). All computed directions 
~ residuals etc from this station will be rubbish. 
~ 
6. Message: ERROR AT STATION namea NO.OBS= narc SEE NOTE 6 
In subroutine INDIR Stage 2. Immediately fatal. 
Following test has been failed: 
0 LNARC L60 where· NARC is no. of rays in arc. :tl 
Possible cause: NARC left justified in field ( eg. -9t -read as 70 ) 
., 7 
V/IIJL 
7~ Messag~: OBSERVATION TABLEAOVERFLOW AT STN namea SEE NOTE 7 
In subroutine INDIR Stage 2. Immediately fatal. 
Following test has been failed: 
NOBS ~250 Where NOBS is the number of observations read so far. 
8. Message: ERROR IN OBS. NO.=nobs NAME NOT IN LIST=nameb SEE 
NOTE 8 
In subroutine INDIR Stage 2. Fatal at Stage 10 
Possible cause: NAMEB (the name of signal) not left justified. 
If not in list, NATEEB is changed to FAULT with co-ords. ( 0, 0). 
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8a Message: ERROR IN OBS. NO. nobs NAI11ES IDENTICAL OR NEir.rHER 
IN LIST : namea nameb SEE NOTE 8A 
In subroutine INDIR. Stage 2. Fatal at Stage 4 
Passi ble cause: serious error in data causing both NA1i'iEA and 
NAM.EB to be called 'FAULT'. Will cause an exit before joins 
are taken out between provisional points. 
9. Message: LIST WIIJL OVERFJJO'N .."WITH NO. DIST. OBS = ndist 
In subroutj.ne INDIST. Stage 3. Immediately fatal. 
Following test has been failed: 
1 ~LASTO ~ 250 where LAS TO = ( IJASTD + NDIST): th.0 total no. obs. 
Possible cause: NDIST card missing: reads first NAMEA as NDIST 
\ 
10. Message:ERROR IN OBS. NO. = nob's ONE OR BOTH NAriJES NOT IN 
LIST = namea, nameb SEE NOTE 10. . 
In subroutine' INDIST. Stage 3. Fatal at stage 4.or 10 
If this message is not followed by message 11, it means that 
only one terminal of line is wrongly identified. 
11. Message: ERROR IN OBS. NO. = nobs NAME.S IDENTICAL OR 
NEITHER IN LIST: namea, nameb SEE NOTE 11 
In subroutine INDIST. Stage 3. Fatal at stage 11. 
Similar to message Be. above. 
12. Message: UNABLE TO TAKE OUT JOINS. OBS NO: nobs TERr.UNALS 
IDENTICAL = POINT NO: no. SEE NOTE 12 
In main program. Stage 4. Immediately fatal. 
This message should follow messages 8a or 11. leads to an exit 
the first time the error condition is found in the data. 
13. Message: ORIENTATION ERROR AT STATION Namea 
TO. OBSERVED DIRN CALC. DIRECTION. ERROR. 
nameb deg.min.sec. deg.min.sec. sec. 
nameb deg. :nin. sec. deg. min. sec. sec. 
In subroutine FORNJJ. Stage 9. Fatal at stage 10 
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ray happeried to be the first one in the arc however, every ray 
except the first will have large error, while the error of the 
first ray will be zero. 
14. Message: OBS. NO.= nobs OU1rSIDE REJECTION CR.ITERION 
= (obs. -calc) METRES. SEE N01rE 14. 
In subroutine FORML. Stage g. Fatal at stage 10. 
15. Message: UNABLE TO INVERT MA.TRIX. RANI(= rank. POSITIVE 
VALUE MEANS SINGULARITY;' NEGATIVE MEANS OVERFLOW 
In subroutine MATRIX. Stage 10. Immediately fatal. 
This message follows an error return from the library subroutne 
call of GJR. A positive value for RANK indicates that the 
routine exited because of a .small · pivot, while a negative 
value indicates that a register overflow condition w~s detected. 
This message indicates in a free adjustment, that subroutine 
GAUSS has failed to flag all rows making the B matrix singular. 
If the adjustment is constrained, it probably indicates that 
the constraints are insufficient: for ins~nnce, only one point 
has been kept fixed, or that the scale has been defined as 
variable in a pure triangulation net. 
16. Message: DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND:OR VTWV NOT POSITIVE. 
In subroutine :MATRIX. Stage 10. Immediately fatal. 
This message indicates probably that the net has not been given 
sufficient observations to define it. 
17. Message: IMAGINARY ELLIPSE DA'rA AT namea 
QXX= qxx QYY= qyy QXY= qxy 
In subroutine ELLPSE .·stage 13. Not fatal. 
Possible cause: In a free net, subroutine GAUSS has fc.,iled .to 
flag ·all rows and columns making B singular. In a constra.ined 
net, the constraints are insufficient.(see error note 15). 
I,i brary subroutine GJR has also failed to detect singularity 
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2. Errors aetected bY.: the executive. 
An error exit from program execution will produce a 
dump of the machine register contents, the address of the 
point at which the error was found and the message.!: 
runid ABORT or runid ERROR 
An error exit may not indicD.te a program error. Insufficient 
run time and printout pages specification produce the messages 
Ivrn.XTHEE and rJAX:PAGT::S. A seriously vvrong input record· will 
produce the message: 
INTERPRETATION OF MEANINGI1ESS INPUT WAS ATTEMPTED. 
These conditions will result in a register dump. :.-<;: ·:, 
If a program.error, is suspected, the position of it can 
'.' ·, •·, •• ~-._· ~I 'l 1 , . ':.:... 
be traced by ren1apping 1; the program and then recompiling the 
offending subroutine, once this has been found from the addresses~ 
printed during the mapping. Care should be exercised in the 
following: 
a. Use the E option (extended memory)in the mapping ca11 
@IvIAP;UES LIB.BM.AP, .BABSOLUTE 
b. Use the compiler appropriate to the original subroutine, 
in recompiling a particular subroutine. Some subroutines use 
the tRFOR compiler, .others the !FOR. 
'Progr~m variables. 
The program contains several variables which the user may 
vvish to change, to suit his particular purposes. 
Variable. Ty-pe. Subroutine. Line. Compiler •. Present value. 
IP AGE Integer BTiIAIN 26 RFOR 1 
TES Tl Real BG A USS 15 FOR I.E-8 
TEST2 Real BG A USS 16 FOR .5 E-3 
CHDIR Real BC HECK 16 RFOR l.E-3 
CHS Real BCHECK 17 RFOR l.E-4 
/". 
'• 
IPAGE When set to 0 , the printout is made as compact as nossible. 
When set to 1 t every Job Heading will appear on a new page. 
TESTl De·signed to flag a singularity-producing row in B when 
the original B matrix contains a column of zeroes. If the 
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TESTl, the Kth row is flagged as producing a singularity. 
TEST2 is designed to :fflag a singularity-producing rovv in B when 
th'0 original B matrix does not have a column of zeroes. If the 
absolute value of the largest element below the diagonal in the 
Kth column of Bis less than TEST2 (original element B(k,k)) 
the Kth row is flagged as producing a singularity. · 
TEST2 has been set large, in the belj_ef that a row which 'almost' 
produces a singularity, is in fact singularity-producing, and 
to avoid the accumulation of rounding errors (machine precision 
approx. l.E-7) from shielding a zero pivot fro~ detection. 
If the survey net is intrinsically poorly conditioned, TEST2 
may possibly need to be changed. 
CHDIR. If the discrepancy between a fin~l Join direction and 
the computed final plane direction is greater than CHDIR seconds, 
that ray is flagged as inconsistent. 
QI!.§,. If the discrepancy between a final join distance and the 
computed final plane distance is greater than CHS units of 
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119tes on printout. 
Tables of printout which are likely to be examined 
during a normal job run, are set out in such a wa-;l as to be 
self-explanatory. However, some explanation is needed of 
tables which will only need to be interpreted if difficulty 
is experienced, or for research purposes. 
1. Summaries of A (observation equation) z B ( normal __ ~_g~~-"t,~gg} 
-~d 0 ( Cofactor) matrices. 
These tables print the absolute value of the magnitude of 
elements, up to magnitude 6, and overwrite this value with 
if the magnitude is negative. 
A value Zero is printed "0" 
A value whose magnitude is zero is printed "•" 
tf ll . 
A value whose absolute magnitude is greater than 6 is printed 11 V11 
eg. the matrix: [·l~E-3 
o. 
-4. Jvdll be printedl°) ~J 
.l»E 0 V 
2. Detection of zero nivot values. 
ROW OF RED. MATRIX: • • • • • • • 9 
ORIGINAL ROW NO. ••••••••• 10 
10 
9 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
PIVOT VALUE : •••••••••• 2 3E+ 2 . 14E-3 • • • • • • • • • 
·zERO PIVOT FLAG 
ORIGINAL DIAG.VAL.: 
• • • • • • • • 




.22E+4 . . . . . . . . . 
In the course of the Gauss reduction, rows 9 and 10 were 
swapped to maximise the pivot at row 9. In preparing to 
eliminate elements below the diagonal in the 10 th column 
a zero pivot was fouhd at position (10,10). The row flagged 
as in~cating a zero pivot was not row 10, but the original 
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3. ATWL and XBAR vectors. 
The order of elementa~in these arrays reflects the ordering 
of columns in the observation equation matrix. 
AY1 /Sl.1 iJ.Ye. ..c1Xa ••••••• JlY,i 4Xn Z 1 Zz Z3 ••••••• S 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION : TRANSFORil/IA~rION OF CO-ORDINATES 
BETWEEN GEOGRAPHICALS AND THE GAUSS CONHORM.AL SYSTEM. 
1. General. 
A program for the transformation of co-ordinates expressed 
in latitude and longitude of the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
to Metre co-ordinates on the Gauss Conformal Projection. 
The reverse transformation and transformations ·between Gauss 
systems, can also be carried out. 
1.2 Availability and useage. 
This program is stored in executable form in the U.C.T. Univac 
1108 system: Project JACKSON*, File~.:LIBiir:·;1GEiement .GEOGABS 
I1t may be run in Batch mode from card input. Execution time 
is less than 30 seconds. The program is written izy Fortran V. 
Its storage n~eds are 17500 words. 
1.3 Program limitations. 
Maximum number of points to be transformed: 60; 
1.4 Outnut .. 
In the case of transformations between Gauss Conformal co-ordinates 
and Geographicals, output comprises the two relevant lists. 
In the case of transformation from one Lo. system to another, 
output comprises the :l.nput Gauss co-ordinates, equivalent 
geographical positions and the Gauss co-ordinates on the 
adjacent Lo. system. 
1.5 Compatability with other nrograms. 
The input Gauss co-ordinate lists used in this program follow 
the same format as all other co-ordinate input formats in 
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' 2. Input formatQ 
2~.l Examples of job decks .. 
2.1.l Trs.nsforr:tation Geogra-ohicals to Gauss Conformal. 
@FIN 
Ve -.:-- 30.30.37.37030 18.21.14.59820 




0 , 19 , 19 
VCONVERT GEOG. TO LO 19 DEGREES. 
V@XQ'r- JACKSON*LIB.GEOGABS 
/@ASG'~ A JACKSON IJIB. 
l 
/@RUN J JACKtA0520-003R, EXAIVIPL, 1, 10 I 
2.1.2 Transformation from one Lo. to another. 
@FIN 
J 
/c 62006.04 3376607.91 
vs 5.9506. 91 3335919.47 
V2 
/L ' 0 , 19 , 17 




2.2 Detailed input format. 
2~2.1 Login. 1 card. essential. 
@RUN runid,accnt-numb,:proj,maxtime,maxpages. 
A Maxtime of 1 (minute) and Max:pages of 10 (pages) are adequate. 
2.2.2 Attach file. 1 card. essential. 
(@ASG~A JACKSONALIB. 
2.2.3 Execute absolute element. 1 card. essential. 
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2.2.4 Heading car~¥ 1 card. essential. 
This card serves to identify the run to the' user. It will 
be output at the start of printout and as a heading to the 
. co-ordinate lists in a 'long job' (see 'OPT2' below) 
Up to 66 mixed alpha-numeric and special characters, including 
blanks. 
(coNVERT FROM LO 19 TO LO 17) 
\ 
2.2.5 Opt:i_:on card. 1 card. essential. 
This card sets user defined variables. Free format. All 
variables must be entered, even if their value is meaningless 
in the context of the task to be performed. 
(OPT1,0PT2,L01,L02) eg (l,0,19,17 ) 




Integer 0 or 1 only 0: the machine will expect 
co-ordinates in Geographicals 
and will convert these to 
Gauss Conformal on Lo system 
LOl. 
1: The machine will expect 
Gauss co-ords on system LOl 
will convert these to 
Geographicals and back to 
L02 if 101 = 102 
Integer 0 or 1 only O: Printout will be kept as 
short as possible, with only 
one 'heading' card. 
Integer O~L0lf360 
1: Each list will start on a 
new page, with the 'heading' 
message. 
For transformation Geograpliical 
to Gauss, the Central l\'Ieridian 
of system to which co-ords. 
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Option name. Type.l3 
101 (continue) 
_Et_irROf:l.e. 
For transformation from 
Gauss to Geographicals or 
to another Lo. system, the 
Central Meridian of the 
input co-ordinates. 
102 Integer 0 ~ L02 ~ 360 For transform2.tion Gauss to 
Geographicals, t~is is a 
dummy variable. Set = r,01. 
For transformation one Lo. 
to another, th,e Central Ilferid. 
of the system to which the 
co-ords. are to be transformed. 
If transformation only from 
Gauss to Geographicals is 
desired, set 102 = 101. 
The back transformation will 
then not be carried out. 
2.2.6 No. of points card. 1 card. essential. · 
NLAST defines the number of following cards to be interpreted 
as input co-ordinates (Geographicals or Gauss ) 
NLAST: Type:Integer. Format:Free. Limits l~NJ.i.AST~60· 
eg: 
(2 
2.2.7 Co-ordinate cards. 1 card. essential. 





LA MD A real 
Limits. 
1 to 6 
chars. 
Purpose. 
Name of point. Mixed alpha-
numeric and special chars. 
r,atitude in D.r.1.s. , positit-e 
south. 
Longitude in D.M.S ,pos ... 














1 11 11 
0 34 67 
PHI 
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22 22 33 





For input Gauss system co-o~dinates , each card should 





0 0 1 
1 6 0 
(NAriIE-
{c 
Type. Limits. Purpose. 
typeless 1 to 6 chars Name of point. -1v1ixed __ 
alpha-numeric and special 
characters. 
double 15 chars. 
precision 





Y value, International Metres, 
positive east of central 
meridian. 
X value. International Metres. 




62006.04 3376607.91 ~ 
2.2.8 QFIN card. Last card of deck. Essential. 
(@FIN 
3. Error notes. 
3.1 Message: nerr ERRORS IN ABOVE. SEE NOTE 1 
The following tests have been failed NERR times: 
OPTl = 0 or OPTl = 1 
OPT2 = 0 or OPT2 = 1 
0 101 360 
0 L02 360 
Possible causes: Heading card missing or too long, variables 
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3.2 Messap;e: EHROR IN NO. PTS. TO BE CONVEHTED=nlast SEE 
.ERROR NOTE 2 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: LINEAR CONFORI11AL TRANSFORMATION • 
1.1 General. 
A program for the transformati~n .of plane co-ordinates (y,x) 
on a system 1 Old' into co-ordinates.('(,X) on plane system 'New', 
allowing for a shift of origin from the common centroid (y,x) 
to (Y,X), a swing 9 and a scale factor M. 
Y = Y + A~(y-y) B~(x-x) 
X • X + A~(x-x) + B~(y-y) 
where A = M~cos & 
B = .M•sin -9 
The program finds the factors y,x,Y,X,A and B given at least 
two co-ordinate pairs on the'Wew' system, of points wh9se 
positions are also known on the 'Old' system. 
Alternatively, given th3 factors y,x,Y,X,A and B, the program 
directly transforms the co-ords. of points whose positions are 
knovm on the 'Old' system./ 
1.2 A~ilabiliti and useage. 
This program is stored in executable form in UCT Univac 
1108 system: Project:JACKSON* , File LIB. , element .CON.ABS 
It may be executed in batch mode from card input. Execution time 
is less than 30 sec. The program is written in Fortran V. Its 
storage needs are 14 100 words. 
1~3 Program limitations. 
Max. no. points to be transformed: 90 
Max. no. 'common' points 
1.4 Output. 
. . 90 
. 
1. co-ords of points on rold' system as entered. 
2. Common points on 'new' system. 
3. Centroids of common points on 'old' and 'new' systems. 
4. Pactors A and B, swing 0 and scale f2.ctor M. 
5. :'.Back transformation of co1IL.'TIOn points onto' new' system, with erro1 
6. Transformation of 'non-common' points onto 'new' system. 
1. 5 Corp~0-~tabiJi ty yvi t~_-9_1_1.1::.~.r ... .P.!'..<?_g~-~·rrts •. 
The input co-ordinate lists used in this program follow the 
same form.at as all other co-orclinate input lists in the other 
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1.6 Examnles of jol?_.A_~~K_~. 
1.6.1 F_ggtors to be found b.Y..Jl.:r.:£.grame 
@FIN 
/c 12814.08 3048279.81 
/B 11814.08 3048279.81 
fio,. 12314.08 3047413.78 
V3" 
vc 4531.99 7043.80 
ft 4357.06 7214.78 
/B 4531.99 7 308. i~ 3 
I/A 4302.78 7176.14 
lA 












on new sys. 
ts. on old 
system. 
:p_o_i_n_t_s_. ___ options. 
V'rRANSFORl\TATION OF AN EQUI~ATERAL 
V@XQT JACKSON*L.t8,.CONA85 
l/@ASC};A JACKSON~JJIB. 
TRIA~ -a----- heading. 
execute abs. 
element. 
------ assien file. 
V@RUN JJACK,A0520-003R, EXAivlJ?L, 1, 10 ------ login. 
1.6.2 Factors given. 
@FIN ---. end of job. 
c 4531.99 7043.80 . -=a-------- pts. on old 
1 no. old system. 
""'!- points. 3.778267 A,B 
/4455.58 7176.14 12314.08 
-----=--+---------. -y,x,Y,X 
-------:::;:::=-- options. 
...::;;;i..------headinz. ·TH.ANS • OF 'AN. EQUI LAT.. TRIANG JJE. i 
·@XQT JACKSON*LIB.CONABS 
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2.2 Detailed input format. 
1 card. essential. 
(@RUN runi d, ac Ont-numb, pro j, maxtime, maxpage s 
A Maxtime of 1 (minute) and maxpages of 10 (pages) is adeq_uate. 
2.2.2 Attach file. 1 card. essential. 
@ASG}A JACKSON*LIB. 
2. 2. 3 Execute a.bsolute element. 1 card. essential. 
(".JJXQT JACKSON*LIB. OGNABS~' 
2.2.4 Heading. 1 card. essential. 
The heading card serves to identify the run to the user. 
:rlt will be reproduced at the head of each co-ordinate list. 
Up to 66 mixed alpha-numeric and blank characters. 
1.rRANSFORMATION OF EQUILATERAL TRIANGJJE. 
2.2.5 Opti~. 1 card. essential. 










0 or 1 
only. 
0 or 1 
only 
purpose. 
0: if the parameters 
of the transformation 
are to be found. A 
list of 'common pts 
on new system' will 
be expected. 
1: If the parameters 
of the transformation 
are to be given as 
input. In this case, 
· only one input list 
will be expected: the 
list of points on the 
'old' system. 
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Option name~ type. limits. purpose. 
RTRN real 0 6RTH.N 6 3 Rejection criterion. 
If the difference between 
a common.point co-ord. 
ori the 'new system' and 
the corresponding co-orl 
computed using the 
transformation paramet<re 
exceeds RTRH, non-
comrnon points will not 
be transformed. 
2.2.6 No. points on 'old' sxstem. 1 card. essential. 
NYxo· defines the number of following cards to be interpreted 
as names and co-ordinates of points on the 'old' system. 
NYXO Type: Integer Format: Free. Limits: 0 L NYXO ~ 90 
4 
2. 2. 7 Names and co-ora.s of nts. on old system. 1 card/point 
essential. 
Each card should contain the following information: 
Innut variable. Tyne. Limits. Purnose. 



















sign and decimal. 
sign and decimal. 
2.2.8 No. noints on 'new' system. 1 card necessary only if 
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NYXN defines the number of following cards to be interpreted 
as names and co-ords of common points on the 'new' system. 
NYXN : ~: integer. Format: free. IJimits: 2~ NYXNf 90 
(3 
2.2.9 Names and co-ords. of points on 'new' system. 
1 card. Necessary only if OPTl = 0 
The format for these cards is identical to that for 'old' 
points (see 2.2.7). E~ch NAME must be identical to c name in 
the 'old' point list. Order of cards is immaterial. 
2.2.10 Parameters of the transformation. 
2 cards. Necessary only if OPTl = 1 
These two cards take the place of the list of common points on 
yhe 'new' system (2.2.8 , 2.2.9) when the parameters of the 
transformation have been found previously. 









double 1-15 ch rs.Y-centroid on old system. 
precision 
double 1-15 chars.X-centroid on old system. 
precision 
double 1-15 chars.Y-centroid on new system. 
:precision 
double 1-15 chars.X-centroid on new system. 
precision 
double 1-15 chars.mCos e where m is scale, 
precision e is swing. 
double 1-15 chars.mSin 0 
precision 
0 11 . 33 44 6 
1 56 01 56 0 
( 0\.:....__YP.1-?--~~~ xaA? ---3 L YA/-H --- '---XN..t?--.,./ 
1 56 0 
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3. Error notes. 
3.1 Messar~: nerr ERRORS IN ABOVE. SEE NOTE 1 
The following tests have been failed nerr times: 
OPTl = 0 or OPTl = 1 
OPT2 = 0 or OPT2 = L 
o·· RTRN 3 
P·ossible causes: Heading card too long or missing, types 
incnrrect (OPTl and OPT2 are integer, RTRN is real) 
3.2 Message: ERROR IN NO. OLD CO-ORDS REQD=nyxo SEE NOTE 2 
The following test has been failed: 
0 NYXO 90 
·3.3 Message:ERROR IN NO.NEW CO-ORDS REQD=nyxn SEE NOTE 3. 
The following test has been failed: 
0 11YXN 90 
3. 4 Message: NArlfE name NOT IN OLD LI~T. SEE NOTE 4. 
NAME is not identical to that of any point in the .'old'list. 
Possible cause: NAME has not been left-justified in both lists. 
3.5 Message: n OF ABOVE CORNS. LIE OUTSIDE REJECTIOW CRITERION 
rtrn 
If this error condition is flagged the machine will not go on 
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION:. TRANSFORMATION OF OBSERVATIONS FROM 
THE SPHEROID TO THE GAUSS CONFORM PROJECTION. 
1.1 General. 
This program corrects observations reduced to the 
Clarke 1880 Spheroid to the Gauss Conform projection, 
applying Arc-to-Chord and Scale enlargement corrections. 
If the theoretical corrections are wanted, this pro{~t'am 
will determine these without observations being given; only 
the line terminals need be given. 
1 .. 2 AvaiJ.abili t;y_ and usea.~. 
This program is stored in executable form in the UCT 
Univac 1108 system: Project JACKSON File IiIB. Element .PROJABS 
Irt may be executed in batch mode from card input. Execution' 
time is less than 30 seconds. The program is written in 
Fortran v. 
1.3 Program limitations. 
Max. No. Points.: 60 
Max. No. occupied stations 30 ( ruling limitation) 
Max. No. observations: 250 
1.4 Out-put. 
This comprises the co-ordinate list, directions as 
entered, distances as entered,Join values, (t-T) corrections, 
corrected directions, scale enlargement corrections, project-
i.on distances. If input directions and distances are not 
specified, the program treats the ~ join values as 
observations, in order to be able to complete its task. 
1.5 Compatability with other nrograms. 
This program uses subroutines compiled with the Adjustment 
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2. Input f o_r!nat. 
2.1 Examnle of a job deck. 
@FIN I "'19--- e nd of job. 
VA TRIGl 999.84 
}~ VTRJ.Gl c 1000.03 
V2 
bserved distances. 
vc 270000.32. .., 
VA 180.00.22 >O bserved directions. 
VTRIG2 02 n--· I 
\ 
.. 
l/TRIG2 -98047.99 3205738.10 1 
VTRIGl -97047.98 3204738.07 
~ o-ordinates. 
VA -98048.98 3204738.12 
I -97048.05 3205738.14 
/4 . 
V1,o,19 \0 ption.s. "49---........:: 










V@RUN JJACK,A0520-003R,EXA.WIJ?L,l,10 +-11 ogin. 
l 
2.2 Detailed innut format. 
· Except for the _@.{(~'fl and option cards, input format is 
identical to that for an adjustment. A max. time of 1 minute 
and Tt'Iaxpages of 10 (pages) will be adequate for the run. 
2.2.l Options. 1 card • essential. -free forrna{. 
The option card should contain the following data: 
Option name. !Y.:ne. I1imi ts. Purpose. 
OPTl Integer 0 or 1 on.1y 0: The machine will not expect 
any input directions or 
distances , but only the 
terminals of the rays or lines. 
Corrections will be applied to 
join values as if these were 
observed values. Read Least 
Squares Program instructions 
as .if OPT3=0 
1: The machine will exnect 
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Option name. ~· 
OPTl (cont) 
Lind ts. ;purpose. 
Read l1east Squares Program 
instructions as if OPT3=1. 
There is no need to include 
the weight of a ray. 
OPT? Integer 0 or 1 only 0: The printout will be kept 
LO Integer 0~10~360 
as short as ~ossible. 
1: Each list will commence on 
a new page with the specified 
he.ading. 
This is a dummy variable, 
but must be specified,greater 
than zero. 
For the input of heading, co-ordinate list, directions and 
distances, read the instructions for Least Squares adjustment 
program, as if OPTl=O (free net, only one co-ordinate list 
needed, all co-ordinates considered provisional). In addition, 
weights of rays need not be specified. 
3. Error notes. 
3.1 The error note unique to this :program is: 
nerr ERRORS IN ABOVE. SEE ERROR NOTE 1. This denote·~ailure 
when reading the option card. 
3. 2 Error messages listed in the Leas-(; Squares program 
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PROGH.AM DESCRIPTION: CAI,COEUJ Pl.OT OF SURVEY TRIANGULATION PLAN. 
1.1 General. 
A program for the plotting of triangulation plans, incbJ ..0.i.ng 
th_e names of points, a grid, observed rays and error ellipses. 
Alternatively, the grid, rays and error ellipses may selectj_vely 
be omitted from the plot. In its most general form, the program 
is suitagle for the plotting of up to 60 named points on a 
right-handed metre cartesian grid at scales between 1:1 and 
1:10 000 OOQ 
This program is designed for~ompatability with the program: 
Least Squares Adjustment of a Survey Net? in that the organisation 
and format of input records are similar for the two programs. 
i 
When used to plot observed rays and distances, the program 
scans data to differentiate singly from doubly observed rays, 
which are plotted according to survey convention. Observed 
distances are plotted as dashed lines offset 1 mm. from the 
line connecting the terminals. 
The size of plot can be varied between 600mm square and 
6omm. square • 
. 
1.2 Availability and useage. 
This program is stored in executable form in UCT Univac 1108 
.system: ProjectflACKSON'* File LIB. Element .PLTABS. Execution 
time for plot preparation is less than 30 sec~ Plotting time is. 
11 minutes for plotting 16 points with error ellipses, 122 observat 
-ions on a plan area 300 mm. square. The program is written in 
Fortran V. Its storage needs are 27 000 words. 
f·3 Program limitations. 
Max. no. points : 60 
Max. no. points with error ellipses: 30 
Max. no. angle stations : 30 
Max. no. observations: 250 
Max. no. angle obs. per station: 60 
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Max/min Figure size: 750..4'724 mm /77mm X72 mm 
l\Tax/min plot area: 596 mm square/60 mm. square. 
1.4 Output. 
In addition to the plotter output, a printout is given, 
specifying the plot to be produced. If this is not satisfactory 
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2. Input format. 
2 .1 Examnle of a ,job deck. 
-----------------~,'·-~_-_::::-_::-~-=---end of job • 
.0314 • 0268 
ellipse data 
32. 
.0308 . • 0413. 142 • 










02 ~stn. nme. 
3205738.10 -98047.99 
-97047.98 3204738.07 o-ords. 
points. 
-98047el2 3204738.12 points. 
-97048.05 3205738.14 o-ords. 
O,I,I,2.,5000.,2.,500. options. 
TNBRACED QUAD. FIGURE. heading 
JJXQT J"ACK..50N*LIB· PL TABS execute absolute 
,:ASG~-·A JACKSON.,LIB. £~~l1gBtfile. 
l'RUN. JJACK,A0520-003R,EXAMPL, 2, 20 ~'--------login. 
A job.deck that has been used to run an adjustment, can be 
used to specify a plot of that adjustment, after the following 
amendments: The @XQT and Option cards are changed. Ellipse data 
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2. 2 Detailed·-~:!£~! format .. 
2.2.l Login. 1 card• essential. 
@RUN runid,accnt-numb,proj,maxtime,maxpages. 
eg. 
JJACK;A0520-003R,EY-.A!i'IPL 1 2, 20 
2.2.2 Assign file. 1 card. essential. 
(1lASGj'A JACKSO!N<LIB. 
2. 2. 3 Execute absolute element~: 1 card essential.· 
@XQT .TACK501\l*L.t8. PL. TABS 
2.2.4 Heading. ·card. essential 
The heading serves to identify the run to the user. It vlill 
be reproduced .at the start of printout and as a heading on the 
plot. 
Up to 66 mixed alpha-numeric characters, s1Jecial characters 
and blank spaces. 
eg. 
NBRACED QUAD. FIGURE RUN NO. 4. 
2.2.5 Options. 1 card. essential. 
These set user defin.ed variable-s. Free format. all values 
must be given. 
MIN;GPT2,0PT3,0VERS,PLTS,ELPS,GI 
fo,I,1t2., 500~.,2.,500. 
f .91?tion .. nam~. _'.type. Limits. Description of purpose. 
IIvIIN Integer 0..cIMIN~l20 Hax. time allowable for plot, 
in minutes. IMIN=20 will be 
adequite for most plots. 
A plot on the maximum size of 
paper might require n.nN greater 
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the written permission of the 
head of department is required 
for the plot to be accepted 
by the D.P.department. 
Integer 0 or 1 only If O: no rays or distances 
will be plotted, nor should 
cards specifying these be 
included in the job deck. 
If 1: rays and/or distances 
will be plotted • 




. I t ' be considered prov1s10NAL points, 
plotted with the symbol '><'· 
(equivalent to adjustment prog. 
OPTl = 0) 
If 1: The co-ordinates will be 
considered to consist of two 
sublists; a 'provisional' 
list and a 'fixsa• list. 
The former may have length 0. 
'Fixed' poi"nts -will be plotted 
with symbol 1 .4 1 • 
1.~0VERS~lO. The scale of bordering figure 
controllip.g thereby the availab1 
plotting space and also the 
size of lettering. The true 
scale of plot and of ellipses 
is not affected by OVERS 
If OVERS= 1., the size of the 
bordering figure will be 724mm 
wide. If OVERS=2., the width 
~ will be 362 mm. 
l.~PLTS~lO 000 000. 
The scale of the main figure, 
assuming data units are metres. 
o.~ELPS~OO. The scale of ellipses, assumi~g 
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If ELPS = o., no ellipses 
will be drawn, nor any ellipse 
data expected by the machine. 
Relationshi n between OVERS, PI,TS and GI. 
OVERS controlJ~ the size of bordering figure, PLTS the size of 
the main figure and GI effectively controJs , the position of the 
plot with respect to the ava:_lable space. If these variables are 
chosen so that one or more points will plot outside .the available 
space, a warning message will be given.·:.~ and no plot produced. 
Selection of the variables may be done as follows: 
; 1. Decide on an overall plan size and a grid interval • 
._j 
eg. OVERS = 2. > GI = 500 m. > 
.r 
2. Find the algebraic Max and I\Tin. co-ordinate values, by scanning 
the co-ordinate list. 
In this example: Ymax= -97047.98m> 
Ymin=-98048.12 m> 
Xmax= 3 205 738.14 




J. Find the minimum grid values GYMIN and GXrtIIN • These will 
intersect at the top right hand side of the available plotting 
space. 
If GI = o. (no grid to be plotted) then GYMIN = Ymin 
r GXMIN·= Xmin 
If·G~O. (as in this example) Then: 
GYMIN = INTEGER(Ymin/GI) GI GXMIN = INTEGER(Xmin/GI) GI 
~: 
GYMIN = -196 500 
=-98 000 
f Ymin.::: 0 then: 
~YMIN = GYMIN - GI 
~= 
GYMIN = -98 000 - 500 
GYr!IIN =- :' ~8 500 > 
GXMIN = 6409 500 
= 3204 500 
If Xmin LO then: 
GXMIN = .GXLlIN - GI 
GXMIN unchanged. 
GXMIN = 3 204 500 
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GSPACE(Y) = Ymax-GYMIN GSPACE(X) = Xmax-GXlWIN 
= -97 047098 + 98 500 = 3 205 738.14 - 3204 500 
= +1452.02 m. = +l 238.14 m. 
Since GSPACE(Y)> GSPACE(X) and the plotting area is square, 
GSPACE(Y) is the critical difference. 
GSPACE = 1 452.02m. 
5. ,Find the maximum available plotting space: 
f PLTSIA.CE = • 596/0VERS \ 
= .596/2. 
= • 298 m. 
6. Find the minimum value for PLTS. and select a round value greater 
than this. 
l~LTSrnin = GSPACE/PLTSPACEI 
= 1452.02/.298 
= 4873 
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2.2.6 Number of provisional points. One card. essential. 
NYXP defines the number of following cards to be interpreted 
as names and co-ords. of provisional points. These will be 
plotted with the symbol 'X'. Note that I\TYXP may = 0 
NYXP TyEe: Integer. Format: Free. Limits: O~NYXP~30 
eg: 
2.2.7 Provisional points. One card per point. Necessary only if 
NYXP /, 0 
Each provisional point card should contain the following data: 
Input variableo ~· Limits pescription of purpose. 
'NAME typeless 1 to 6 chars. Name of point. Mixed 
alpha-numeric and special 
characters. 
YVAL double 0 to 25 chars. y co-ordinate of point. 
precision in metres. 
XVAL double 0 to 25 chars. X co-ordinate of point 
precision in metres. 
Format: 
0 0 1 22 3 
1 6 0 ii ~ 
tAl/fE.if * '--YVAL- ~ XVAL ,J 
eg: 
(A -98047:.12 3204738.12 
2.2.8 Number of fixed uoints. One card. Necessary only if 
OPT3 = 1 
NYXF defines the number of following cards to be interpreted 
as names and co-ordinates of fixed points. These will be plotted 
with the symbol: ·~ ' 
NYXF· Type: Integer. Format: Free. 
e Cf'• E>• 
Limits: 2~ NYXF 
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2.2.9 Fixed points. One card per point. Necessary only if OPT3=1 
Type, limits and format identical to that for provisional points. 
(see 2.2.7 above) 
2. 2 .10 Number of angle stations. One card._ J:-ir::cessary only if 
rays and/or distances to 
be plotted. (ie. OPT2=1) 
NSTN defines the number of a:;:-cs of angle observations to follow. 
It may be zero, for a pure trilateration job. 
NSTN ~: Integer. Format: Free. IJimits: OkNSTN ~30 
eg: 
~.2.11 OccuEied stat±on. One card per occupied station. 
Necessary only if OPT2=1 and NSTN/-0 
This card is the heading card for each block of cards defining 
angle observations from the parent station. It should contain 
the following information: 













typeless 1 to 6 chars. Name.of occupied station. 
integer O~NARC ~60 No. of following cards to 
be interpreted as defining rays 
from NAriiEA 
2.2.12 Observed directions. One card per ray. Necessary only if 
OPT2 = l_ 
Each card need only contain the name of the signal. Any other 
data on the card will be ignored by this program. NAMEB is typeless, 




















2.2.13 Number of observed distances. One card. Necessary only if 
rays and/or dists. 
are to be plotted 
(ie. OPT2=1) 
NDIST defines the number of following cards to be interpreted as 
defining observed distances. For pure triangulation, NDIST 
would be given the value 0 
r 




2.2.14 Observed distances. One card per line. Necessary only 
i{ NDIST ./=. 0 
uAlike the format for directions, each distance card contains the 
names of both terminals of the line: NArJIEA and NA1IEB. All other 
data on the card will be ignored. NAMEA and NAMEB are typeless, 












2.2.15 Ellipse data. 1 card per provisional point. 
Necessary only if ELPS ft O. 
Unlike the case for co-ordinates, directions and distances, 
the ellipse data cards are not headed by a card &iving their 
number. If ELPS ./= O, the machine will read !Ii-PROV cards as 
defining ellipse data. The order of these cards are immaterial, 
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Each ellipse data card should contain the following data: 


































Name of pt. in prov. list. 
Semi-major axis in metres. 
Semi-minor axis in metres. 
Direction of major semi-axis, 
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2. RUN 1rir,IB ERRORS. 
A plotter job may fail to produce a plot, or to produce 
the desired plot, though one of three causes: 
1. Because of a data error detected by the program·validation 
routines, producing a diagnostic message, followed by the message: 
FATAL ERROR AT STAGE NO. stge 
An error of this type will produce a normal exit from program 
execution and. no plot will be produced. 
2. Because of an error detected by the executi,ve, caused either by 
an error not detected by the program validation routines, or 
possibly caused by an error in the program itself. Such an error 
() will produce an error exit from program execution and· ag2.in, no plo 
will be produced (or charged for). 
3. Because of a data error not fatal to the preparation of .a plot, 
but producing a plot that is not the same as the plot destred. 
1. Erro~_detected by program validation routines. 
This program uses several subroutines common to the adjustment 
program. Consequently several of the error messages which may be 
produced are also similar. Again, a counter STGE is used to 
facilitate identification of the position in data of an error. 
STGE is incremented at the end of cert2.in blocks of calculation, 
and is printed whenever incremented: 
STAGE stge REACHED SUCCESSFULLY. 
The points of incrementation of STGE are as follows: 
Activi_.!l. Ruling su9,routine. STGE. 
Read options PLTOPT 1 
Read data PLTDAT 2 
Initialise plot. • •••• 3 
Plot heading, border BORD 
4 
Plot grid, reduce co-ords. GRID 5 
Plot points, error ellipses. POINT 6 
Plot rays, distances PI10TR 7 
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ERROR NOTES. 
Messages unique to the plotting program are described below. 
Those shared with the adjustment program are merely noted, 
with a cross reference to the appropriate error message in the 
adjustment program instructions. 
1. Message: nerr ERROR IN ABOVE. SEE ERROR NOTE 1. 
In subroutine PLTOPT. Stage O. Fatal at end of stage O. 
Following tests have been failed NERR times: 
0 L.. IMIN~l20 
OPT2 = 0 or OPT2 = 1 
OPT3 = 0 or OPT3 = 1 
l.~OVERS ~ 10. 
l.~PLTS ~ 10.000 000. 
O.~ELPS ~ 100. 
O.~GI 6. 500 000. 
Possible causes: Types incorrect (The OPT ions and IIl'IIN are integer, 
others real), heading message missing or. too long, decj.mals wrongly 
placed in real type. (eg. 2 ., read as 200.) 
.The following messages occur in ruling subroutine PLTDAT, stage 1. 
They are fatal at the end of stage 1, and are further explained in 







ERROR IN NO. PROV. CO-ORDS REQD = nyxp SEE NOTE 2. 
ERROR IN NO. FIXED CO-ORDS REQD = nyxf SEE NOTE 3. 
ERROR IN NO. ANGLE STATIONS nstn SEE NOTE 4. 
ERROR AT STATION NO. i NAJY!E NOT IN IiIST = name a SEE NOTE 5. 
ERROR AT S1.rATION name a NO. OBS=narc SEE NOTE 6. 
OBSERVATION T.KBI,E WII1L OVERFLOW AT STN namea SEE NOTE 7. 
8. ERROR IN OBS. NO.;nobs NAME NOT IN LIST=nameb SEE NOTE 8 
8a. ERROR IN OBS. NO. nobs NATr1ES IDENTICAL OR NEITHER IN LIST: 
namea, nameb SEE NOTE 8a 
9. LIST WILL OVERFLOW WITH NO.DIST. OBS = ndist 
10. ERROR IN OBS. NO.= no bs ONEBOR BOTH NAMES NOT IN J1ST = 
namea,nameb SEE NOTE 10. 
11. ERROR IN OBS. NO. = no bs Iif1U.IBS IDENTICAL OR NEITHER IN LIST: 
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12. Message: 
CO-ORDINATE DIFFERENCES TOO LARG:E~ TO PJ~OT 4T SCALE 1: pl ts 
AVAILABLE SPACE = (. 596.-¥.P/-"s/aver.s) 
YnIAX = yma~ GRID YMIN = gymin 
X.MAX = xmax GRID XMIN = gxmin. 
In subroutine GRID. Stage 4. Immediately fatal. 
Cause: OVERS, PI,TS and GI have been so chosen as to plot one or 
more points outside the available space. See paragraph 2.2.5: 
'Relationsh.l:JL . .£.et.ween OVERS 1 PJ~TS and GI.' 
2. Errors detected by the _executive. 
An error exit from program execution may be caused by 
IYIAXTIIUE, MAXPAGES or IIVIIN being exceeded, resulting in a dump of 
() the machine registers~ If a program error is suspected, the 
program may be remapped: 
@IHAP, US LIB. PI1TrvIAP, • PLTABS. 
Once the off ending subroutine is found from analysing the 
address limits given in the Mapping call, the position of the error 
can be pinpointed by calling a compilation of the relevant 
subroutine. All subroutines in this program use the re-entrant 
Fortran compi1er RFOR. 
3. Plot -produced, but not to user's liking. 
It is possible that the plot produced will be partially overwritten 
by that of another user. In such a case, the plot will have to 
(' run a second time. The most likely cause for dissatisfe.ction iNovld 
be ;f, ·:,J;n drawing an ellipse, the plotting pen strikes. the limits of 
its run, resulting in a shifting of subsequent plotting. The 
presence of such a shift can be detected in the following way: 
In drawing the grid, the position(GYMIN,GXMIN) is marked with a 
'+ '. At the end of plotting, this :position is remarked 'X '. 
If these two marks do not coincide, the plot is not correct. The 
distance betrreen the two marks represents the distance the plotter 
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Program variables. 
The size of lettering produced on a plot is a function of 
the overall scale OVERS. If the lettering produced does not suit 
the user, the size of lettering can be changed, by altering 
the value of variables set in the program. 
1. Size of gri~ value lettering. 
In subroutine GRID line 59 the variable F defines tb8 height of 
grid value lettering, in inches. 
At_ present, F = .14/0VERS inches 
2. Size of grid intersection crosses. 
In subroutine GRID line 72 the variable P2 defines the height of 
the centred symbol'-+' marking a grid intersection point, in 
.\ h inc eso 
At presel?-t F2 = .2/0VERS inches. 
3. Size of point name and symbol. ~ 
In subroutine POINT line 15 the variable F defines the height 
I 
of the centred symbol ' X ' or '~ ' marking the point, and the 
height of the point name, in inches. 
At present F=.2/0VERS 
4. Number of chords in elli~se. 
In subroutine ELPSE line 11 the variable NSTEP (integer) defines 
the number of chords- to be calculated in ge·nerating the plot of 
half the error ellipse. 











A P P E N D I X B e 
EXAMPLES 0 F P R I N T 0 U T S . 
CONVERSION OF PROVISIONAL CO-ORDINATES GEOGfu\.PHICAL 
TO 110 19 DEGREES ........................................ B 1 
AD.!1JSTMENT 01!, A CENTRE POINT POLYGON •••• e •••••. • •••••••• B 2 
FITTING FINAL CO-ORDINATES TC1 PROVISIONAL ••••••••••• 1 • • B 13 
CALCOMP PLOT OF' TRIANGULATION PLAN ••••••••••••••••••••• B 15 
( t '"".' T) AND SCALE ENIJARGEMENT FOR CENTRE POINT 
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•••••••••••••••~•e••~•••••••••t••••••••••••••c••••••~•••••••~••••~ 
ExAMpl,.E lfA! coMvEf.:SIOM OF PROV. C0'"'0RDS· GF.Oc;RAPHICAL TO LO 19. 
••*••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••~•••••••o••••••••* 
cONyERSION 9ETwEEtl GEOGRApHICAL AND GAUSS CO-ORDINATES. 
•••••••••••••••••~••~•••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••o~•••• 
opTJoNs AND vARlABLES AS ENTERED 
**S•••···~········~·············· OpTl 0 O:GEDGRtTO GAUSS, l:GAUSS TO GEOGR. 
opT2 0 O: SHORT JOB• 1: 1,.0NG ,JOB 
L01 19 CENTRAL MERIDIAN OF FIRST SySTEM 
L02 19 CENTRAL MERIOIAtl OF' SECOND SySTEM 
GEOGRApHICAL pOSlTIONS 
*·····~············*•• NAME LATITuDE • SOUTH LONGITUDE - EAST 
-~-~------~------------------~----"-------~----ft·---·-' ~ ' . A32 30. 9, 12.12110· l 7 ! 
B 30. a. 36,520'+0 1 8 • 
c 30~ 30, 37,37030 1 8 ~ 
•VLAKL 30, 35, 5,61100 1 7. 
VO"'GL 30, 2 1 • i+B.3lf760 1 8 • 
co-01rnttJATES ON LO SYSTEM: 19 











3337 .)25. <+6 t 22 
33JS9t9,lf6986 
337660?,909b7 
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··················~···························~·················· cxAMrLE ~B: CENTRE POINT POLYGON. FREE FRAME• VAR, SCALE. 
••••••••••c••••••••••••••••••••••*•************••••••~•*********• 
LEAST SQUARES ADJUSTMENT OF PLANE SURVEY NET, 
~·····~······································ 
opTioNs AND vARlAoLES AS ENTERED 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OP Tl 0 VALUE 0 FOR FREE 1FOR coNsTRAINEo NET 
OPT2 l VALUE 0 FOR JOB 1 FOR DIAGNOSTIC RUN 
OPT3 1 VALUE 0 FOR NO OBS• 1 FOR ADJUSTMENT 
OPT !f l VALUE 0 FOR FlxEo SCALE•l FOR VAHIABLE 
OPT5 19 VALUE 0. • uo.s+s CORN, 1 • • CENTRAL MERIDIAN 
SDIRN • Lf APR I ORI S•D• FOR l\NGLES IN sEcoNos 
SDI STA ,03000 APR I ORI CONST, DIST, 5, D, IN t1ETRES 
SOISTB 3150 APR I ORI VAR•. DIST, S • D, HJ p,p.M, 
RDIHN 20.0 ANGLE HEJECTION CH I TEI~ I ON IN SECONDS 
RDIST 2.sooo DIST.REJCCTION CRITERION IM METRES 
sTAGE l. 0000 REACHED SUCCESSFULLY 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••• 
EX AMPLE q B : CE NT RE P 0 I NT P O LY G ON • FREE FR A 11 E • VAR • 5 C ALE • 
******•*•*•*•**********************************O**************••~· 
PHOVJSJONAL co-ORDINATES 




























····················$·~*················~·······~················· f.: X AM p LE 'f B : CENT HE p 0 I rH p 0 Ly G O 14 , FREE FRAME • V A f~ • SC ALE , 
················································**~··············· 
oIREcTIONS AS ENTERED. 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 




























































JO 1 , 
' 








1 l • 
38. 
2 'f. 
l 7 ' 
38, 
5 'f • 
6. 
"'3. 























1 • 0 




l • 0 
1 t 0 
1 • fJ 
1 • 0 
1.0 
l • 0 
1.0 
1 • 0 
~····••O•••······~•O**•*******************************•O••······· 
ExAMpLE LJ.e: cENTRE pOINT pOLYGON. FREE FRAME• vAR. SCALE. 
••••••••••••••••••••••••*********•••••••••••••~******••••o•••••••• 
oISTANcEs AS ENTERED 
•••••••••••••••••••• 





























sTAGE S,OUOO REACHED SUCCESSFULLY 
1 • 0 
l t 0 
l • 0 
1 • 0 
I , 0 
l • 0 
1 • 0 
... 0 
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•~•••~••••••••••*~••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~O•~••• 
ExAMpLE '+e: CENTRE pO·INT pOLYGON. FREE FHAME• vAR. SCALE. 
~··································$······························ 
T ~ T APPLIEU TO DIRECTIONS, ...... , .................. . 

















































• 3 1 




- , 26 
... 5. 86 
5 ! 't5 
,'t,9't 
.. 3' 27 
-1.65 












1 s 't • 
229, 







scALE ENLARGEMENT APPLIED TO DlSTANcEs 
•••••~•••e•••••e•~••••••&•••~•••~••••• 
055,NO, FROM TO CORN, - . 
59, 
1 l I 
38, 
2 't • 
30, 
59, 





l 1 • 
30, 
2 't. 









28. 't 6 
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····~·········~·····~·-·~··········~·····~*·················~····· ExAMpLE 'fB: cEHTHE pOINT POLYGON. fREE FRAHE• VAR. SCALE, 
•••••••••~••••••$•••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 






































···································*······~······················· t:xAMpLE lfR.: CENTRE pOIMT POLYGON, FREE FRAME• VAR, SCALE, 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ERROR ELLIPSE DATA 
.~~···~······~···· 







A32 ,lf 1t82-01 ,3236-01 326, 1 q • 
• 0 ~-'*885-0J ,3921-01 If 9. 21f, 
c ,'1316-0l ,3'197-0l 303, 5 '*. 
+VLAKL • 509 2-0 l_ ,3695-01 37, !) • 
.vo-GL ,3588-0l ,275'i-Ol 355, 37, 
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. ***********************************•****************************** 
lXAMPlE qo: CENTRE POINT POLY. CALCOMP PLOT OF TRIANG. PLANo 
****************************************************************** 
CALCO~P PLOT Of PLANE SURVEY NET 
******************************** 
OPT10N ANO VARIABLES AS ENTERED 
***********~******************** 
lM!N ~o MAXePLOT TIME. SPECIAL IF 
OPT2 1 VALUE 0: 1\10 RAYS 1: PL OT 
OPT :S 0 VALU[ o: NO FIXED POINTS 
OVEt<S 3. () OV El~.~ LL ~CALE FACTOR 
PLTS 350000.0 PLOT SCALE 
£LPS 2 .. 0000 ELLIP5£ SCALE.O .. MEANS 




INTLR\IAL.O .. MEAi\!S 
x 
-------------------------------------







6~006 .. 040 "/9 
102!>~3 .. 3293b 
88704e42914 
0 .l R t:. C Tl 0 N S A S EN T ER EO .. 
********************** 
OBS• FROM lO 
3337325 .. 46122 
3335'H 9. 46'18b 






GT .. 20 MIN 
RAYS 





1 A32 B 
2 A32 c 
3 A32 VO-GU 
4 A32 •VLAKL 
5 B c 
·6 B A32 
1 VO-Gl *VLAKl 
8 VO-Gl A32 
9 VO-Gl B 
10 VO-GL c 
11 c *VLAKL 
12 c A32 
-13 c B 
14 *VL AK L A32 
15 *VLAKL VO-GL 












DlSTAMCES AS ENTERED 
******************** 
01.i s .. FROM TO 
- B 16 -
OBS. DIST. USf::R. ~JT 
----·---------·-------------------------·--· ----------·--
17 A32 B 
18 A3'&. c 
19 A32 VO-GL 
20 A32 *VLAKL 
21 B c 
22 B VO-GL 
23 VO-GL *V LA Kl 
24 VO-GL c 
25 c *VLAKL 
Ell.I~ SE O.llTA 
**"'********* 
NAME MAJ. S. A. MI NOR S. A MAJ .. PH I. 
----------------------------------------
A32 .44820-01 • 32360-01 
9 .48ts50-0l .39Cd 0-01 
c .43160-01 .34910-01 
*VL AKL .50Y2U-Ol .. 36950-01 
VO-Gl .. 35tits0-0l .,27540-01 
********************** 



















lXA~PLE 4F: FINO T-1· ANO SCALE E~LARGE~ FOk CENTRE POINT POLY.OBS. 
****************************************************************** 
CONV~~SION OF OBSERVATIONS SPHEROID TO GAUSS CONFORM 
OPTlU~ ANO CENT~AL MERIDIAN AS ENTEKED 
********************************M~**** 
Of->T 1 





VALUE u:cALCULATE USING JOINS 1: USING OBSERVATIO~S 
VALUE o: SHORT JOB. 1: LONG JOB. 
CENTRAL MERIDIAN DEGREES EAST OF GRE~WICH 
PNOVl~IONAL CO-ORDINATES 
************************ 
NA~E y x 
---------------------------------~---
AJ2 99088.1395~ 3337325.46122 
8 59jil6 ... 91JB2 333j<f19.ii6Yd6 
c 6~006 ... 04:J19 331bbU-l .9'J'lb"l 
*VLA!",L 1Ul543 .. 32'/)6 3385177 .. 27904 
VO-bl 88704.42914 336U?Ol.39Ul9 
OlHt.CTIDN~ AS ENlEREJ. 
********************** 
OBS• FROM TO OPS. DI REC TI o~: usr:-R .Wl 
----------------------------------------------------------
l A32 B 261. s 9. 30.?.6 l • ll 
2 A32 c 31-6. 11. 24.~4 1.0 
3 A32 VO-Gt.: 334., 38. 25.Y2 l .O 
4 A32 . *VLA.KL 3 • 24 .. 53.64 1. 0 . 
5 B c 3. .30. 50.~7 1.0 
6 B Aj2 . 8 7. 59 • 35.03 l.O 
t VO-Gl *VLAKL 29. 17. 5. !)4 1.J 
B VO-GL P..3 2 1 ~4 .. 38. 23.ol 1.0 
9 VO-GL B 229. 54. 9.~5 1 .J 
10 VD -GL c 3Ul. 6. 5.,00 1 r· .u 
11 c *VLAKL 78. 3. 44 .l'..5 l • !) 
12 c AJ2 136. 11 0 lo.25 l .J 
13 c B 183. 30. 43.Ul l • 0 
14 *VLAKL A32 185. 24. 39.b3 l.O 
15 *VLAKL VO-GL 2J 9. 16. 56.25 l.O 
16 * VL AK L c 25g .. 3. qs.oo 1.0 
OlSTA~CE~ AS lNTERED 
oes. FRUM TO OBS. DIST. USE~. WT 
17 A32 B 4U2U3.0ti:>O 1 • () 
18 A32 c 54~29.6890 1.0 
19 A32 VO-GL 256'H,. 2220 1.0 
20 A32 *Vlf.KL 47931.8410 1.0 
( 
21 13 c 4rJ763.8'f80 1..0 
22 B vo~GL 38165.,7400 1.0 
23 VO-GL *VLAKt. 21j28B.96'.>LJ L.J 
24 VO-GL c 3111e.1310 1.0 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- B 19 -
T - T APPLIE:O TO OIREr.TIOl\IS. 
***********************~** 
0 BS. l\ll> o Ft<OM TO CO~N. PRO J. DIRECTTIO'J. 
----------------------------------------------------
1 A32 B .,31 2~1. S9. 30.57 
2 A32 c -8 .. 71 516., ll. l!:>. 8 3 
j .A32 VO-GL -5.66 334. 3!:>. 20.26 
4 A32 *VL~.KL -12.25 3. :!-4. 41.39 
5 B c -6.14 3. 30. 44.33 
b B A32 -. 2tJ t;j 7 •. '.:>9. 34.77 
7 VO-GL *VLAKL -5.o6 29 .. lb. 59 .. 68 
8 VD-Gl A32 5.4~ 154. 38. 2t;j .46 
9 VO-GL B 4.94 229. ~4. 14 ... 9 
10 VO-GL c -3.27 3U1. 6. 1.73 
!l c * Vl ti!<. l -1 .. 65 78. 3 .. lf.2 .. 6y 
12 c A32 7. u, 5 136. 11. 23.70 
13 c B 6.33 183. 30. £~9.34 
14 *VLAKL A52 12.37 l83o 24. 52 .. 20 
15 *VLAKL VO-GL 6.15 209. 1 7 •· 2.43 
16 *VLAKL c 1.94 258. 3. 46.94 
SC Alt ENLARGEl"1£NT APPLIED TO DISTANCES. 
******************~******************* 
0 BS. NO• FROM f 0 CORN. PRDJ. DIST. 
--------------------------------------------------
17 A32 8 3.20792 402J6 .. 25292 
18 A32 c 4 •. 466~3 !)4434.,1:>563 
19 A32 I/ 0- GL 2.80917 25647003117 
20 A32 *Vlf\YL 6.04380 47937.89080 
21 B c l.85!)86 40765.75386 
22 B \10 -GL 2 .. 61812 381.68.35812 
23 VO-Gl * VL A'<L 3.19534 28292.16lJ34 
24 VO-Gl c 2.20607 :n urn. 93707 
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TABLE 01!1 CONTENTS. 
Subroutines are listed under the main program which calls 
them, in their approximate order of calJ .• 
1. Least ~es adjustment of a surv~y _ _g_et. 
Subroutines called for projection correction are listed 
in. '.Section 4 below. 
MAIN Main calling program •••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 1 
INOPT To read and validate options •••••••••••••••••• C 3 
NA:ME To match Hollerith NAil'i.EA to element in 
ve.ct or I~A.I/IEV ............................... · ....... C 4 
HEAD To,print heading •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 4 
STAGE To increment 'I'm Here' and print ••••••••••••• C 4 
INYX To read in co-ordinates ••••••••••••••••••••••• C 5 
OUTYX To print co-ordinates ••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 6 
DMS To convert seconds or radians to D.M.S ••••••• C 6 
INDIR To read in directions ••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 7 
INDIST To read in distances •••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 9 
JOINS To join between co-ordinates stored in YX ••••• c 11 
OUTA To print obs. and joins between provisionals •• C 12 
FORMA To form observation equations A •••••••••••••• C 13 
FOR£,T1V To form weight vector W •••••••••••••••••••••• C 14 
FORML To form L vector, check against rejection 
criteria ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 16 
MATRIX To solve equation BX= R ••••••••••••••••••••• C 18 
APLT To print summary of A matrix ••••••••••••••• c 20 
BPLT To print summary of B or Q matrices •••••••••• C 22 
GENINV For generalised inverse of singular matrix B •• c 24 
BGAUSS To flag rows and columns making B singular •••• C 25 
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SPLIT. To insert n~ll rows arid columns in BB matrix •• C 28 
OUTVEC To print L. N. R· V vectors •••• " •••••••••••••••• C 29 
OUTC To find and print final co-ordinates •••• ~ ••••• c 30 
ELLPSE To find and print error ellipse parameters c·31 . . . ~· .... 
OUT DD To find and print final directions and 
distances ••••••••••••••••••••••••ci••••••••••·C-32a 
CHECK To check consistency of solution ••••••••••••• C 33 
~-~ransform.§!_i~n of co-ordinates between geographicals 
and the Gauss Conformal system. 
Subroutines called for co-ordinate list I/0 are listed in 
1. above. 
GEOGMAIN Main calling program •••••••••••• o•••••••••••C 35 
INPL C~lling routine.converts geographicals to 
Gauss Conform ................................... C 37 
OUTPL C0lling routine.Converts Gauss to GeographicalsC 38 
BFORM Arc of meridian ••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••••• C 38 
YXFORM To find Y,X from geographicals ••••••••••••••• C 39 
PLFORM To find Lat., Long~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••C 40 
FPFORM To find foot-point latitude .................... C 41 
mFORTII To find rad. of curvature in plane of merid •• C.42 
NFORM To find rad. of curvature perp. to meridian •• C 42 
3. Linear conformal transformation. 
COJlIMIN •• e •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 43 
4. Transformation of observations from the snheroid 
to the Gauss Conformal -orojection. 
Subroutines called for I/0 are listed in 1. above.See also 2. 
PROJMAIN Main calling program ••••••••.•••.••••••••• 0 47 
'PROJ V/or1cing subroutine to find corrections •.••••• C 49 
' J. 
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5. Calcomp plot of s~rvey_triangulation ~lan. 
Subroutines called for I/O are listed in 1. above. 
PLOTJii!N Main calling program •••••••••••••••••••e••••••C 52 
POINT To plot points o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••C 53 
PLTOPT To read and validate user options ••••••••••••• c 54 
PLTDAT To read data ··········•••••O••················c 55 
BORD To plot border,heading,scales,north point ••••• c 56 
RECT To plot a rectangle ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 57 
GRID To plot grid, reduce co-ordinates ••••••••••••• c 58 
ELPSE To plot an ellipse ••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••C 60 
PLOTR To plot rays and distances •••••••••••••••••••• c 61 
DASHP To plot a dashed line ••••••••••••••••••••••••• c 62 
NAn'IES To match hollerith NAMEA to element in vector 
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JACKSON•Llo•nHAIN 
c ···········~···········~····~········································· 
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR LEAST SQUARES ADJIJSTMENT OF SURVEY FRAME• 
c ········*·•················~·-········································ 
PARAMETER HA=250•MB=9l•MC=30 
D IM ENS I 0 I~ MSG ( l l I 
C 0 M M 0 f~ N A I I EV < 6 l I • y X ( 6 l • 2 I • L I N E ( M A • 2 l • p D ( M A 1 4 ) • p S I M A • 1 I • I ND z ( MC • 2 l 
COMMON A(MA•MAltW(NAltL<MA•l>•XBAR(MBtll•v<MAtlltB(Mu•MH)tVOPTl2l, 
2 I RA ~J K I H B I t Z I ND ( t1 C l 
C0t1MO~J R ( 118 t l I 
!~EAL L 
DOUBLE PRE<;lSIO:J YX•PO 
1 ~ 1 TE GER 0 PT 1 • 0 PT 2 t 0 PT 3 • 0 PT 't 








C INITIALISE •tlE~v PAGE PER HEADltJG' SWITCH. 
IPAGE :: 1 
CALL HEADIIPAGE,MSGI 
C READ CO-ORDINATES. 
CALL INYXl$9510PTl 1NYXPtl'JYXTl 
CALL STAGE!STGE10PT2•SINCR) 
C READ OBSERVED DIRECTIONSr 
CALL HEAD(JPAGE1MSGl 
c ALL I rm I H ( $ 9 5 '0 p T 3 I tl y x T 'LA s TD • N s TN • MER R ) 
CALL STAGEtSTGE10PT2•SINCRI 




C CHE C K F 0 H I D Et J ~ I T Y 0 F T E RM 1 N A L S , B E F 0 F< E T AK I NG 0 lJ T J 0 I NS • 
DO 3 NOBS=J1LASTO _ 
I F ( L I IJ E ( N 0 ll s ' 1 ) • r I [ • L I r J E ( M 0 B s • 2 , ) G 0 T 0 3 
\.VRIT[(5t l051HO[lS•LINE<NOBS• 11 
.;.. ,_ 
105 fORHATt•O•,sx•'uNAeLE To TAKE OUT JOINS· ans.No: '•lJ1' TERMINALS 
2 IOENTICAL =POINT No,: '•ll•' SEE NOTE 12') 
GO TO 9S 
3 corH I llUE 
C FIND COMPUTED DlHECTIONS•OISTANCES, 
CALL JOINS <LASTOI 
CALL STAGE<STGE10PT2•SlHCR) 













JF(IOPTS.EO.o>Go TO s 
CALL Hf:.AO( IPAGF.:,MSG) 
CALL PROJ1LASTD,LAST0110PT5) 
5 ·coNT I !HJ[ 
CALL STAG[<STGE,OpT2•SINCRl 
- c 2 -
c pRINT onscr~vED AND joIN VALUES. 
CALL HEADtlPAGE1MSGI 
CALL ouTA<sTGE tNERR•NYxr1NyxT•LASTD•LASTQ) 
CALL STAGE(STGE10pT2•SlNCR) 
c FORM coErFICIENT MATRIX· 
cALL fORHAILASTD•LASTO•NYxP•NSTNtOPT~) 
CALL 5TAGE<STGE10pT2•SINCRl 
C FORM WEIGHT MATRIX ~. 
c ALL Form v1 < LA s TD • L As To • so r R ri • s D 1 s TA , so 1 s TB > 
CALL sTi\GE<STGE,OPT2•SltJCRI 
C IF OBSERVED NET• FlrlD RESIDUl.LS• 




c Ex IT IF £RROR fOUND IN oATAt 
IF(NE~R,NE,Ul G0 TO 95 _ 
CALL MATR"Ix($951Nyxp•NSTN.LAST01Qp ltOpT2tOPT310pTq,5~ 
CALL sTAGE!STGEtOPT~·sINCR> 
IF<OpTJ,EQ.DlGO TO 10 
c PRINT LtWtRtXBAR AND v vEcTORs. 
CALL HEAD(IPAGE1MSGl 
CALL OUTVEC(OpT2tOpfq,NyxP•LAST01NSTNI 




















C \W 1 T E 11 ES 5 /\Ci E F 0 R F A T AL E R H 0 R C 0 11 D I T I 0 N • 
_ 9 5 l'iR I TE ( 5 • 1 9 5 I ST GE , NF.Rf~ 
195 FORMAr.1•0•,sx.11< 9 •~·~·•'> 
,. 
\ 
21• '•5x•'FATf1L [RROH AT STAGE NO= '•rs.2,• tlO•Er~ROns FOut~o: 
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C 5pECIFicATION STAT[~ENTS• 
DIMENSION HSGllll 
INTEGER orTl•opT21opTJtOpTq 
C C L E Ar~ 11 S G T 0 B L A MK 5 , R E AD T I TL. E t p R I N T I T • 
DO S I= 1' 11 
MSGII1=6H 
5 cnNTlNUE . 
R~AOIR11201 (MSGII )eJ=l•ll l 
120 FORHATtllC~6l l 
(ALL HEADll•MSGl 
C WRITE HEADING 
WHITEcs,1os1 
105 FORMAT(tQ•,sx$'LEA5T SQlJAREs ADJUSTMENT OF PLANE SuRvEY NET·' 
2.1° '•SX19<••••••'1l 
C READ opTIONS• USER VARIAALES 
REAo(Ht 100)QpT1 tOpT2•0pT3,QpT't• IopTStSDIRN•SD1STAtSDtSTF3• 
2 R D I I~ N , R D I S T 
C VALIDATE PJplJT 
NERR=O 
Ir (QpT1.tH:.O.Atrn.opT1.NE.1l NERH:i:NERR + 




IF. <soIRIJ.1~E.o.oR.soJR l.GT,50) NERR=MERR+l 
IF <soisTA~LE.O.oR.sDJSTA.GT.11 NERR=NERR+l 
IF <soisTu.LE.O.oR.SDISTB•GT,1000) NERR=NERR+l 
1F (RoIRN•LE.o.oR1RDlRN1GT.t50) NERR=NERR+l 
lF(RDIST.LE.O.oR.RoIST.GT.3) NERR=NERR+l 
C'PRINT OUT INPUT _ 
WRlTE!5tllOlOPTl•OPT210PTJ•OPTq1IOPTS1SplRNtSDISTA•SOISTB1 
_ 2 HOlfHJ•IWIST 
1 1 0 f 0 RM I\ T ( ' a ' • 5 x •• 0 p T I 0 N s A tJ D v AR I A [ILE s As n1 TE RED ' 
0 FOR Ff~EF. !FOR C 0 M S T f~ A I N E D 
0 F OH JOB 1 FOR OlAGMosTlc 
NET' 
RUN' 
0 FOR MO OBS• 1 FOR AoJUS TMUIT t • 





31' '•6X• 'OpT2• •5Xtl2•7X• 'VALUE 
Al' '•6X1'0FT3'1SX1I2•7X•'VALUE 
OI' '•6x~•oprq•,sx.t2•7X•'VALUE 
Cl' '•6x1'0pTS•.qx·I3•7X•'VALU[ o: NO s+s coRN. 1 : cEr~TRAL MERIOIAtl 
D' 
't / ' • • 61,. , • s n 1 Rt 1 • , 2 x , F s • 1 , 6 x ' • A p R 1 on I s • D • F o R ANGLE s 1 N s Eco t~ D s • 
51' '•6X•'SolSTA'•2X1FB,5•2X•'ApRIORI CONST. DIST. S•U• IN METRES• 
61• '•6X1'SDl5TB'•2X1F5,2•5X•'APRIORI VAR. DIST, S.o, IN P•P•M•' 
7 I ' ' ' 6 X 1 ' i 1 l1 I fHJ ' , 2 X • F 5 , 1 , b X ' ' A M G L E R E J E C T I 0 N C R I T E H I 0 tJ I N S E C 0 M D S ' 
Bl' '16X,'HD1Sr•,3X,F7,'t,3X.•D1Sr,REJECrzON CR1rER10N 1tl MErRES'l 
c NORMAL RETuRtl ~-OR ti() ERROR' OR MESSAGE AMD ErmoR EXIT. 
lf(N[RR.Eo.u1 RETURN 
WHITE CS•llSl :JE1rn 
1 1 5 F 0 rm AT ( • [) •• ~; x • I 2 • • ER H 0 I~ 5 I !~ A 0 0 v E • s EE ERR 0 R N 0 TE l • ) 
RETUIW 1 
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-~-~ o•••••••••t••••••~•••••••••••••••••••~••••*••*•*•*•••••••••••••••••• 
c sunRouTINE TO t1ATcH HOLLEHITH NAME/\ TO ELEMENT IN VECTOR NAMEV, 
c ·········*········•••*••····································$······· 
SUBROUTINE flAME CNAMEAvNAeNYXT) 
c spECIFicATioN STATEMENTS. 
PARAMETEH t1A::::2501f1H=91 •MC=30 
C 0 MM 0 N NA t1 EV I 6 1 I • y X ( 6 1 • 2 I • L INC IM A 1 2 I • p D (MA • 't) •PS (MA t 1 I t l ND z {MC • 2 
DOUBLE PRECISION YX ' PD 
c SEARCH FOR NAMEA IN FIRST NyxT PLACES OF NAMEv. 
DO 5 I=l •NYXT 
IF(NAMEvlI).EQeNAMEA) GO To 10 
5 CONTINUE. 
C IF NAME 15 NOT IN LIST• ASSIGN FAKE Nl\HE • 
NA=61 
RFTu1rn 






c ··············••*••············~·····································~ C SUBROUTINE TO pHllJT HEADING, 
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**********•••••••••o••••••••••••( 





105 FORMATC'0'15Xtll('••••••'l/~ •.sx.11A61• •,sx.11<········1 I 
RETUfW 
END 





IF(OPT2,EQ.OI GO TO 5 
WRITECStlOSI STGE 
105 rORMATc•O•.sx.'STAGE '•F?,q,• REACHED succESSfULLY'I 














JACKS 0 :.J el. I B • fJ I NY X - c 5 -
C ••••~••~~·•••••••••~••••••••••••••••~·~•••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••· 
c SUBf~ouTPIE TO HEAD lf'I co-oRnlNATEs. 
C.•••*•*****~··•••••••••••••••••••••eO•••~············••o•e~•O••······~ 
SUBROUTINE IMyx ($•0PTl.UyxP•NYxTl 
c SPECIFicATION sTAT[MENTS 
p A R AM E T ER 11 I\ = 2 5 U ' M 8 = 9 l ' MC = 3 0 . 
c 0 MM 0 N NA t1 [ v ( 6 l ) ' y x ( 6 l ' 2 I ' l. I t l E ( M A ' 2 ) ' p D ( M A ' 't I I p s ( M A I 1 ) ' l ND z ( Mc • 2 ) 
DOURLE pRCclSION YX•PD 
INTEGCH 0PT1 
C ENTEi~ FAKE VALUES IN IJAMEV AND YX 
NM1EV (bl l =~jHF f\IJL T 
vx<61.11=0.oo 
YX<61,2l=O,DO 
c READ AMO VALIDATE No. pROvlsloN/\L COOHDI!JATES TO FOLLOW· 
READ t8tl0Ql .NYXP 
I F ( ! 4 y x p ' GE • 0 • A IJ D • I j y x p • LE • 3 0 ) G 0 T 0 5 
WRITE (5•1051 NYXP 
105 FOHMAT(•O•.sx,•Errnor~ IN No, pRov.cn-oRDS• REr~D:::'•l6t• SEE NOTE 2• 
RETURN 1 
-
c READ pROvisION~L CO-ORDINATES, 
5 IF<NYXP,EQ,OlGO TO 7 _ 
RE AD ( 8 • 1 2 5 ) ( ( NA !1 EV ( l l • Y X ( I ' 1 I ' Y X < I • 2 ) I • I = l • NY X P ) 
c pRINT PROvisio~AL co-OROINATEs, 
WRITE (5•110) 
110 FORMAT(•Q•,sx1'pROvISIONAL co-ORDINATES'/' '•Sx16('••••')) 
CALL OUTYX<NAHEV•YX1l1NYXP) 
'C SET TOTAL NO. co-OROS• EQUAL TO NO, pROVISlONAL co-OROS· 
7 CONTINUE 
NY X T = IJ Y X P · 
( ~UMP IF No Flx~n CO-ORDINATES. 
IF(OPTl.EQ,Ol GO To 15 
t: RE AD IJ O • F I XE D Co- O fl D l NATE S T 0 F 0 LL 0 \'I• 
READ (13,lOOl MYXF 
c SET TOTAL NO. cO-oRoS TO pRov. PLUS FIXEOt AND VALIDATE, 
NYXT=NYXT+NYXF , 
IF(NyxT·GE!2.ANo.NvxT·LE.60) GO TO 10 
WHITE (5•1151 NYXF 
115 FORMAT(•O•.sx•'[RROR IN NO.FlxEo co-ORDSeREQD='1l6•' sEE NoTE 3') 
. RETulrn 1 
c READ FlxEo cD-OHDINATEs. 
10 KR=MYXP+l 
RE AD \ B , 125 l ( ( NA ti EV ( I l t Y X I I • l l • Y X ( I ' 2 l l , I =KR• NY X T l 
C PRINT FIXED CO-OROI!IATES. 
vJ R I T E I S • l 2 0 I 
120 fORMAr1•0•.sx.•r1XED CO-ORDtM/ITES'/' •,5X,5('••*'*')) 
c AL L 0 u T y x ( N A tl E v ' y x I K R I f•J y x T ) 
1 s cotJT I rJUE 
RETURN 
(;" 
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JACKSQ~~L1u.2urvx 
L •••*•*•~~~••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••o•~*•••e•~~• 
C SUB R 0 ll T I l·I E T 0 p R I tH CO ... o fW IN ATES • 
c ························································$··········· 
SUBHOuTINE OUTYX <NAMEV•YX•l'lFRSTtNLAST) 
c SPECtricATION STATE11ENTS1 
DlMEMSIOfl YX(6l •2)tNAMEV (61) 
OOUBLC pREcISION YX 
C WRITE HEADING. 
WR.ITE (5•105) 
1 o s F o R r 1 A T < ~ ' , 5 x , ' 1 J A r1 E • • l 2 x , • y • , l 5 x , o x • , / • • , 5 x , 6 < • - - ..... _ , • > , • .. • ) 
c WRITE co~oRDINATES, 
DO 5 l=NFRST•NLAST 
WqITEIS,1101 NAMEV<t I •YX<I 111 •YX(l•2l 
5 coNTI!JUC 
RETUF?M 
110 FORMAT(' 1 1SX1A6e fl5,512X•Fl5 0 Sl 
END 
JACKSQtJ*LIB,DMS 
~ -~·····••«¥••···~···········~·······~······························· c SUBROUTINE TO coHvERT SECONDS OR RADIANS TO o.M.S· 
c ·························~··············~··························· 
suaROuTINE DMS(NOpTtDIN1DEGtFMIN1SECl 
DOUBLE pREclSION Dll~•DMll~1DSEC•DDMlfl 
c coNvERT To sEcQNDS•IF IN RADIANS. 
IFCNOpT,EQ.21 GO TO 5 
DIN=DIN*20626q,oo62D0 
s coNTitiuE 
c coNvERT To.A pOSITivE ANGLE LESS.THAN 360 DEGREES. 
lf(DlN.LT•Q•OD01DIN=DIN~l296,D3 
lf(DIN •GE.1296,o3lDIN=orN-1296,oJ 
c CONVERT To DEGREES•MINtSEc, 
DMIN=DINl60eDO 
O 0 M 1 t J = I D 1 NT ( D t1 I N I . 
osEc=<oHIN-DDMIN1•6a.oo 
AOEG=DDM l tJ/60 • 
OEG=INT(ADEGI . 
rMIN=<ADEG-DEGl•60, 
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J ACK S 0 .i * L I B ·, B I ND I R 
C ••~••••••••••*•*******~•o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••• 
C SUHROIJTINE TO HEJ\fl II·! DIHECTIOtJS, 
c ············~··············~··············*··························· 
SUBROuTINE lNDIR(StOpT3tNyxT•LASTDtNSTNtNERR> 
c SpECIFicATtoM sTATEM[f.ITS. 
pARAMETER MA=250tM8=9l•HC=30 
C 0 MM 0 t I NA t1 EV ( 6 1 I • y X ( 6 l • 2 I ~ L I t J E ( M A • 2 ) • p D ( M A • Lf ) • p S ( MA • 1 I t I i·J D z ( MC • 2 l 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX•PD 
DOUBLE pREcISION DEG•FMIN1SEC 
I IH E G ER 0 P T 3 




c READ NO. occurIEO ANGLE STATIONS AND VALIDATE. 
READ <a,lOQI f'JSTl.J 
IFINSTN1GE.O.AND.NsTNtLE.MCIGO To 5 
WRlTE (5•1051 NSTN 
105 F0RMAT('0'1Sx1'ERROR IN NQ,AiJGLE 5TN5::•1l6•'SEE NOTE 'f') 
I RETURtJ l 
C NORMAL EXIT IF NO ANGLE OBSERVATIONS, 
5 IF <NSTN.Eo.01 RETlrnN 
C WRITE HEADING. 
- hHITEIStl'tSl 
11+5 FORHAT<'O',Sx,•01RF.cTIONS AS ENTERED.'/' •,sx,11<••••) 
2 I t •• s x I ' 0 fl s ••• s x I ' Ff~ 0 M ' I 1+ x ' ' T 0 ' ' 9 x I • 0 B s • D I RE c T I 0 IJ • I 7 x ' ' us ER ' w T ~ 
31' '•SX,291'--'ll 
C L00p FOR EACll ARC OF Ol)SERvATIOIJS, 
DO 35 I=l1r·JSHl 
WRITE<51155l 
155 FORMAT( '0' l 
C RE AD O CCU p I ED 5 TAT I ON N /1!·1 E • I~ 0 • 0 BS ERV AT I u tJ S I fl A.RC t VAL I DATE THESE • 1 
READ 1811301 MAMEAtNARC 
CALL NAME INAriEA•NA1NYXTl 
IF <NA,NE.~11 GO TO 12 
WRITE (5•1101 I1~AMEA 
110 FORMAT <'O•.Sx•'ERROR AT sTN.No=•tJJ,•NAME NOT IN LIST ='•Abt 
2'SEE tJOTE ~· l 
NERR=!JERH+ 1 
12 CONTl:JUE 
c vALID/\TE rm. ,OuSERvATIO~IS IN ARC. 
IF OlARC.GT,O.Al'H>.tlAHC1LE.60I GO TO 15 
WRITE 15•1151 I.t-JARC 
115 FORMAT <'O•.Sx•'ERROR AT sTN.NO.='•lJ1'H010BS•='•l6t• SEE NOTE 6'1 
RETUfW 1 












I t-1DZ <I• 2 l ::NAHC 
C L 0 0 P 0 t J E A CH 0 RS EI~ VA T l 0 N , 
00 3S J=l,NAHC 
- c 8 -
c INcREMENT OBSEavATION couHTER1 ExIT IF Too MANy, 
f·l 0 B S = tJO El ? + l 
IF <Noos.LE.2SO) GO To 20 
W R I T E ( S , l 2 0 ) t·J A M E A 
120 FORMAT(tQ•,sx•'OBSERvATlON TABLE WILL ovERfL.OW AT sTrJ.:'•/161 
2' SEE NOTE 7 1 ) 
RETURtl 1 
C ASSIGN tlAMEA To LIST. 
20 LINE <NOBStll=NA 
C JUMP IF FRAME ANALYSIS: 
IF <OpT3.Ec~·Ol GO TO 25 
c READ tJAME OF TARGET1r:>lREcTIQtJ1v1ElGHT•cOtlvEfH TO SECONDS• 
READ 181135) ~AMEB10EG•FMIN1SECtpS(NOBS1ll 
wHITEl51150lNOas•N/\MEA1N/\MEs•DEG•fMlN•SEC1pSCNOaS~l) 
150 FORMAT(' '•5x1I3·5x1A6•2x1A61Sx,F~.o.2x,f3,012x1FS,2,sx•Fq.11 
pD(N055,ll=OEG•3600,DO+FMlN•60D0 +SEC 
GO TO 30 




P D ( tJ 0 B S , l I ::: ll • 0 D 0 
C ASSIGN NAME B TO LIST• VALIDATE, 
30 CALL !JAME <NA11EB1NB1MYXTI 
lINE <NODS12l =NB 
~ CHECK IF TERMINALS ARE IDENTICAL. 
IFUJA.NE.tlRlGO TO 33 
WR l TE I 5, 160 l NOBS • IJAMEA •NAM EB 
160 FOHMAT(•0•1Sx1'ERHOR IN OBS•NQ. •1131• NAMES IoENTICAL OH NEITHE 
2 IN LIST : '•A612X1A6l 
33 corn 1 tHJE 
IF (NB,NE.611 GO TO 35 
NERR=tJERR+ 1 
WR I TE ( 5' 125) tlous 'tlAMEB 
I 2 5 F 0 R t1 AT ( ' 0 t t s x ' I ER II 0 R ltl 0 B s • N 0 • = I ' I 3 ' • NA.ME N 0 T I N L I s T = I I A 6 ' 
2' SEE NOTE~O'l 
NERR=llERR+l 
C LOAO zERO INTO OBSERVED DIST, COLUMN. 
35 pD<NOBS,31:::D.ODO 
c sET LASTD TO TOTAL NOt oesERyATIOllS IN OIREcTIONS. 
LASTD:NOOS 
RETUIHl 
100 'FORMAT < l 
1'30 FORtl1'T<A61JX112l 
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J Ac r: s 0: j "'L I 8 ' n I rm I s T 
c •••••¢•••················~········~·········~················*••••••' 
c suuRouTINE TO REAU IN DISTANCES. 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••~••&•••••••••o•••••••••••••••••• 
c SPECIFICATIQtJ sTATEt1Etns. 
pARAMETER MA=2SO•MG=91 •MC=30 _ 
c 0 MM 0 N NAME V ( 6 1 I 1 y X ( 6 l • 2 I t L I tl E ( t1 A • 2 I • p D (MA t If I •PS (MA • l) • I ND z I MC • 2 ; 
oounLE PRECISION YX•PD 
INTEGEH 0PT3 
C INITIALISE OUSERVATION COUNTER. 
NOBS=LASTD 
c RE/ID NO• ossERvATION To FOLLOW• cHECK WHETHER TOO MANy. 
HE/ID <8.lOOl NDIST 
LASTO=LASTo+NolST . 
IF (LASTO.GE.1.ANa.LASTO.LE.2501 GO To 2 
WRITE <5'1051 NDIST 
105 FORMAT ( .o •• Sx••LIST wILL ovERFLOW wITH No. oIST,OBS=t,l6t 
2• SEE l'JOTE 9'1 
RE TURi>J l 
c NORMAL EXIT Ir tlo DISTANCE OBSE1~vATJ0Ns. 
2 IF <NolsT.EQ.0) RETURN 
c wRITE HEADING FOH OoSERvEo DlSTAtJCES. 
WRITECS,1251 
125 F0Rt1AT( '0' .~:;>::,'DISTANCES AS ENTEr~ED'I' 0 .sx,5< '••tt•') 
21• •,sx,•ons.•,sx•'FRUH'•qx,•ro•.1ox•'Oes. 01sr.•,sx,•usER,wr• 
31' •,~:;x.l0<'-----•11 
C L 0 0 p 0 l'l NO • D I S T Ml C E 0 B S E RV A T I 0 NS , 
DO 2D I=ltMDIST 
N 0 D S = f·JO B S + 1 
C juMP IF FRAME ANLAYSIS 
IF COPT3.Eq,OI GO TO S 
C READ MAM ES t DI ST AIJCE • l/JE I GHT, 
HEAD (8, 1151 IJAM£AtNAMEB•PDCNOBS•311PS(NOAS• 1 I 
VJR I TE ( 5 1 l 3 Q 11J00 S • NAME A • NAME B • PD ( N 0 B S ' 3 ) , PS ( M 0 BS t 1 ) 
130 FORtlAT( •• ,sx. JJ15x,Abt2XtA6·5x1F-1 l .'+1Sx•F'+t l) 
GO TO 10 
c FOR fRA~1EtREAo tlA1,1Esq·JEIGHTtLOAD zERO INTO ossERvED DIST. C0LUHN. 
5 READ ( 8 • 120 I rlAMEA t llAMEU 
p5(fJUBStll=l. 
'lJ R I T [ ( 5 • 1 3 0 I t.10 BS • ll AME A • t JAME B 
pf)(NOBS,31=0,0DO 
c ASSIGN NAMES To LIST•LOAO zERO INTO OBSt DlRN, COLUMN• 
10 CALL tJAME <llAHEA.tJA,NYXTl 














C VAL I 0 ATE IJ A t1 ES . , 
I F ( tJ A • N L • 6 1 , A fl D • t J n • N E t 6 1 l G 0 T 0 1 5 
WRITE (5•1101 NOBS•NAHEA•NAMEB 
- c 10 -
110 FORMATl•U•.sx•'ERROR IN OBStNO::;'el.1,tONE OR BOTH NAMES NoT IN LIS 
2T=~•A6•2Xt~6•' SEE NOTE 10 1 ) 
N E R R = Ii E R R ~- 1 
C CHECK TERMINALS NOT IDENTICAL• Ex IT IF THEY ARE• 
15 lF(NA.NE,NBlGO TO 19 
~RlTE!51135lNOBS•NAMEA•NAMEB 
135,FORMATt•O•,sx·'ERIWR IN OBS• No:•.I31t NAMES IoENTlcAL OR NEITHER 
?. It! LIST:'!A612x•A61'5EE NOTE ll'l 
NCRH=NErrn+ 1 
1 9 C U M T l ~J U E 
20 COIH I NUE 
RETUHN 
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,J A C K S O 1 J • L I B , fJ J 0 I i'J S __ 
c ········$·······················································~····· 
C SURROl}Tltlt TO ,JOltJ sCT\'JEEtl CO•ORDSo STOHED HJ YX• 
C ••••••••••••••e••••••••••••••••••••••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~UBROUTINE JOINS ILASTOI 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS •. 
p A R A lff T E R t11\ = 2 5 0 I 1113 = 9 l ' M c = 3 0 -
C 0M1-1 0 N N A f1 E V ( 6 l I • y X ( 6 l • 2 I • L I N E ( M A • 2 I • p D ( M A • 't I t p S ( M A • l ) • I ND z ( MC t 2 l 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX•PO 
DOUBLE pREcISION OELY•DELX•DIR 
C LOOp FOH ALL OUSERVATIONS. 
00 5 NOeS=l•LASTO 
C FIND NAMES OF TERMINALS 
Nl\=i. I 1-JE (Mons. I) 
Nn=r~ I NE 1NOBS•2 > 
c FIND y ANo x DIFFERENcEs FOR LINE. 
DELv=vx<NOtll~YXINA1ll 
DELx=vx<NBt21-YXINA121 
c cHEtK FOR IoEtJTITy Qf_r,QillTS, co-OROS. . 
1r<A1\S(DELy) •GT· ( l ,E-6) .0R.A5S(DE1.x) ·GT, ( J .E-6) )GO To 10 
WHITE!S,lOSl!lOBS•DELY•DELX 
1 0 5 F 0 R t1 A T ( ' 0 ' • 5 X • ' E Fm 0 R I M 0 B S • N 0 , : ' • I 3 t ' C 0 ... 0 R D S T 11 E 5 A M E • ' 
21', '•SX~'OELTA y = ~·ElS,101' DELTA X = '•E15,10> 
RETURN 1 .. . 
10 IF<Aus10ELy>.GTeABS(DEL~l•J,ElOIOELX=DELx+1,E-lO 
'c FIND oIREcTION.NA Tq Ne IN pOSITivE SECONDS· 
DIR=2U626q,eo625DO•DATAN2IOELY•DELXI 
If (DIR,LT,0,0DOI DIR=Dl~+1296,D3 
pOCN08S121 = DIR 
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J ACKSQ ijOL IB ~ nou TA 
C •••••••••••••*•*•••$••••••••••••~•••@*••••••••••~·~•••••••••o••••••••e 
c SUBROUTINE TO pRINT ons. AND COMpuTEo JOINS BETWEEN PR6vISlONALS. 
c ···········~························q································· 
SUBHOuTINE OUT/\ <STGE tf'.JERHdJyxpdJYXTtLASTDtLASTOI 
c spEClFlcATION STATEMENTS. 
P AR AME T [ R 11 A = 2 S 0 t MR; 9 1 • 11 C = 3 0 . 
c 0 MM 0 M tJ AM f. v ( 6 l I I y x ( 6 l t 2 ) I L I NE I fl A ' 2 I • p () ( MA • Lt I • p $ ( MA I l I. I I !JD z ( Mc t 2 ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION YX•PD 
C WRITE. HEADillG. 
WRlTEIStlOSI 
105 FOR11AT(~o•.sx.•onsERVED Ai:j) JOlN VALUES FOR LINES' 
21' '•SX.17<'~•'1 
31' '•5x1vons.NO·'•Sx•'FROM'16x•'T0'1lOx1'00s. DIREcT:oN'•6x1 
E•cALC• DlHEcTION'i'+x•'OBS• DISTANcE•·2x•'cALC•DISTANcE't2x•guSER w 
sr.•1• •,sx,111•----------•1 > 
c LOOP TO WRITE vALuEs. 
DO 5 NOBS:ltLASTO 
NA=L I NE ( f·JOBS I l) 
NB ='L I n E ( N 0 B S • 2 l · 
CALL DMS<21pD<NOBS1ll100EG•OMIN10SECI 
CALL r>MS<2•PD(N0BS•211CDEG•CMIN1CSECI 
· W H I TE I 5 • l l 0 I NO OS • NAM [ V ( NA ) • NA 11 EV ( NB ) • 0 DEG t 0 M I N t 0 st C t CD E G t CM 1 N • 
2cSEC•pDINOBS•3l 1f'O(N013S,tfl opS!NOBS• 1 l , 
I 1 o F o r~ t1 A r 1 ' • ! s x • r 3 • 9 x , A 6 ' tt x , A 6 • Lt x , F s • o ! 2 x • F 3 , o • 2 x • F s , 2 , Lt x , rs , o ' 2 x • 
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JACKS 01.1 • L I B , BF 0 HM A 
c ••~•••c••••••••••••••••••••&•••••••e~••••&•••••••~•••••~••••q•e••a~~~e 
C SUBROuTitl[ TO FORll OBSERVATION EQUATIONS A. 
C •***••••••••••••~•••••¢••~•-~•••••••~~o••~•~••••••••o••~~•••eb•••••••m 
SUBHOtJTIN[ FOfH1A (LASTDtLASTO.Myxp•NsTN,OpT't) 
c SPECIFicATION srr~TE11ErHs •. 
PARAMETER MA=250•flB=9l•MC=JO 
C 0 MM 0 N MA fl EV ( 6 1 ) • y X ( 6 l • 2 ) • L I f IE ( MA • 2 ) • p D ( 11 A ' 't ) •PS ( MA • l ) ' I N 0 z ( MC • 2 l 
C 0 M f'10 I J A ( MA • MB l • 'N ( MA ) • L ( .t1 A • l ) • X B /', R ( MB • 1 I • V ( MA • 1 ) • B ( MB • t18 l • V 0 PT ( 2 l 1 
2 l RA ti K <MB ) ' ZIN D (MC ) 
DOUBLE PRECISION YXtPD 
REAL L 
INTEGER OPTlf 
c INITIALISE OBSERyATION couNTERt INDz pOJNTER. 
flOBS=l 
KR= 1 
c CLEAR A To zEROES. 
KRU:::2<>rHXP-1-NSHl 
IFIOPfq,EQ,l)KRU=KRU+l 




C TEST IF DEALllJG 'tJlTH DfRNS• DISTANCES• OR FINISHED, 
10 IF<MOBS.Ll~LASTDI GO TO 15 
IF(NOss,GT.LASTOl RETURN 
NSWTCH=l 
GO TO 20 
15 NS\r/TCH=O 
20 CONTINUE 
c FIND NUNBERS Of T~RMINALS• co-ORD· DIFFERENcESt JOIN DIST. 




S = P D ( I~ 0 B S • q l 
' c JUMP IF DEALING \;1ITH OISTANCES•OR FINO A, B FOR DIRECTIOtlSt 
IF(NSWTCH.NE.O) GO TO 35 
fA=-206265•DELXIS*•2 
FB=206265•DELy/S••2 
c SEARCH INoz FOR NA•APPLY TO AppROpRIATE COL· or A. 
DO 25 I=KR!tJ~TfJ. 
IFIINoz!Itll.EQ.NAl GO TO 30 
25 CONT ltJUE 
c MESSAGE IF UNAP,LE To r IrlD NA IN INDZ. 
WHITECS1.105) NA. 
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,J A C I< S O ; i • L I U , n f f.1 f? M lV 
c ···'······i·············~···~··········~······*··········*·······---·· 
C SURR0UTINE TO FORM WEIGHT VECTOR w, 
c ••• ~.·~·······················~····~-·~······························· 
SUB R 0 UT 1 NE F 0 H tl\'I I LAST[) 1 LAST 0 ' SD 1 RN ' Sp l ST A • SD I ST B l 
C SPECIFICATION 5TATE11ENTS1 
p AR All FTEH MA= 250•118 =91 1 MC=30 
C 0!1 f1 0 r l 11 A f 1 [ V ( 6 l l • y X ( 6 1 ' 2 ) • L I ~l E ( M /1 • 2 ) • p D ( M A • q l • P S ( t1 A ' 1 l 1 I i ~ D z ( M C • 2 l 
co 1111 o t J A 1 r 1 A , tl o l , ~~ I M A > , L < M A ' 1 > , x B AH c Mu , l l • v < M A • 1 > • B I H t1 ' MB > • v o PT ' 2 1 • 
2 IF< MH~ I MB l , z 11·.JD <MC l 
DOUBLE pHEctsnm YX1PD 
HEAL l 
c IF NO DIREcTIONS•JUMP TO nisTA~CE CALCS. 
IFILA5T01EA•O> GO TO 10 
c LOOP FOR ornEcJIOll cAL.cS. 
DO 5 NOBS= 1, 1.ASTD 
wCNOss>=pS(NOBS1l)/(SDIRN••2l 
5 cONT I NUE 
c N 0 I~ MAL Ex I T I F r j 0 D I s TAN c E 0 B s ER v r~ T I 0 r·i s t 
10 IFCLASTD.EQ•LASTOl RETURN 
c LOOP FOR DISTANCE oas. 
KR=LASTD+l 
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c sET sEAHCH sTARTEr~ TO H1Is yAt.uE•TO SHORTEN NExT SEARCH• 
30 t<R=d 
AINOBS12•Nyxr+I>~1. 
GO TO LtO 
c FIND A AND B FOR oisTANcEs, 
35 FA=-DCLYIS 
Ff3::;-DELXIS 
c ASSIGN SCALE F~cToR 
IFIOPTlf,EQ.llAINOBS•KRUl=S•l,l-S 
lfO COfHltlUE 
· c ASSIGN FA AND FB TO THEIR PLACES IN A 
IfltlA.GT,NYXPI GO TO "15 
A<NOBS12•NA-ll=FA 
' A ( NOBS I 2*iJA) =FB 
'+5 IF<ND1GT1NYXP) GO TO 50 
A ( N 0 B 5 ' 2 ., ~Jf~ - 1 l = .. F A 
A I NOSS• 2*tlf\ l =-FB 
50 COtH l NUE 
C INCREMENT OBSERVATION• GO TO START OF LOOP 
Nons=~JOBS+ l 
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JACl;:sou•L I B. flFOfH1L 
c ·············~······················~················$··~··~·········· c suaRouTJNE TO VOR11 L VECTOR, CHECK AGAINST REJECTION CRITER{Aq 
c ·········*··········~·······························~················· 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS, 
pARAMETEH nA=250•M0=9l•MC=30 
C 0 M f'f 0 N N A r·; E V ( 6 1 l • y X ( 6 1 • 2 I t L l N E I M A t 2. I • p [) ( M A • Lf I ' P S ( M A ' l > • 1 ND z ( M C t 2 l 
C 0 MM 0 N A ( t1 A t 1·1 U I • W ( MA l • L < MA t 1 I ' X BAR ( MB , 1 l 1 V ( MA ' 1 l • B ( M ti ' M 8 ) t V 0 PT t 2 ) • 
2 rn AN K I tlB I • Z I 1J D (fl C I 
DOUBLE pREclSION Yx•rD•STAND•SUM•ERR•EMEAN 
REAL I~ 




C j U t1 p T 0 () I 5 T A NC E S EC T I 0 ti • . I F N 0 D I R EC T l 0 NS c 
IFINSTN.EQ,0) GO TO 61 
c LOOp FOR REDUCING EACH ARC OF oosERvATlONS. 
I DO 60 ,J= 1, NSTM 
c rINo FlHsT EHRORt TO eE uSED AS A sTANoARD· 
STAND=POINOB5tll .. PDlllOBS•2) 




C FIND NUMBER Of OBSERVATIONS IN ARC. 
NARC=It'JDZ!Jt2l 
c LOOP IN REST OF ARC TO SUM ERRORStTEsT FOR eEING 360 DEG. WRONG• 
DO '+5 1=2sMARC 
ERR=p[> ( NOas t 11-pn ( tlOBS' 2) 
lf(DAos<ERR~STANo>.LT•CUTOfFI GO TO 35 
ERR=ERR+l296,o3 , 
IF(DAuS<ERR~STANUl.LTtCUTOFFl GO TO 20 
ERR=ERR-2592.DJ . 
lf(OABS(ERR ... STAtJDl.LT.cuTOff) GO TO 30 
GO TO qQ _ 
20 pO!NOBS,ll=PDINOBStll+l296,D3 
GO TO 35 _ 
30 pO(NOBS,l>=PD(NOBStll-1296,DJ 
35 CONT I tJUE 
SlJM=SUM+ERR --
NSUM =IJSUM + 1 
LfO NOBS=MOBS+l 
'+5 CONTINUE 
C FIND MEAN ERHORtRCSET OBSERVATION POINTER, 
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NOBS=NOBS-NARC 
C F I ND I~ F 0 I~ E AC H 0 B S E r~ V A T I ON • T ES T A G A I NS T R E j EC T t C R I T E R I O N • 
DO SO I=ltNARC . 
PD ( tlOBS' l l =PD ( NOBS 1 1) -EMEAN 
LINORS1ll=pDIN08S1ll~PD(NOBS•2l 
IFIARS(L(NQDSvll ),GE,RDIRN) NFLAG=l 
NOBS=NOBS+l 
so corn I rHJE 
C IF FLAG SETtr>RJNT THIS ARC, 
If!NFLAG.EQ,Ol GO TO 60 




1 0 5 F 0 RM A T ( ' 0 9 • 5 X 1. ' 0 I? 1 E N T A T I 0 N E Fl R l1 R A T S T A T I O N ' • A 6 / ' ' ' 5 X ' l 0 ( ' /j * • ' l 
21° • •5xr 'To' 1 l lx· 'oast:RvEo DIRN' .ax, 9 CALC1DlREcTlON' 19x1'ERROR') 
DO 55 I= 11 NAHC 
NB= L I NE ( I~ 0 BS • 2 l .• 
C A LL 0 t1 S < 2 • p D I M 0 B S ' 1 l • D E G A • FM 1 N A • S EC A ) 
CALL DM5(21pD<N05S121 rDEGB•FMINQ1SECBl 
wRITE!S1llOl NAMEv<NBl•DCGAtFHlNA1SEcA•DEGB•FMINarSEce•L(NOeS•ll 




60 COIH I llUE 
61 CONTINUE 
c NORMAL Ex IT IF.NO DISTANCE OBSERvATioNs • 
. lf(NOBS•EQ,LASTOl RETURN 
C LOOP TO FIND ALL DISTANCE CORRECTIONS, 
KR=LASTD+l . 
DO 65 NQBS=KR1LASTO 
LCNOBS1ll=pD(NOBS131-pDINOBS•q) 
c TEsT ·AGAINST R~JEcTioM CRITERION• 
lf(L(NOHSl.LE.RDISTI GO TO 65 
WR I T E ( 5 , 1 2 0 ) !JO D S , L ( N 0 B S I 
120 FQRMAT(•O•.sx•'ORS.NO·='•Il•' 
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c ·~~·······*···~·········~···-···•*•·············~·······~····~~······ C SUBROUTINE TO SOLVE EQUATION V=AX-L 
c ································~·········~····~····················· 
SUBR0UTifl£ MATRIX ($•NYXP•NSTN•LASTO•OPT110PT2•0PT31QpT~•SI 
c srECIFICATIOl'l STATE11EllTS •. 
pARAMCTER MA=250•llB=91 •MC=30 . 
COMMON NAMEv<6l>•vx<6lt2) 1LINE(MAt2>•pD(MA•q),pS(MA•l1•lNDz(MC•21 
C 0 IH1 0 t l A ( 11 A ' MB ) t \!J ( M /\ ) • L ( M A • l ) • X B AR ( Mn • 1 ) • V (.MA 1 1 ) ' B ( M FJ' MB ) • V 0 P T ( 2 l 
21RANK<MBl,zlND(MC) 
COMMOtJ H(Mfltl) . . 
COMMON /[\L0CK1/AT(Mf3•MAI •vT( l •MAI ·vTw< l tMAI ·vTwv( l • l·> 1ATw(MB•MAI 
DOUBLE pHEcIStOn YX•PD 
RE~L L -
INTEGER 0PTl•OPT2tOPT3tOPTq 
c INITIALISE MAx. SIZE Of MATRixES• VALUE FOR s. 
LASTOM=MA 
KRM=MB 




127 FORMATl'O•.sx,'MATRlX INFORMATION'/• '•5Xtll<••••••••)l 
C FORM (A(TRANSPOSEl~W 
CALL MXTRN<A•AT1LASTOtKR•MA•MBl 
CALL MXMDlG(AT•W•ATW•KR•LASTO•MBl 
C FORM B = AT.W,A 
cALL MXMLT<ATw•A•B•KRtLASTOtKR•KRM•LASTOMI 
C PRINT A1B MATRICES, 
IF(OPT2,EQ.OIG0 TO 3 
lfJRlTEl5113Ql 
130 F0RMATl'l',5x,'A MATRIX'/' 
CALL APLTllASTOtKRl 
- WRlTEt511351 
135 FORMATt'l'15X,'B MATRIX'/' 
C A L L BP L T I K R ' t: R ) 
3 corn I 1·1uE 
'•SX,q(•·-•)) 
C FOR cONSTRAINEQ NET1JUMP JNyERSION OF GENERALISED MATRIX. 
IF(OPTl,EQ,11 GO TO 5 
CALL GENINy(595tKR•IRl 
GO TO I 0 
c FOR cotlsTRAINEn NET. It-JvERT B MATRIX. 















1r<0Pr2,E0.01Go TO 6 
win TE< s .1 tto > 
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'1'10 FOf~MAT1•l•,!.;X•'O MATHIX'/' t15X1't(t .. -t}) 
C /\ L L B p L T ( K R ' I': R I 
6 corn 1 tlUE 
. 
C FIND TRACE.OF B llATRIX. 
TRCE=O. 
DO 7 I=l•KH 
THcE:=TRcE+f:\(f,Il 
7 cONTltJUE . 
W R I TE C 5 , 1 0 5 ) T I< C E 
105 FORt1AT1•0•,sx,•TRAcE OF Q MATl<tx= '•E9.tt) 




1 Lf 5 F 0 fH1 AT ( ' ' • 5 X • ' N 0 • 0 BS ERV AT I 0 NS = ' • I 31 ' ' 1 5 X t ' N 0 • U fJ KN 0 W NS 
2'.I31 - ' 
. IF ( 0 p T 1 , E Ci. 0 I ii RI TE ( 5 • 150 l IR ' IF REE 
150 FORMl\T(' '•5)(.•'RAfJK OF B MATRIX= 'd3 
21' '•SX,'OCG. OF FREEDOM~ '•Ill 
IF(QpTJ,Eq,llGO To 15 
c FIND vTwv FOR UNOBSERVED FRAME. 
S= l, _ 
V T W V ( l • 1 I = I fl·~ E E 
HETURIJ 
15 CONTINUE 
C FORM R=A<Tl1W•L 
C AL L M X M L T ( A Tv1 • L 1 R • K R • L A S T 0 t l • K R t1 • L A S T 0 M l 
c FINO xoAR ~ tRRORS IN co-OROS• ORIENTATION =B1R 
CALL MXHLT<B•R•XRARtKRtKRtl•KRMeKRMl 
c FIND v: ERRORS IN ousERyATlONS=A.xBAR-L 
CALL MXt1LT<A•xBAHtVtLASTOtKR•l•Li\STOMtKRM> 
CALL MX5UB(V•L•V•LASTO•l•LASTOM> 
c rIMo v<T>.w,v 
CALL HXTRN(VtVT,LASTOll,LASTOHtl) 
CALL MXHDIG(VT•~•VTW•l•LASTO•ll 
CALL MXMLT<VTtl•V•VTWVt l 1LASTOt l • l tl,.ASTOMl 
c f IND vTwv FOR OBSERVED FRAME, 
JFCIFREE.GT.U.ANo.vrwv<l•ll,GT,OlGO TO 60 
WRITE<S,18'11 
lB'f FORt1AT(' •·Sx,•oEc;REEs OF FREE00t1 ANo:OR vTwv NOT p05JTlvE•> 
RETURN 1 , 
6 0 S = S <~RT < V nJV C 1 , l I I I FREE ) 
WRITE<S.1851 S 
JBS FORMAT!' •.sx.'MSE OBS.UNIT WT.= '•E9.q 
.';./' '•SX,llC'***•••'ll 
RETUHN 
c MESSAGE FOR ERHOR RETtrnr:i FROM MATRIX INvERSIOM ROUTINES. 
95 WR1TE<Ss110l IRANr<ll 
110 FORMAT<•O•,sx1'UNAnLE To INVERT MATRIXeRANK= ••Iq/ 
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JAcKSQ·;•LlBtAPLT 
C ••••••••~••••••••••••••••«•••••••••*•*••••e•••••••••••••••~•••~&•••••• 
c SUB R 0 UT l HE T 0 pH l l·J T S lJ MM AH Y 0 F A MAT R I X • 
c ························~·-··········································~ 
5UBIWuT I llC APL TI I MAX' JMAX I 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS,. 
pARAMETER MA=2SO•MB=9l•MC=JO 
C0MM0tl NA11Ev<6l) •yx(61 t2) •LlNEIMAt2l tpO(MA•Lfl tpSIMA• l). INOzlMC•2l 
COMMUU P(MA.t18l 
{)lMENsioN IFRST(t!BltlSCNDIMB) 
DOUBLE pREcI510tl YX•PD 
C WRITE HEADING •. 
WR I TE ( 5 I l OS> 
105 f0RMAJ(•O•.sx•'ORDER OF MAG~ITuoE: ' MEANS ORDER NEGATlvE· • MEANS 
2 •LT,1 1 0 MEANS VALUE IS ZERO,'! 
C MAKE UP J INDEX, 
INDI=O 





I ND I :::o 




C WRITE J INDEX, . , . 
WRITEC51llSl<IFRST(Jl1J=l1JMAXI 
115 f0RMATl'0',9X191<Ill I 
WRITEIS112al<ISCND~Jl1J=l1JMAXI 
120 FORMAT<' '•9X,911Il>I 
C LOOP TO_PRINT f0R ALL I, 
WRITEtS,1251 
125 FORM/ITC' 'I 
DO 60 l=ltIMAX 
DO 55 J=l,jMAX 
C TEST FOR zER01~8SoVALUE LTt 1, 
V=Ptl.J> 
IF<V.NE.0,)GO TO 11 
IFr?ST(Jl=lHO 
GO TO 'tO 
11 L=lFlXIALOGlOIAOSIVI I> 
IF<LI 12.lJtl'i 
12 IFRSTIJ)=JH, 
GO TO 25 
13 IFRSTtJl=llH. 
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C TEST FOH VEHY LARGE OR SMALL VALUE. 
25 L:::AHS(L} 
lF(LoGT~61GO TO '+5 
C ASSIGN ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE, 
GO TO <J0131•3?.t33.3'f,3Sl,L 
30 ISCND(JJ=lHl 
GO TO 55 
31 ISCtlD<°Jl=lH2 
GO TO 55 
32 ISCflD(Jl=lH.3 
GO TO 55 
33 lSCMi)(Jl=lH'f 
GO TO 55 
3't I SC ND< J l = l HS 
GO TO 55 
3S ISC!'l0(Jl==lH6 
GO TO 55 
tf 0 ISCl~D<Jl=lH 
GO TO 55 
'+ 5 ISCNfHJl=lHV 
55 CONTINUE 
C pRlNT ELEMENT CODES. 
WRITE I 5 t 130 I I 1 ( IF RS T ( K ) •I<= 1 'JM AX I 
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JACK50'i•l. IB .BPL T 
COMPILER '( XM:3 I 
C •~••••••••••~••••••••••e••~•~••••*•*••••••••••••~••••••••~•••••••••••• 
C SUBROUTINE TO pRlNT SUMMARY OF B OR W MATlXt 
c ~··~$··~·q······················*·····~~·········~·······~·······•b«•• 
SUBROUTINE BPLT(IHAX•JMAXl 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS,~ 
PARAMETEf~ · 11A=250 1 MB=9 l • MC=30 _ 
COMMOIJ NAMEv<61) tYx<bl •2> 1LINE(MAt2l •PD<MA•'ll 1pS(MAt l) I INDztMC•2l 
C 0 MM 0 N A ( M A • MB ) ' ~J ( M A l t Z Z ( H A • 1 ) • X 0 A R ( MR • l l t V ( t1 A • 1 I • P ( 11 U • M B ) 
O I MENS I 0 N I F HST I trn l • I SC N [) C MB l 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX•PD 
C WRITE HEADING, 
WHITE<S,105) 
105 FORMA!<'0'·5x,•oRoER OF MAGNITuoE: f MEANS ORDER NEGATlvE· *MEANS 
2 •LT,l • 0 MEANS VALUE lS ZERO.'l 
C MAKE UP.J INDEX• 
I I~ DI= 0 
DO 5 J=l•JtJAX 
INoI=INol+J -
IF( JNOI ,Ec;1.10) IllDJ=O 
ISCtlD(J)=INDl 
s co NT I tlUE 
. INDl=O 




C WRITE J_IIJDEX, . .. 
. WRITE(5,115)CIFRST<J),J=l1JMAXl 
115 FORHAT< 0 0',9X,9l!llll 
WR I TE C 5, 120) (I SCtlD < J l • J= 1, JMAX I 
12p FORMAT<' •,9X,91Clll l 
C LOOP TO PRINT fOR ALL It 
-· WRITE<S.125) 
125 FOHMAT!' 'l 
DO 60 l=l t I_MAX 
D 0 5 5. J = l t JM A X 
c TEST FOR zEROtABS.vALUE LT. 1. 
v=Ptl,Jl 
IF<v,NE,0.lGO TO 11 
IFRSTlJl=lHO 
GO TO 'f 0 
11 L=IFlX(ALOGlOlABSlVlll 
lFlLI 12113t l'+ 
12 IFRSTIJ)=!Ht 
GO TO 25 
13 IFHST!Jl=lH• 
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C TEST FOR vERY LAl~GE. OR SMAl.L VALUE• 
25 L=ABS!L) 
IF<L.GT,6160 TO ~5 
C ASSIGN ORDERS OF MAG!IITUDE. 
GO TO !30i31s32.J3t3'tt3SltL 
3 0 I S Cl'H> <.,J) = 1 H 1 
GO TO 55 
31 ISCND!Jl=1H2 
GO TO 55 
32 lSCrlDIJ)=lH3 
GO TO 55 
33 ISCND(J)=lH'i 
GO TO SS 
3q ISCND<Jl=JHS 
GO TO 55 
.'35 ISCND<Jl=lH6 
GO TO 55 
'tO lSCND<.)l=lH 
GO TO SS _ 
LfS ISCfJD<JJ=lHV 
55 CONTINUE 
C pRINT ELEMENT cODES. 
_ WRITEl5,130llrlIFRSTIKl•K=1,JMAX> 
130 FORMAT(' •,sx.Il1lx,91(All) 
WfUTEISt 135) I ISCND<KI •K=l rJMAX I 
135 FORMAT<'+~,9X,91!Alll 















JACKSQtJ•L I B, FGEN I NV 
C O 14 P I L E R (- X t1 = 3 l 
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C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••&•••••o••••••••••••••••••• 
c suuR011TirJF; FOr? G[M(RALISE[) IflvERsE OF SINGULAR HATRix B• 
c ······~···············~·····························*················~ 
SIJf3ROuTIN£ GENltJV(Si•KR• If~l 
c spECIFicATION sTATF.nENTs. 
pAf~AMETER nA=2SO•MH=91 •MC=JO 
c 0 MM 0 N NAM C'v ( 6 1 l • y x ( 6 l ' 2 l • L I NE ( 11 A • 2 ) • p D ( M A • If ) t p s ( M A ' l ) ' I ND z ( n c • 2 l 
C 0 MM 0 N A ( MA • 118 ) •VI ( ti A l • L I ti A • 1 I • X B AR I MB • 1 l ' V I MA • l ) • f3 ( M 8 • MB l • V 0 PT ( 2 I ' 
2IRANKIMBl,zlND(MCl -
COMM OM /f}LOC1<2/[lf<AIJK (MB •MB) ·sSTAR (MB •MB) 'BB <Ma •Ma) •Bt1B (MB •MB l 
2tQIMB,MBl1IFLT(HRl 
DOUBLE pREclSION YX•PD 
REAL L 
KHf'i:::f1B 
C INITIALISE BB HATRlx• DUPLICATE u INTO BRANK• 
DO 5 l=l•KR 
DO 5 J=l'KH 
B f1 ( I • J l :: 0 • _ 
\ BRANK<I,Jl=B<I•Jl 
5 CONTINUE 
C FIND RANK OF BB• 
CALL GAUSSJKR,IRl 
C FIND PRODUCT UB• 
- 2 0 CALL M XML T ( B • 0 'O Ei , KR •KR •KR • M [3 • f·1 B l 
C COMPACT BFl. 
CALL COMPOH(KP.•IFLG) 
C INVERT COMPACTED BB• 
VOPT<ll=l • 
• CALL GJR<8B•MB•MB•lR•IReS951IRANKtVOpT) 
C SPLIT COMPACTED (UBl•l 
- C A L l. 5 P L I T ( K f{ l 
C. flND BSTAR=B(BBl-1 ~ 
CALL MXMLTIB•BB•USTAR1KR•~RtKR•MD•MBl 
C flNO 'Q MATRIX' O=BSTAR•BSTAR•B• 
CALL MXMLT!eSTAR·oSTAR•OOB•KRtKR•KRtMB•MB) 
CALL MXMLTCBUB•~•Q•KH•KR•KR•MG•MBl 
C DUPLICATE Q BACK Il-ITO B FOR TRANSFER TO MATRIX SUBROUTINE. 
DO 73 l=l•KH 
DO 73 J=ltKR 
BC I, J l =Q (I• J) 
7 3 C 0 N T I t·I U E 
RETUFW 
C ERROR EXIT. 














. COMPILER (XM:::3) 
C ••~••••••••••••••••~~••••~•••*~•••~•~e~G•••••••••••••••••~•*••••••••~e 
c susRouT I ~JE TO FLAG Rows AtJ() COLUMNS MllK I MG u s l NGULAR' 
C ••••••••••****••••••••••~•••••••••••••~~•••o•••••••••••~•••••••~•••••• 
··-
SUBROUT l NE GAUSSIKRtIR) 
PARAMETER MA~250•MB=91tMC=30 
COMMON /OLOCK2/A!f1BtMBl •iJSTAR(MB•MBl •6B(MO•MBI •BBB(Me•MBl •Q<MB•MBl 
2tIFL.T!MBl, . 
DIMENSION IFPTR(HBltDIAGVIMBl 
c INITIALISE VALuES1FLAG yEcToR. 
TESTl=l•E .. 8 
-TEST2=,?E-3 
KRU=KR .. l 
IH=KR 
C JNITIALISE FLAG•ROW pOINTER AND OlAG,ELEMENT vECTORS, 
DO 3 l=l•KR 
IFLT<Il=O 
IFPTH(Il=I 
DI AGV I I) =A (I• I) 
3 CONTINUE 
c OUTER Loop· 
_DO oU K=l tKRIJ 
C flND LARGEST PIVOT IN COLUMN, 
BlG=A!KtKl 
lSVIOP=K 
DO S I=K•KR . 
IF1AHS!A(l•Kl ),LEeABSIBIG>IGO TO 5 
BlG=ACl1Kl 
ISl'JOP=l 
5 COIH I NUE 
C 5 W 0 P R 0 \'IS • 
IF(IS~OP.EQ,KlGO TO 17 
DO lS J=K•KR 
SWOP=A(K•Jl 
AIKtJl=AllSWOPtjl 






C TEST FOR SHALL PlVQT VALUE, 


















GO TO 60 
20 CONTINUE 
C M JDDLE LOOp 
KRUC=K+l 
DO qU IPTR=KRUC1KR 
C INNER L.OOp 
FACT=A<IPTR1Kl//\(K1KI 
DO 35 J=K1KR 
A(IpTR•J>=A(lpTR•J>•FACT*A(K•JI 
35 CONTINUE 
'tO CONT HHJE 
60 COIH I NUE 
C .TEST L.AST rIVOT1 , 
- c 26 ·-
lf(AHSCA(KR•KRI ),LT1TESTl>GO TO 62 
If~ABs(A(KR'KRll,GTtABS(olAGV(KRl 0 TE5T2),AND.ABs<A<KR•KRl I.GT, 
211.E•b))GO TO 63 . 
62 CONTINUE 
I F S = I F p Tf~ ( !>, I~ ) 
IFLTlJFSl=l 
IR=IH-1 
63 CONT I tWE 
C WRITE DIAGNOSTICS, 
Wl?ITE!S1 l051KR• IR 
105 FOR11AT(•O•.sx1'TEST Of B MATRIX FOR SINGULARITIES'/' •15xel7P--• 
65 
70 





2/'0'•5X!'ORDER OF MATRIX= '•131' RANK OF MATRIX= •1131 
JSTART=l 
DO 65 lSTEP=l.10 
IEMD=IST/\RT+? 
If(ISTART1GT.KRIGO TO 70 
IF (!END ,GT ,KR l IEMO=KR 
WRITEIS1llO)(J1l=ISTART1lENDI 
WR1TEl5tllS><IFPTRtI ),J=IsTART•IENDl 




coin I NUE 
corn I WJE - . 
F0Rt1AT(•O•,sx.•noi1 OF.RED1MATHix !'110(3X113•2x>I 
FORMAT<' '•5x•'ORIGINAL RO~ NO. :•.10<3xeI3•2xll 
FORMAT(' •.sx.'PIVOT VALUE :•.1ot1x.E7.21l 
FORMAT<' •,sx,'ZERO PIVOT FLAG :•.101sx,1l12x>I 
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J ACKS.OtJ•I- Jfj. ac oMPUB 
COMPILER (lnl,::;3) 
c ·············*··················~·······················*···~····· c sueROuTINE TO UELETE Rows AND COLUMNS FROM BB 
c ··································~···~····~················~····, 
c spECIFlcATIQN STATEMENTS. 
pARAMETEH MA=250•HB=9l•HC=30 
COMMlJtJ /[3L0CK2/sRAt4K(MB•MBl ttjSTAR(MB•MBl 'BB(MB 9 MB) 'BuB<Mt1tM6)' 
2Q(MB•Hel•IFLT(MB) 
1F"(IFLT(KR1.EQ,O)GO TO 10 





t<FW=KR ... 1 
DO ~O IF=KRU•J!•l 
IFllFl~T(IFltEQ.OlGO TO &+O 
DO 25 I=IF1t-\RU 
DO 25 J= 1 •KR ,. 
eB<l•Jl=BB!l+l•Jl 
25 coNTIMUE 
PO 30 I=l •KR 
DO 30 J=lF1KRU _ 
I:\ !3) I • J > = 0 B ( I • J + l l 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 35 I=l 1f5R 
£3B( l •KR)=O~ 
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C •••*••••••••*******••••••••••••••••~••••e••~••••••••••••••~••••••••~ 
c su13RouT I tlE TO I NSEHT NuLL COLUMNS AtJ(J ROt-JS IN (BB 1-1 MATt~ Ix' 
c ··························································~········· 
I 




C LOOP TO SPLIT ALL R08S AND COLS, 
KRU:KR-1 
DO 'tO IF"=l1KRLI,_ 
lF<IfLT{lfl1EQ.OlGO To 'tO 
C LOOP TO SHIFT ROWS ANO COLS• ONE SPACE. 
c SHIFT ROWS oOnNt INSERT NULL ROW. 
r)o 25 I=KRutlF• .. 1 
DO 25.J=l•KR 
BB( l+l tJl=BB( I 1-.)1 
25 CONTINUE 
C SHIFT COLUMNS TO RIGUT•lNSERT NULL COLUMN• 
DO 30 J=KRUelf• ... 1 
DO 30 I:::l 1KR 
BB<l•J+l)=OB(IeJl 
30 COIH I NUE 
DO 35 l=l efSR 
BB(JF,Jl=O, 
BB(ItlFl=O. 
3s corn I NUE. 
LffJ coNTINIJE 
c SET LAST ROW AND COLUMN.TO zEROe IF REQUIRED, 
lFllFLT<KRloEQ,OlRETURN 
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'AC KS Qt~ •LIB• BOU TVEC 
c ············~~·~········~·······~····p························~······· 
C SUBROUTINE TO pRINT LtW•R•V VECTORS, 
c •*····························~·······~······························· 
SUBROuTINC ouTvEc<opT2•0PTlftNYXP•LASTO•NSTN) 
PARAMETEF~ MA=2501Mo=91 tMC=30 
C Sp EC I r I C A T I 0 N S T A TE t1 E tH S , ... 
C 0 MM 0 f·J ti A 11 EV ( 6 l ) • y X ( 6 1 ' 2 ) • l,. l NE ( M A • 2 I • p D ( MA • lf l • PS ( MA t 1 t 1 I ND Z ( MC ' 2 l 
c 0 MM 0 N A ( MA ' M l3 ) I \'J ( MA ) ' I.., ( t1 A I 1 ) ' x BI\ H ( MB ' 1 ) t v ( MA ' 1 ) I B ( MB • M 6 ) I v 0 p T ( 2 ) • 
2IRAIJK(1H>I •ZlNO(MCI 
COMMON RIMB1ll 
oouoLE pREcISIOtJ YX•PD 
REA.L L 
INTEGER 0PT2•0PTq 
C NORMAL RETURN 'F pRINT IS NOT WANTED, 
I F I 0 p T 2 , E Q • 0 ) I~ E Tu H N 
IL= 2 • t J y X P + ~~ S HJ 
IFIOpTlf,EQ,llIL=IL+l 
C WRITE HEADING, 
_ w1nrt:(s.Ios1 
105 FORMAT('O'.sx.'vECTORs.'/' •.sx.<••••••••••) 
21 ' ' • 5 X , ' t JO , ' , b X • ' RES I (_) U AL S L ' • 7 X ' 0 VJ E l G HT W 9 • 8 X • ' F I NA l. ERR = V ' • 
36X•'ATWL =.R'!Bx.•coRNS = XBAR' 
'+I' '•SX.10('---------'ll 
. 
c LOOP TO WRITE vALuEs. 
DO 5 I=1•300 . . 
If ll•GT•LASTOoANO.l•GT•lLlRETuRN 
WRJTE<S1llO) I 
I F ( I , LE , LAST 0 ) ti R I TE !. 5 • 1 1 S > L < l • 1 l • V"f < I l • V ( I • 1 ) 
If(J,LE11Ll~RITE<S,120lR<I•l I •XOAR(J tll 
5 CONTINUE 
110 FORMAT<' •,sx.131 .. 
&15 FORMAr<•+•,1qx~E12:s.sx,E12.s,Sx1El2,Sl 















~ ···~··········~··········~··$····~···*~········$·············~·····~·· C SUBRUuTINE TO Flf~D AND pR!NT FltJAL CO ... OHDINATES• 
c *·····································~······························· 
SUBROUTINL OUTC!NYXP•NYXTJ 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS,. 
pARAHETER HA=25D•MD=91 •MC=30 _ 
COMMON NAHEv<61) 1yx(6l12l,LINE(MA121 •pD<MAtq),pS(MAtll•lNDz(MC•2J 
co M M o N A c M A , Mn 1 • ~' < M A 1 • L. 1 t1 A • 1 1 , x a A H < MB , 1 1 • v < M A , 1 > • B < MB ' Me 1 • v o P r 1 2 i , 
,2 IR AN K IM B 1· • z It~ D (MC l 
HEAL L 
D0UBLE pREcI~ION YXtPD 
C WRITE HEADING 
WHITE I 5 • 1 05 I 
105 FORMAT(•O~,sx.•1:1NAL C0"'.'0RDltJATEs'/' •·5x,9('•••) 
21• ,,~;x,'tlAME'tl3x1'Y'tlox•'x'tllX•'Y CORN .• •.qx,•x CORN,• 
31' '•5X,l0('------ .. '1) . 
c IF FREE NET•SK~P FixEo cO-ORDSo•OR WRITE HEADING •. 
IF<NYXP,EQ,NYXTI GO TO 10 
WRIT£151llOI 
110 FORMAT-I •• ,sx' 'rixEo co .. ot~oIMATEs'/' • •Sx ,9( ...... ,) 
KR=NYXP+l 
DO 5 l=KR•tlYXT _ 
- WRITE<S,1151 NAMEV(Il1YXlltll1Yx<l•2>,o.o,o~o 
115 FORMAT(' •,SXtA613x1Flq,s,Jx1Flq,s,sx,fB,S13x•F8,S) 
5 CONTINUE 
C \1 fH TE HEAD I N <~ • T II EN C 0f1 p UTE D C 0 ... 0 RD 1 NATE S • 
10 WRITE(S.1201 
120 FORMAT('O•,sx,•coMpuTED co .. orrnINATEs•/' •,Sx•lO('--'I> 
D015 l=l•NYXP 
C FIND Fl~AL CO-ORDINATES, 
yCOR=xuARl2•I-l1ll 
XCOH=>;BAH (?,•I~ 1 l 
• YX(l•ll=YXll•!l+YCOR 
YXII12l=YX<l•21+XCOR 
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JACKSQ~•LIB.BELLPS~ 
--••••~••~C-1~11~•••••••••~•••••••~·~~•*•••••••••••~••••••••••~•••••• 
C SUBROUTINE TO FIIJD MID PRINT ERROR ELLIPSE PARAMETERS. 
c ·····~··~·····4~········••0•···~···~4~·························~····· 
SUBROUTINE ELLPSE(NYXP•Sl 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS. 
p A R Al'1 E TE H M A = 2 5 0 • M 8 :: 9 1 ' M C :: 3 0 
COMMON NAMEy16l)•yx(6i92)tLlNE(MAt2l 1pD(MAt~ltpS<11Atl)•lNDzlMCt2) 
COMMON A(MAeMn>·w<MAleLCHAtl ltXBARCMBtll•v<MAtll•B(Me•M8l1vOPT(21 
2IRANK<MBltzlND<MCI 
REAL l 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX1PD 
DOUBLE pREcJSION ALpHAM 
c sEcTION TO FIND AND pRINi ERROR ELLIPSE DATA. FIRST WRITE HEADINGt 
_ WRITE<S,1251 . 
125 FORMAT(•Q•,sx1'ERROR ELLIPSE DATA'/' •1Sx19<••••) 
2 I ' u ' I ~; x I • fl M1 E t ' 6 x I t M A J 0 R s E M I ... /\ x I s • ' 3 x I ' M I N 0 H s E M I - A x I 5 t ' 3 x I 
3 1 DIRfl.OF MAJOR'!' v,19X1'MET1<ES'•12X•'METRES 0 19Xt 9 DEG ..... MlN' 
'+I' •,sx.io1•------•i1 
\ 
C LOOP FOR ALL COMPUTED pOlNTS, 
KR:::2•NYXP . 
00 20 I=21KR•2 
c FINO MAJOH AND t11NOR SEMI-AxEs Of ELLIPSE. 
QYY=b< I-l 11 .. 1 l 
QX X=H (I, I> _ 
CJXY=nlI1l-ll . 
SAME=<QxX+qYYl/2. 
DIF=SQRT(((QXX-QYY)**2+'+, 0 QXY**2)/'t,) 
NA~I/2 .. 
IF ( ( SAME+D IF I •GT .O •,AND• (SAME-DI F' I, GT, 0,) GO 
\!JH I TE ( S , l 2 0 ) ti AME V ( NA I • W XX • Q Y Y t Q X Y 
GO TO 20 
TO l 0 
12D FORMAT(•0 1 1SX1'IHAGINARY ELLIPSE DATA AT 
- 21' '•SX.'Qxx= ',E9:~.· QYY = •1[9,'+•' 
•1A6t/' '•SX•ll('--"'I 




c fINO Dlr~EcTIOtl OF MAJOR AXIS. ' 
A L p H Atl :: D A T A tl 2 ( 2 • q x y I ( Q x x ... Q y y I ) I 2 I D 0 
CALL OMS!l1ALpHAM10EG•FMIN1SEC) 
C. pRINT • FOR EAcH C0t1PUTED POINT, 
w RITE ( 5. l 3 0 I NAME v (NA I IE 11 A J 'EM I N IDE G IF MIN 
130 FORMAT(' •,Sx1A616x1Ell,'+.7x•Cll.'+•5x1F5.0t2X1f3,0) 
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KRUC=2•NYXP+NSTtJ+l -
SCALE:: 1. DO-l)BLE ( XBAR ( KRuc.' 1)} * i. D-5 
WH1TE!St130)SCALE 
130 FORMAT<'U',sx.111•••••••'1 
21° '15x•'ScALE FACTOR APPLIED TO OBSERVATIONS~ '•Fll,8 
31' '•5X,11< 9 •••*•·•'ll 
25 CONTINUE 
W F~ I T E C S , .1 2 O I 
l 2 0 F 0 I~ M I\ T ( ' 0 ' • 5 X , ' C 0 t1 p U T ED D I S T A r~ C E S ' I ' ' • 5 X • 9 ( ' * * ' ) 
21' •1sx,•ons.Ho. 1 12X•'FROM 0 t5X•'T0'•7x~'FINAL DIST, 9,SX•'CORRN. 9 
~I' '•5X,10! 9 -----'ll 
c LOOP TO REDUCE AND PRINT FOR ALL oISTANcEs. 
KR=LASTD+l 
DO 20 tJOBS::KR!LASTO 
NA =LINE ( IWB S • 1 I 
l'J !3'= L I :·J E ( N o El S • 2 l 
pO(NOaSt31=(pO(NOBSt31+v<NOoStll )•SCALE 
liJ f~ I TE < 5 • ! 2 5 ) II 0 OS t N Ml [ V ( NA ) 1 fJ AME V (NB I t PD ( N 0 BS '3 I • V ( N 0 BS t 1 I 
125 FORMAT<' '•Sx1IJ16xtA61Jx1A612x1Fl2,S,Jx1F80SI 














JACKS0:1•L In• BOUTDD 
c ·························~·~·······~·~··••«•••••*··············-······ 
c SUHROuTINE TO FIND AND pRINT FINAL DIRECTIONS AND DlSTANcESt 
c ·············*••······················~·······~················~···~·· 
c SpECIFlcATION STATE11Erns., 
PARAMETER HA=2SO•MB=9ltMC=30 
COMMON NAMEvl6ll•yxl6!•211LlNEIMA,2l •rD<MA•~>.pS(MA•ll•INDz<MC•21 
COMMON AIMA•MG) ·~(MAI 1L(MA1ll•XBAR<MBtll•v<MAtll•B<Ma•MBl•vOpT(2), 
2 IR I\ I~ K (MB I • z IND (MC I 
'REAL L 
DOUBLE pHEclSION YX•PD•DELz1SCALEtZC 
I tH f. G E R 0 P Pt 
C SEcTION To pRINT DlREcTIONSo FIRST JUMPr IF NO DIREcTION5, 
NOOS=O 
KR= 2 * IJ Y X P • 
IF(NSTN,EQ,01 GO To 15 
C W H I T E H E A D I NG ' TH [ M E IH E R 0 U T E R L 0 0 P 
VI R I T f. I 5 , 1 0 5 l 
105 FORMAT(•Q•,sx•'cOMpuTED Dl~EcTiof'ls.•1• ••SxtlO('•••)) 
DO 10 I=l •NSTN 
c WRITE HEAoING ~No ORIENTATION CORREcTIONs. 
NA=ll'JOZ(l1ll 
KRU=.KR+ I 




110 FO~MAT(•O·,~x·'AT '•A6•' PROV.ORIENT.coRRN• = '•f5.o,2x•f3,0,2x• 
2F5.2t5X•'DELTA z cORRN = 'rf6.21' SEc'/' •1Sx,10<•-q------•) 
31' '•5x· 'OBS.NO,' 12x• •ro• t8x· 'FINAL DIRECTION' ,sx, 'CoRRN' 
'!I' '•SX.11!'----'ll 
c IN~ER L00p wlTHIN EACH ARC OF ossERvATIONS. 
NARC=IN[)Z< t 121 
00 5 J= 1 • f·l~RC 
NOBS=tJOBS+ 1 
. l'J n = L I t J E ( t Jo n s ' 2 I .. 
pD(NOBS1l>=PD<NORSrll+V(HOBS•l>-zC 
C ALL D MS I 2 • PD I !·JOBS • 1 l , DEG , t M I ti • S [ C I 
wRITEIS1ll5) NOUS1NAM[V(N5l1DEG1FMlN1SEc•v<NOBStl) 
115 FORMAT(' '•5Xtl316x1Al>•3Xtf'f.Ot2XtF3.012XtF5.2.tSx1FS.2I 
5 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
- 1 5 CO tH I NU E 
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JACl<SO•-i•L Il3 eBCHECK 
c ····4···················*············································· c StJBROuT I NE TO cHECK cOIJS I,.sn:rJcy OF SOLUTION. 
C •••••••••~•••~••••••••••••••••••~••~••~•~••••••••••••••••o•••~•••••••• 
SUBROUTINE CHECK <LASTDtLASTO) 
C SpECIFICATIOM 5TATE11EIHS. 
PARAMETER MA=250tMB=9l•MC=JO 
c 0 MM 0 M NA 11 f. v ( 6 1 ) • y x ( 6 1 I 2 ) IL I NE ( MA I 2 ) • p D ( MA ' t. ) Ip 5 ( MA I 1 ) • I ND z ( 11 c ' 2 ) 
c 0M110 r l A ( M {\ 'M 11 ) '~1 (MA I • L (fl A ' 1 ) 'x B /\ r~ (MB • 1 ) t v (MA • 1 ) • B ( M fJ • M 8 ) 'v 0 p T ( 2 l ' 
2IRANK<MBI •zlND(MC) 
f~EAL L 
DOUBLE pRECISlON YXtPD•ERR 




c JOIN RETwEEN ALL FINAL cO-ORos. 
CALL JOINS(LASTO! 
c SET\swlTCH FOR HEADING. 
IFLOP=O 
c IF No DIREcTIONS•JUHP TO QlSTANcE HANDLING sEcTlON, 
~FILASTDaEQ,0) GO TO 15 
c LO Op TO S
0
EARCH THROUGH D rnEcT IONS t 
DO 10 NOBS=l•LASTO 
ERR=PO(NOOS1ll~PD(NOB5•2) 
lf'(ABS<ERRl1LE.CHDIHI GO TO 5 
IFIIFL0PeEr~.l)G0 TO 3 
WHITE(51105) 
105 FORMAT(•Q•,s~··ERRORS JN COMSISTENCIEs.•/• •1Sx16(•·~···1 
2 I ' ' • 5 ~ t • 0 As • N 0 t t • 5 x I t c Ot1 p • - J 0 I N ' I t t ' 5 x • 1 1 ( ...... ' ) ) 
IrLOP=l 
3 • C 0 t.J T I ti U E -· NEFrn=IJEHR+ 1 
WRITECS.1151 l-IOBS1ERR 
115 roRMAT(' •.sx.J3t7X1Ell,lf,• SECONDS') 
S CONT l i~UE 
l 0 CONT I I.JUE 
C If NO DISTANCES• RETURN 
15 lF(LASTD,EQ,LASTOl GO TO 25 
KH=LASTD+l 
DO 20 NOBS=KR1LASTO 
ERR=PD(N0RSe31-PO(NOBS•q) 
IF<Aus<ERR)1LE·C~SI GO TO 20 
IFllfLOP,EQ,llGO TO 17 
vrnITC<S.• 1051 
IFLOP=l 














1 ~ 0 F 0 RM 1'\ T ( • ' , 5 X , I 3 t 7 X , El l , 'i , ' M E TR ES • I 
20 CONT I !JUE 
: WRITE THE NUMBER OF LAHGE ERRORS FOUMD, 
25 WR1TEC5tl2Sl CHQif?•CHS 
125 FORMAT< 0 o•,sx.l!('••••••'l 
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21• ••Sx1'coMSlSTE~Jcy REJECT• CRITERIA: '•F7.51' SECONDS• 'Jf7t5•' 
3METRES. 'l . 
IF(NERRtGT.O> GO To 30 
V'JRlTE(S11301 
130 FORMAT('. '•Sx•'ALL ossERv~TION COMPUTATIONS coNsisTENT WITHIN THEs 
2E LIMITS,'I 
GO TO 3S 
- 3 0 vrn I T E ( 5 • 1 .3 5 ) t J [ R H 
135 FORMAT(' ·~sx,•HuMuER OF INcONSlSTENcIEs ouTSIDE TOLERANcE= •.Ill 
35 WRITECS,lqO) _ 
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\CKSOH•L!B.GEOGMAIN 
C ••••••~•••••••••~•••~••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••o•••~••• 
c MAIN pROGHAM To coNvE!IT CO,,.OHDS. gETwCEN GAuss-CONFOHM AND GEOGfxApHic. 
c ······················~·······································••*••'*~ 
C SpECIFlCA.TION STATEMENTS._ 
·pARAHETER MA=250•HB=9l•MC=30 _ 
C 0 MM 0 ti NA ti EV I 6 1 ) • y X ( 6 1 t 2 ) 1 L I tJ I;: ( MA ' 2 > • pf) ( MA t 't ) t PS ( MA • 1 ) t I ND z ( 11 C ' 2 ) 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX•PD•G(61t21 
DIMENsioN HDG(ll>" 
C CLEAR HEADl~G-~ECTOR•READ AND WRITE JOB HEAOlNGt 
DO 5 .1=1•11 
HDG!I1=6H 
5 C.ONT I NUE . ~-
READ ( 8 • 105 !. (HOG I I) '1=l'11) 
CALL HEAD!l1HDGI 
C WRITE PROGRAM.TYPE HEADING, 
vmtTEcs, 1101 
C READ•WRITE ~ND VALIDATE OPTIONS, 
REAOCB1100) lOPT•IQpT2•L01L02 
WRITE(5,l15)10PT•IOPT2tLO•L02 





IF<NERH·Ew,DIGO TO 7 
WR 1 TE ( 5, 11 7 I NERI~ 
GO TO 95 
7 Jf(lOpT.EQ,l)GO TO 20 
c READ NO co~oRD. PAIRS1VALIDATE. 
READIBtlOO)NLAST . 
IF(NLAST1GE,l.AND,NLAST1LE,60IGO TO 10 
WRITE<S1120INLAST 
GO TO 95 
lb CONTINUE 
C CONVERT GEOGRApHICALS TO GAUSS CONFORM, 
IF< IOPT2.Eq, l ICALL HEAD< 1 diOG I 





C· coNvERT GAlJSS cOtJFORM TO GEOGRApH ICALS. 

















CALL INPLI l tNLAST,L02, t ,Gl 
IFI IOPT2.EOt l )CALL HE/\D( l 1HDG> 
CALL OUTYXl~AMEV•YX1l•NLASTl 
STOP 
95 WRITEl5119S) NERR 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS, 
100 FORMAT I) 
ibs FORHATII11A6ll 
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110 fORMATl•Q•,Sx•'cONyERslON eETwEEN GEOGRApHlCAL ANO GAUSS COnORDINA 
-··· 2TES,'I' '•5X•3ll'*•'ll 
115 FORMATl•O•.sx•'OpTJoNs ANo vARIAeLES AS ENTEREo'/' '•Sx1ll('••••l 
31' •·Sx1'0pT1'15xtl2•5x1'0:G[OGH1TO GAUSS· l:GAUSS To GEO(if~·· 
'fl' t t5Xt 'OrT2' ,sx, I2tSXt •o: SHORT JOB• 1: LONG JOB' 
s;• '•Sx•'LOl'1Sx1IJ1Sx•'cENTRAL HERioIAN OF FIRST SysTEM' 
6/' •1Sx•'L02'·5x·I3t5x•'cENTRAL MERloIAN OF SEcONo SySTEM~) 
117 F0RMAT(•Q•,sx·I31' Et(HORS IN /\BOvE, sEE ERROR NOTE 1•) 
120 FORMAT(•O•.sx.•ERROR IN No.pTs. : '•IS•• sEE ERROR NoTE 2'1 
130 FORMAT(•O•.sx•'co-oRoINATEs ON LO SysTEM: '•13 
_ 21' '•SXtlO! ·~•••)) 
150 fORMAT(•O•.sx•'BACK coNyERSION To LO 5y5TEM '•13 
~ 21' '•SXtlll'•••.•.Jl 
195 FORMATl'O'~-~x.111'•••••••11• '•Sx•'FATAL ERROR, •,i3,• ERRORS fOuN 















c SUBROUTINE TO collvEHT GEOGRAPHICALS TO GAUSS. 
( •••••Go•••·······························~······················••o•• 
SUB f~ 0 U T I NE 1 t J p L ( IJ FR ST • NL AST t L 0 • I NP T • G ) 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS._ 
PARAMETER MA~250•MB=91•MC=30 
COMM 0 M NAME V ( 6 l ) • y X ( 6 1 ' 2 I • L IN E (MA t 2 ) • p D (MA t 't ) ·•PS (MA o 1 ) • I ND z (MC ' 2 I• 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX•PD'G<61,2)•DEGP•FMINptSEcp•OEGLtFMINLtSECL 
DOUBLE pREcISION PHl•LAMDA•B•N 
C IF To READ_FRO~ CAROSt WR(TE HEADING, 
1FIINPT,EQ.OIWRITE<5•105) 
c READ GEOGRApHlcALS FROM cARDSt pRINT ANo cONvERT TO SEcOtios~ 
DO 20 l=NFijST~NLAST_ 





GO TO 15 
c CONVERT To GAUSS CONFORM cO-ORDINATEs, 
10 Pti I =G ( I , l) 
__ LAMDA=G(It2l 
15 CALL BFORMIPHI•Bl 




C EORMAT STATEMENTS. 
105 FORMAT('0'15X•'GE0GRAPHICAL POSITIONS'/' •1SXtll('•••> 
21• 1 •5Xt 1 NAME'•8X•'LAT1TUDE - SOUTH'•8Xt'LONGITUDE •EAST' 
.•.. 3/ 1 '•SX127<'--'ll . 
~lO FORMATIA6,JX•fq,O,f3.0tF8,5,F't,O,F3,Q,f8,5) 
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JACKSON•LIB,OUTPL 




c spECIFlcATION STATEMENTS,_ 
pARAMETER HA=2501MB=91•MC=30 _ 
cOMHOtJ NA11Ev<61) •yxl61 •2) •l.ItJE(MA,21 •pD(MA•'f> •PS(MAtl' 1lNDz<MC 1 2l 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX•PO•GC6l12)•pHlFP•M•N 
C WRITE HEADING,_ 
WRITECS.105) 
DO S l=NFRST•NLAST 




C FIND GEOGRApHICALStl~SERT ING HATRlX1 
c' ' 
CALL pLFORMCGCl1ll1GII•2l,yxCl•ll1YXII1211L01PHlFp1M1NI 
C CONVERT GEOGRApHICALS TO OeM1S t AND WRITE. 
CALL OMS<2•G<I•lleDEGp•FHINp1SECpl 
CALL DMS<?•G<l•2l1DEGL•FMINL•SECLI 
- . wRITE(S1llSlNAMEv<Il•oEGP•FHlNPtSECP•DEGL•FMINL•SECL 
s co~JT I NUE 
C EORHAT STATEMENTS. 
105 FORMAT(tOttSX•'GEOGRAPHICAL pOSlTIONStlt •• sx1ll(t•••) 
2/' '•5X1'NAHE'•£X•'LATlTUOE - souTH'•BX•'LONGITUDE ~EAST' 
___ 31' '•SX127C'-·'I> _ _ 



































DOUBLE pREtISION p1pHI•AL1YtX1BtN$AtBtDELtRHOSPL 
DOUBLE pREClSION BVAL 
.. - .. , ~ .. 
DEL=ooo6BSooasqq51q7oo 
RH0S=20626.,00625DO 




s~61,-sB.$TORsQ•TORSQ••2+270Q 8 ETASQ 
c=l .... TORSQ.f.ETASQ .. . .. 
o~s.-1a~ 0 ToRSQ•TORSQ~•2•tq.•ETASQ•SB.•TORSQ•ETASQ 
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JACKSQ•J•L I B • FPFOHM 
c ••••••••••~••~•••••••~••b••••••b*•••••••••••••••••e&••••••••~•••••~ 




DOUBLE pREcISION XPFPtGtQtFl•F2tF3•Fq,rs 
DOUBLE pREclSION S 
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JACl<SQU•l.lU1MFORM 
C •••••••••••••••••••~•*!••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
















c ··~·········~~ •••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *•······· 
~ SUBROuTINE TO flND RAD.OF CURv. IN PLANE pERp.·TO PLANE OF MERIDIAN 
C ••o•o•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••~••••••••••ee•••~•••••• 
SUBROUTINE NFORM(PHl•N) 
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JACKS()r1•L I I>. cor·JM/\ I ii 
C •••v••~·-~~••••••••••••••••••••••*•*•***•*•*****••••••••******•*•*•*•• 
c MAIN pHOc;f<AM To TRAf'ISFORtl co-onos FROM Ol~E pLAl~E svsTEM TO ANOTHER, 
C ~~~·••••§••***•***•••••••~•••e••••••••~••••~•••••••••••~••••••••~••••• 
c SPECIFicATIQtJ STAT[~tuns. 
p AR AME TE R fl A= 9 1 1 Ii"'' GE::: 0 . 
() I M [ N S l 0 N N V ( t1 A , 2 l iy X t M A ' 2 l , I C H ( I"! A • 2 l , y X N ( M A • 2 l t H D G ( 1 1 l ey X C ( 11 A t 2 l 
D 0 u LILE p RE c Is I 0 t J y x I y x N I y x ct y 0 t1 f x 0 M • y NM I x f·J M f A' B 'c 'f A t F B • M I 5 \JING • y ' 
'2 x -
l NT E G [ .~ 0 P T 1 • 0 P T ? 
C CLE AR !ff fl D ING VE CT 0 i'< • HEAD HEAD I N c; AND p R I NT I T , 
DO 5 1=1111 
HDG(ll=6H 
5 COiHiilUE ... 
READ ( u. 205) ( llDG (I) I I= 1' 11) 
CALL HEAD(l1HDGl 
\'JR I TE ( 5 I 3 l 5 l 
NVXtJ=D 
C RE A 0 OPT I 0 i·J S '\I AL ID ATE THEM 
RFAOI01200>0PT1.0PT2•RTRN 




C p R I N T 0 U T T I~ E 0 P T I 0 w; • H [ J • C R I T [ i~ I 0 N /\!JD M A • 
WRlTE<S12lOlOpTI•OPT2~RTRN•MA 
C IF ERROR FOUND!CTRITE MESSAGE AND EXIT~ 
u-crJErrn.E().iJlGO TO 10 
0RITE<5,2L5l NERR 
ST Op 
c sEtTION To REAo OLD co-ORDINATES. 
10 COflTIHUE 
1 S f? EA D < B • 2 0 D ! I J Y X 0 . . 
If ( 1'J Y X 0 ~LE. 0. OR. ;·1 Y X 0. GT, 11 A l Go T 0 l l 5 
oO 18 1::1.tJYXO 
f~ E A D I 13 • 2 3 0 ) t J V ( l • l l ' Y X ( l • 1 l , Y X < I • 2 ) 
18 CONTINUE 
C PR l IJT CO-ORD IHATES Ofl OLD SYSTEM. 
IFIOPTl,EQ.llCALL HEJ\r>(l•lll>Gl 
20 WRITEIS1235l 
[)0 25 1::1,NYXO 
\~ R I T E < S 1 2 Lf () l f· I V < I • 1 l ' Y X ( I • l l , Y X ( I • 2 l 
25 CONTINUE 
C SECT I Ol'I TU RE A I) CU 11ti0 t J P 0 I NT S • 0 N NEW SYSTEM , 
c ~JLH1P cAnD l~EJ\f>!IF fJ\CTORS To BE GIVEtJ, 
IFIOPTl.,Eq,llGO TO 60 











- c 44 -
. . 
IF I f·l Y X ;J. LT • 2 • lH~ • ii Y X M. GT , 11 t\ l G 0 T 0 1 l 0 
READ( !!'230) ( ICR1I,1I•YXM(I111 tYXN( I t2) 'I=l tNYXN) 
C. CROSS •R f.F Ef~ EflC [ IC R TO ;·JV, 
MERr\=O 
DO ~ts I=l1l~YXl'l 
IJME=IcR!I1l) 
DO 'HJ J= 1 tl.JYXO 
I F ( NV ( ,J ' l J , E Q • !JM E I G 0 T 0 't 2 
'10 cONTIMuE 
W f~ I T [ ! S , 2 5 S ) rli'l E 
nEfW=IJEHR+ 1 




c p R I N T c 0 M M 0 N p 0 I r n s 0 : J N [ \;~ s y s T E M 
IF(OPTl.EQ,llCALL HEADll•HOGl 
WHITEIS131Ul 
D 0 'i 7 I = 1 , NY XII . 
w R I T E ( 5 • ?. '+ (J ) I c R ( I ' 1 ) I y x N ( I I l , ' y x l·J ( I • 2 ) 
't7 cotH I tJUE . 
IFINCRR.NE.OlSTor 
c FIND MEAN co-ORD.VALUES.OLD SySTEM FIRST. 
Y 0 II= X 0 M = Y f JM= X t·J!'I = 0 , 0 P 0 
D 0 5 0 I = 1 , fJ y X f.J 
1'-IPTR=ICH( I 12l 
y 0 f-1 = y 0 t1 + y x ( tip TR I 1 ) 
XOM=XOH+YXINPTR,21 
50 coNTitJUE 
D 0 ~) !; I = 1 , MY X tJ 
vr~t-1=v1m+YxtJ < r. 1 > 
XtlM=Xt·Jil+YXN (I, 2) 
ss corn I riuE 
YOM=YOM/MYXtl 
XOll=XOM/My xtJ 
y tlM:: y ml/ fl Y x M 
X tJ tl = X t J M I N Y X M 
GO TO 62 
_ C HEAD MEAN VALUES. 
6 0 HEAD ( B • 2 6 0 I Y 01·1 • X OM ' Y i'-1 f1 t X NM 
<iO TO b7 
C OUPLICATl YXN INTO XYC 
62 00 65 l=leNYXN 
Y X C ( I , l l =Y X l'I < I • l I 
Y X C < 1 , 2l = Y X tJ< I • 2 l 
65 corn I t·HJE 
6 7 C 0 I'll I fJlJ E 
C REDUCE ULO LIST BY MEAN, 
D 0 7 U I = l , tJ Y XO _ 














c IF FACTOKS TO aE GlvEN•AVOID FINDING THEM. 
I F I O P T 2 • F. (/ • l l · G O T O 8 5 
llO 75 l=ld'IYXN _ 
Y X NC 1 , l ) = Y X i·J ( I • I. l -y NM 
YXN(I,2>=vxN<I•21-XNM 
75 corHINUE 
C FIND FACTORS A1B•C 
A=8=C:::O,lJDU 
D 0 a 0 I= 1 • tl Y X M 
1rri<=1cn< 1.21 
A =A + Y X < I P TH • 2 l • * 2 + y X I l P T t~ • l I • • 2 





GO TO 90 
85 READ(R•260JFA1FB 
C FIND SCALE1SVIH!G, 
90 M=DSoRTIFA••2+Fu••2l 
SW I tJc; =DAT/\ N 2 { FB 'FA I 
CALL !H1S( l •Sltll~G•DEG•FMifl,SECl ~) 
wRITE!S1265lYOM1XOtl•YNMtXNM1fA•FU•M•DEGtFMIN 1SEC 
c BACK SOLlJTIOtl ~-oR C0!1MON porrns. 
IF(Of'T2 .• ECJ, l )GO TO 97 
C FIRST ~RITE HE~DING 
IF(OPTl ,EQ, l lCALL HEAD( 1 •HDGl 
vmITE(S,27Ul 
DO. 95 I=l e!JYXN 
IPTR=ICH( I ,2) 
vxH<I.IJ=yNN+FA•yxlIPTRtll-FB•vx<IpTRt21 
y X N ( I • 2 l = X trn +FA 1f Y X ( I P Tft , 2 I + F 0 * Y X ( I PT R 1 1 l 
YEHR=YXC< I• 1l-YXll(It1 I 
xERR=vxc<I.21-YxN<I,21 
r nm = s o R T < v E rrn • • 2 + x E rm ti • 2 > 
I F ( T [ R H • G T • fH RI l l N E H R = f·J E R R + l 
~·1RITEIS,275l Icr~< l t l I tyXf'j( It 11.yxtJ( l t21 tyE1rn•xEr~RtTERn 
95 cotJTINUE 
C 1 F E P. H 0 R F 0 U r J D ! tl E 5 S A G [ A ND E X l T • 




C P.R I IH Jl.SStJi{AllCF. OtJ (llECKS, 
1 0 0 ~1 R I T E ( 5 , 2 B S l R T R II 
c TEST' UHET11Er~ AtJY llEu PO I tHS NE[D CONvERS I ON. 
I F < tJ Y X i'J • EI~ • ! l Y X 0 l ST 0 P 















DO llJS l=l!llYXO 
I F < l~ V I l , 2 ) , Et) • 1 l GO T 0 1 0 5 
y = Y :·111 + f" A* Y X ( I , 1 l •• F .. b Ill· Y X ( I • ?.I 
x=XtlMi·FA*YX (I 12l+FB*YX I I• I I 
rrn I TE< :, , 21 s > IN ( I , 1 1 , Y , x 
105 cONTitlUE 
sro1~ 




C FORMAT STATEMENTS. 
205 roRMAT(ll/\6) 
2 (J 0 F 0 R ~i A T ( l 
c 46 -
210 FORMAT( 9 0•,sx•'OpTI0Ns ANr vARIAnLES AS READ IN' 
21' '•5X18l'•***'l 
31' '•5x1'0pTl'1 1fxt!2•Sx1'VALUl o: SHORT JOBt i: LONG JOB' 
1
• I ~ ' • S X , ' 0 p T 2 ' • '! x 1 I 2 • 5 X • ' v ALU E 0 : F I ND FA C T 0 RS FF? 0 M 1... 0 MM 0 N p 0 IN TS 
B 1: FACTORS READ FROH CARDS' 
5 / • •·' 5 x ' • f? H; t J' t s x I F 5 ' 3 ' l x I ' RE J E c T I 0 M c R IT ER I 0 ~f Hl METRE s ' 
6/fU'•Sx1't1A'•Sx1I3·Sx1'ttAx.N01pTS.ALLOWED IN £JTHEH IfJpuT LIST') 
215 FORHAT('0',Sx1ll('**"'"ll<'*')/t '•5x1I2•' EHRORS IN ABOvE,SEE NOTE l' 
21' • 'sx t l 1 ( '. ***. ~') , 
230 FORMATIA61Jx•olS.~1Dl5,'+I 
235 F0RMAT('0'1SX•'CO-ORDINATES ON OLD SySTEN' 
21' '. sx, 13<'.-~•11 • •, sx, •NAME', 11 r., 'y •, i 1•x, 'x' 
31' '•SX191•----•l J .. 
2'+0 FORMAT(' '•SX1A61Fl~.'+•2X1Fl'+,qJ 
255 FORHATl'O'!SX,;NAME '1A6•' NOT IN OLD LIST.SEE NOTE J') 
260 FORMl\T(q(n1s.a1) 
265 F0Ri1AT('0•.sx.•corlvERSlOtl FACTORS'/' ••SX,9('••') .r,_ 
2 I v ' • ~, x I t f!F Ml c () - 0 R D s • 0 N 0 L D s y s T E M y M = ' I F l 5 • 6 ' ' 
AtFlS,6 
XM = ' 
31'. '•5X1'!1F:Atl CO-OR()S, Otl NE\'/ SYSTEM YM = ' 1 Fl5,6•' XM = '• 
Br1S,6 
c1•·•·sx1'COtlvtr~sION FACTOHS OLD TO tlEH A= 'tFll.8•7Xt'B = '• 
OF I 1. 8 
'+I' '•Sx1'ScAL£ Fl1CTOH OLD TO NEW'113x,•= '•Fll.8 . 
s / • ' , s x , ' s 1,: Ii JG o L D T o N Ev~ ' , 2 o x , ' = ' , F '+ • o • 2 x • F 3 • o ' 2 x • F a • q 1 
270 FORMAT(•Q•,sx•'BACK cuNvERSioN OF COMMON pQINTS To NEw SySTEM' 
21' '•SX,23<'~«') 
31 • ' , s x , ' 1i111·1 E • • l 2 x , • v ' • l s x • ' x • , I i x , • y co Ht' ' , s ·x , • x co RN • , 6 x , • r or , co R ' 
'fl' '•Sx,11('-------'ll 
21 s· r o RM A r < ' • , s x • A 6 , l x , r i s • '• • 1 x , r 1 s • 't • 3 x , F a , '-+ , '-+ x , F a • '+ ' '-+ x , F a • '+ > 
280 FflRijAT('U',5x,ll('•*'**•· .... ••)/' '•Sx•I31' OF AcovE CORNS1LIE OUTSIDE 
2 HEJEcTIOt·I Cl~ITt;RlOM '•f8,'f/' '•Sx•ll('e>•••!"•••)) 
2 H 5 F O F1 t I A T ( ' 0 ' • S .X • 1 1 I ' * "*· • • * • • ' l I ' ' ' 5 X • ' A LL A B 0 V [ C 0 R IJ 5 , L I E \'J I T H I N 
2!-iEJECTIOll cnITEHIOil '·Ffi,q/t '•Sx1ll<'~····•••)) 
290 FOHt1AT(•O•.sx.•11otJ-cOMMON poltHs ON NEW sysTEM' 
21' '•SX19('**•••) 
3 I t ' ' s x ' t MI\ i1 [ t t 1 2 x ' t y ' • 1 5 x • f x • I ' • I s x ' 9 ( ' - - - - • ) ) 
3 0 U F OHM AT I 'U' • 5 X • ' [RI? 0 R I tl i~ 0, l'J L ~J CO~ 0 F~ D S, HE q D = ' t l 8 • '5 EE t·W TE 3' ) 
3 0 S F 0 R l'I AT ( ' 0 ' • 5 X , ' ERR 0 R I t l II 0 • 0 LP CO - 0 RD 5 • i~ E Q D = ' t I 8 ' ' SEE N 0 TE 2 ' l 
31U FORt1ATl'lJt1Sx1'COtn10M poitJT co-01-:os.oN fJEw SySTEM' 
21' 1 1SX,9(•1"••••)/t •.sx.•tJAME'1llXt'Y'1l'tX1'X' 
31• •.sx,91•----•>1 
315 For-::llAT('O',SX,'FITTP,I(:; or PLMiE Co-oRDS :oLD! ONTO PLANE sYsrEM :N 















C MAIN pROGRAM TO FIND S+S AND T•T CORRECTlONS TO OBSERVATIONS. 
C ••••••~~•••••••••~••••••o•••••••••~•••~••••~••~•••••••••~•~••••••••••• 
C SPECIFICATION 5TATE11ENTS•. 
PARAMETER MA=250•MB=9leMC=30 _ 
C 0 MM O t ~ NA t1 EV < 6 1 ~ • y X ( 6 1 • 2 ) • L I NE ( rt A ~ 2 I • p D ( M A t '+ ) ' PS ( MA • l I • I ND z ( MC • 2 ) 
DIMENSION HDGllll 
DOUBLE pREcISION YXtPD 






C 'cLEAR JOB HEAD!NG•READ HEADING AND PRINT IT, 
DO 5 I=l•ll 
HDGII1=6H 
S CONTINUE , 
REA0(8,110t(HDG(l)tI=l•lll 
CALL HEAD ( 1 tliDG) 
' 
C PRINT OpERATIO~ HEADING• 
WRITE1s,1osr 
C READ OpTION• LO SYSTEM• PRINT AND VALIDATE THEHo 
REAola,1001IOPTtLO . 
IF( IOpT.NE,0.AND, IopT,NE.1 >NERR==NERR+l 
IF<LO.LT,Q,OR.LO.GT1l60INERR=NERR+l 
WRJTE<S, 11~1 IOPT•LO. 
IflNERR,EQ.UlGO TO 10 
WRITE<St 120INERR 
GO TO 95 
10 CONTINUE 
CAL~ STAGE<STGE,IPRT•SlNCRI 
C READ CO-OROS AND pR I tJT THEM, 
CALL INYX($95,Q,IJYXPtfHXTI 
CALL STAGEISTGEtlpRT•SlNCRl 























C IF NO OBSERVATIONS• USE JolNS FOR CORRECTIONS, 
lf<!OPT,E0.1>GO TO 20 
DO 15 1:::1,LASTO 
pO( I' l l=PD( l •21 
p 0 ( I • 3 > = P O < l •. 't I 
15 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
c PRINT oaSERvATIONSQ 
CALL HEAD ( 1PA1.>E .fiDG I . 
CALL ouTA<sTGE•NERRtNYXP1Ny~;·LASTD1LASTOI 




C FORMAT STATEMENTS, _ 
_ 95 WRITECS,l951STGE1NERR 
100 FORMAT() . 
c 48 -
105 F0RMAT<•O•.sx··~oNvERsloN Of OsSERyATIONS SpHEROlo To GAuss cONFORH' 
__ 2M'I' '•~Xt26t•••'ll 
110 f0RMAT(ll(A611 
115 (ORMAT(•O•.sx,•opTION AND cENTRAL MERIDIAN AS ENTEREo•/• '•5x1 
Al9<'••') . _ 
21• ''Sx1•opTl'•Sx112•5x•'vALUE o:cALCULATE USING JOINS 1: USING OB 
BSERVATIONS• .. 
- 31' '•Sx•'L0'•6Xtl31Sx•'CENTRAL MERlDIAN DEGREES EAST OF GRENwlCH'I 
1_20 F0RMAT<•0•,5x•l21' ERRORS IN ABOVE• SEE ERROR NOTE l•I 
195 FORMAr<•o•.sx.11<'••••••'> . 














J Ac K s 0 LI. L I B • B p rm J 
~ ···~······i·•················~$···········~····~·~·-~·············*··· 
C SU OH 0 UT l U E T 0 FI !JD S + S MJ D T-T CORRECT I 0 N 5 
c ·················~·~·····~~········~··~·-··~···············~··*······· 
SUBROUTINE PROJCLASTD1LAST01LOl 
c SPECIFicATION sTATEHENTS •. 
pARAMETER MA=25D•MB=9l•MC=JO 
C 0 MM 0 tJ NA ti EV ! 6 l l • y X ( bl • 2 l • L IN E (MA 1 2 I • p D (MA t If l • p S (MA t 1 ) 1 I MD z ! MC '2 I 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX•PD•yM•xM•TMINT•ScoR,pHIFr•R 
C JUMP TEE MINUS TEE SECTION IF NO DlRNS• OR WRITE HEADING. 
Ir CLASTD.EQtOIGO TO 15 
WRITE!S,105) 
C LOOP 011 .. ALL DIRECTIONS. 
DO 10 I=l~t.ASTD 
c rlNo LINE I~DEgE51MEANy AND X•FOOT-polNT LAT. 
NA:oLltJE( I, 1 l 
NB=LINE!I,21 _ 
YM=<YX(NA11l+yx<NB1ll )/~,DO 
x M = < v x 1 n A • 2 > + v x ' 1.1 n • 2 > > 12. o o 
C A l L F P F 0 HM ( X t1 • P H I F P I 






- wRJTE(S1llOl ItNAHEy!NAl 1NAMEv(NBl1TMINT1DEG•FMIN,SEC 
10 'cotH 1 NUE 
c JUMP DISTANCE sEcTIQN•IF NO OISTANCES10R WRITE HEADING. 
15 IrCLAsTo.EQtLASTO)RETURN 
·WR I TE< 5 1 11 S l 
KR=LASTD+l 
C LOOP. ON_ ALL DISTANCES. 
DO 25 I=KR1LASTO 
C FIND LINE IllDE~ES1HEANy AND X•FOOT-POINT LAT, 
.NA=LINE(l1II 
NB=LIHE!l,21 . _ 


















- 6 50 -
SC 0 R = 1 : D 0 + ! Y X < fl A , i ) * * 2 + Y X I /.J A • l l " Y X ( f'I ii , 1 l + Y X ( NB • 1 l • • 2 I I ( 6 • O 0 g R ,._ 2 l 
SC 0 R= SC 0 R -ET AS Q * T 0 H ~ ( Y X ( NB t 2 l ... Y X ( tJ A t 2 l l • ( Y X ( NH • 1 l .. Y X ( NA ' l l ) I ( 6, DO* 
2R"'•3) . 
SC0R=ISC0R-1.D0l•PD(I,3l 
pDI I •3l=PO! I •Jl+SCOR 
~·JR I T £ < S 9 1 2 lJ l I , l'I AH EV I HA ) ' NA t1 EV ( NB l , SCOR • p D ( I ' 3 l 
25 CONTINUE 
C FORMAT STATEMENTS. _ 
105 FOHMAT(•O•.sx.•r - .. T APPLIED TO DIREcTIOfJS.'/' '•5Xtl3('4'••) 
2 I' ' • 5 X t '0 BS. l'l 0. ' , l X 1 'FROM ' , 5 X • ' T 0' , 8 X • 'C 0 RN• ' ' 5 X t 'PR 0 J ~ 0 IRE CT T I 0 
- . AN • ' I ' ' , 5 X , l 0. ( ' - - - - - ' l , • ...... • ) . . . 
110 FORMAT(' e,sx,IJ1Sx,A6•2XtA6•2X•f7,2,qX•F~.0·2~tF3,0,2X•F5,2l 
115 FOH11AT(•Q•,sx,•scALE ENLARGEr·1ENT APPL.IEo TO OISTANcEs• 
21' '•SX,191'**'1 _ 
31• •1Sx1'ons.No.•.1x•'FROM'•SX•'T0'1BX•'CORN.•19Xt 1 PR0Jt DIST.• 
tt1• •,sx,101•-----•11 
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C •••••*~••••••••*•••••••••••••••o••••$•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 







R'-1=. 000 l OHoo 
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. -
JACKSQN~LIB,PLOTMN 
C •••••O~•••*' ·-••••••••A•••&~·····················~·················~· C MAIN PROGRAM FOR CALCOMP SURVEY PLAN PLOT, 
c ·····~··························~···························••¢••••••• 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS,_ 
pARAMETER MA=2SO•MB=91PMC=JO 
COMMON NAMEV(6ll1yx(61•2)1LINE<MA121.pD(MAtq),~S(MA•1ltlNDz(MC•2> 
COMMON ELPIMC1ll•HOG( lllelBUF(6000I 
DOUBLE PRECISION YXrPD 
C INITIALISE STAGE COUNTER. 
JPRT=O. 
STGE=O, 
5 I MCR= l • 
C READ HEADING 
DO 3 I=ltll 
HOG (I I =bit 
3 CONTINUE . . 
READC81 l lSJ <HDG( 1I'I=l•11 l 
115 F0RHATC11(~6ll 
CALL HEAD(l,HOGI 
C READ OPTIONS, 
CALL pLT0pT(5951IMlN•IOpT21[0pT310yERS•pLTStELpS•Gll 
CALL STAGE(STGE,IpRT•SlNCRI 
C READ DATA 
CALL PLTDAT($95,IOpT2,IOpT3sELPS•NYXP•NYXT•LASTD•LASTO•NSTNl 
CALL STAGE<STGEtlpRT•SlNCR) 




C p~OT HEADING•BORDER, 
CALL BORDIOVERStPLTS•ELPS•Gll 
CALL STAGEISTGE•lPRT•SlNCRl 
C PLOT_GRID1REDUCE CO-OROS. 
CALL GRIDCS9510VERStPLTS1NYXT1Gll 
CALL 5TAGECSTGE1lpRT•SlNCRI 
C PLOT POINTS AND ERROR ELLIPSES, 
CALL pOJNT(NYXP•NYxT•pLTS1ELpS10yERS1 
CALL STAGEISTGE1tpRT•SlNCRl 
c PLOT RAys AND OBSERvEo DISTANCES. 

















CALL 5YMB0L<o •• o ••• 2.q.o,,-11 
CALL STAGEtSTGE,lPRT•SINCR) 
C CLOSE OFF PLOT 
xMAx=2s.s1ovERS+6, 
YM I N=-2't. iovEHS 
CALL PLOTtxHAX•YMINe9991 
WRlTEtS,llCJ} 
- c 53 -
1 i o r o H M A T t • o ' ~ s x , 1 1 c • • • • 1 / • · ~ • s x • ' r L o r v• I L L B E P R o o u c E o • • 
2/ t ft SX I 11 ( t •• t ) ) 
STOP 
C ERROR ExIT WITH KESSAGEt 
95 WRITECS,lOSISTGE 
105 FORMATl'O'.sx.11t•••••••'l 
21' '•5X•'fATAL ERROR AT STAGE NO, 
31' 0 .sx.11c•······•'}) 
END 
JACKSQN•LIHtPOlNT 
c ······························~·························~··········* C SUBROUTINE TO PLOT POINTS, ERROR ELLIPSES, 
c ~~····················~··············~·····••••&••··~···~··········· 
s u BR our PH: po 1 t n < My x p , N v x r ' p L rs , Et~ P s , o v Er~ s 1 
C SpECIFICATION STATEMENTS. 
pARAHETER.MA=250•MB=91•MC=30 
COMMON NAHEv!61) •vx (61t2)1LltlE(MA12) •pD!MA•'+> 1pS(MA1 l) t It~Oz(MC•2 
C 0 M M 0 N EL P ( tl C , 3 I • tl D G ( l 1 I t I 8 U F < 6 0 U 0 ) 
DOUBLE pREcISION YX•PD 
IFIELPSoLT.l.E-SlGO TO S 
scE=39.J70079/ELPS 
5 cotH J IHJE 
F=.2/0VERS 
C PLOT pOINTS, 
DO 20 l=l tNYXT 
X=SNGL(YX(I12ll 
Y=SNGLIYX([,lll _ 
IF(J,GT,NYXPlGO TO 10. 
CALL SyHBOL<X•Y•Ft'tt90,,-1) 
GO TO 16 
l 0 c ALL s y t1 B 0 L ( x I y t F t 2 t 9 0 •• - l I 
16 XKH=X+F/2. 
15 CALL SyMBOL(XKR1999,•F•NAMEV<l>,90,,+6) 
IF<l.GToHYxP.OR·ELrS.LT •• OOOOllGO TO 20 
C PLOT ELLIPSES. 
PHI=-ELP( I t3l 
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c ········~·········$·~··••&•••••••••&~•···························~···· 
c: suaRouTINE TO REAIJ AN[) VALIDATE USER OPTIONS, 
c ·························~~··········································· 
SuRROuTINE pLTOpT($•lMIN•lOpT2•IOpT310vERS•PLTStELpS1GI> 
c READ OpTloN,ScALES•VALlDATE THEM. 
REAolB1100)1MINtIOpT2tIOpTJ,uvERS1PLTS•ELpS1GI 
NERR=O . . 
1FlIOpT2,NEe00AN01IOpT2,NE.l>NERR=NERR+l 
IFlIOpT3,NE,0eAND1lOPTl,NE.llNERR=~EHR•l 
IF(OVERS·LT•l •• o~.ovERS.GT-10,INERR=NERR•l 
IFlPLTS,LT.l,,oR.PLTS.GT.lOOOOOOQ.INERR=NERR+l 
JF(INTIELPS>•LT10•QR1ELPS,GT.lDO.>NERR=NERR+l 
l F l I tH ( G I ) t LT• 0, OR , G I •GT , 5 0 0 0 0 0, HIER R =NE HR ,.,i 
IflIMIN.LE.O,OH.lMIN,GT1120)NERR=NERR+1 
,. 
C pRlNT pROGRAM TypE HEADlNGtOpTIONS, 
WRITE!St12Sl 
wRITElStllSllMIN•IOpT2tIOpT3•0VERS•pLTStELp5•GI 




C EORMAT STATEMENTS, 
100 FORMAT!) 
115 fORHATt•O•.sx•'OpTION AND VARIABLES AS ENTERED' 
21' '•5X.16l'••'> . 
3/t '•Sx,'IMlN'•Bx1I3•6X•'MAXtPLOT 
Bl' '•Sx,•oer2•,9x1I2•6Xt'VALUE o: 
Cl' '•Sx,'OpT.3'•9xel2•6Xt'VALUE o: 
OOJNTS• 
TIME• SpECIAL IF 
No RAyS 1: PLOT 
NO FlxEo POINTS 
q/t '•5x,·o~ERS'1BX•fq,1,qx•'OVERALL SCALE FACTOR' 
.SI• ··sx.'PLTS'•3XtFlD.l!'tX·•'PL0T SCALE' . 
GT• 20 MIN' 
RAYS' 
1: wITH rixED p 
61• '•Sx1'ELPS'•8Xtf8,'t•lx1'ELLIPSE SCALE.a.MEANS NO ELLIPSES·' 
71' '•5X•'GI'•7X•F8,l•'+X•'GRi°D lNTERVAL,DeMEAIJS NO GRJD,') 
120 FORHAT<•O•.sx.ll•' ERRORS IN ABOvE. sEE NOTES 1 OR 2•) 















C SUBROUTINE TO READ DATA, 
c o••nc•••••••~••••••4•••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••q••••• 
SUBROtJTiNE PLTDAT($,IQpT2tlOpTJ,ELPS•NYXP1NYXT•LASTDtLASTOtNSTN> 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS• 
pARAHETER MA=250•HB=9l•MC=30 . 
COMMON NAMEv<6l>•vxl6!•211LINE(MAt2ltpD<MA•q),p5(MA•l)•lNDz(MC•2l 
COMMON ELP(MCt3l1HOGllll•IBUF(6000l 
DOUBLE pREclSION YX•PD 
lPAGE:O 
C SECTION To.READ tiATA FROM CARDS, FIRST READ Y•X 
CALL 1NYX($95tIOPT31NYXP•NYXTl 
c READ D~REcTJONS1DISTANcES. 




C READ ELLlpSE OATA 
lF(~LPS1LT •• OOOOllGO TO 16 · 
WRITEIS1105) 
105 FORMAT<'O',SX1'ELLIPSE.OAT~'I' •,sx,q('••••> 
21' '•5Xt~NAHE'~~X•'MAJ1S.A.'•Jx1'MlNOR s.A'•lX•'HAJtpHI•' 
31' '•SXtlO<'--·-'l I 
DO 15 I:;l1IJYXP 
REA0(8• l lOINM1EA1EMAJtEMlN1PHI 
wRJTEC51llS)NAHE~1EMAJ!EMlN•PHI 
!JO FORMAT!A6,JX1flO.q,FlQ,~1FlO,ql . 
115 FORMAT(' '•SX1A61lx1ElO,S,lx•ElO,Stlx1F6.l) 
C ASSI~N ELLIPSE DATA TO AppROpRlATE ROW IN ELP• 
CALL NAM~S!NAMEA•NA1NYXT•NAMEVI 
IF(NAoLE,NvxPlGO To 10 
WRITE(S1120INAHEA 
120 f0RMAT!'0'!5X1'ELLIPSE DATA! NAME! '•A6s' NOT IN ~IsT'I 
NERR=N~RR+l 
GO TO 15 
10 ELP!NA•ll=EHAJ 
ELPINA•2l=EMIN 
ELP (NA• 3) =Pl-ii 
IS CONTINUE 
16 CONTINUE . . . 
IF<NERR1EQ.OIRETURN 
C MESSAGE FOR ERROR C.ONDJTioN, 
_95 WRlTE!5.l9SltlERH 














JAC KSQtJ•L l 13, BORD 
C ••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••o•••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
c SUBROUTINE TO PLOT BORoERtHEAolNGtSCALES•NORTtt POINT, 
c ··········································~··~·*·······~············· 
SUBROuTINE B0RO!OVERS•PLTS•ELPS•Gl) 
C SPEClFicATION STATEMENTS,. 
PARAMETER MA=250•MB=9ltMC=30 _ 
COMMON NAMEVl61) tYX 161 •21•LIMEIMA•2>1pDCMAt't) tpS(MAt 1 It IN0z(t1C•2l 
C 01·1M 0 N EL p I H C ' 3 l • H [) G ( 1 1 ) • I B U F I 6 0 0 0 ) 




c SET LOGICAL ORIGIN Q,5 INcH FROM EDGEtSEL~CT scALE or·eORDER, 
CALL FACTOR(l,) . 
CALL pLOT(Q,•·2~.S,~31 
CALL PLOT IQ,• .S,-3) 
SCALE=l,/OvEHS 
\. CALL FACTORISCALEl 
C PLOT HEADING•MAIN FIGU~E FRAME. 
CALL REcT·co.~o,,?8,5t,75tO,I 
CALL SYMBOL( ,59, • 75, ,'12tHDG•90. ,+66) 
CALL REcT<1 •• 20,s,2a,s.2e.s,270,l 








c PLOT SCALES, 
DATA MH1lltf1Hl2l•MHl31/bHMAIN Ftl>HIGURE ~6H. l : I 
DATA EH<lltEH<2l(6HELLIPStbHES 1: I 
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JACKS Q rJ •I.. l B , REC T 
C ••••••••·----~•~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••&•••••s 
C SUBROUTINE TO PLOT A RECTANGLE 
c ····················-~·······················q·•················~····· 
c spEcIFicATION STATEMENTS._ 
pARAMETER MA=250•MB=9ltHC=lO 
COMM 0 tJ NAME V ( 6 l l • y X ( 6 J • 2 ) • L I NE ( MA t 2 l • p D (MA ' Lf I .• p S ( M .~ • 2 ) • 1 ND z (MC e 2 ) 
COMMON ELp<MCt311HDG<ll>•IBur<6000I 
D01J!3LE pREcISION YX•PD 
C CHANGE ALpHA TO RAOIANStCALL pEN TO START, 
RALPHA=ALPHA•,Ol7't5329 
CALL pLOTlxA•yA~JI 





DO 15 l:;:l1't 
IF<IFLOPeER.llGO TO 5 
S=~·1 I DTl:l 
IFLOP=l 






- . RALeHA=RALrHA+l,570796 
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JACKSQ:i•LJB,GRID 
C ••••~~•••••••••••••*•*•4•••••••••••~••••••••o•••••••~•••••••••o~•~•••~ 
C SUBROUTINE TO PLOT GRID~REDUCE CO-ORDINATES, 
C •••~•~•••••••••••••••••*•~••••••••••&o•••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••• 
SUBROUTINE GRID(ltOVERStPLTS•NYXTtGil 
C SpECIFICATtON STATEMENTS._ 
pARAMETER MA=250•HB=9l•MC=30 
c FIND 
C OM M o tJ N A M E V ( 6 1 i • y X ( 6 .1 • 2 ) , L I t J E ( M A , 2 l , p D ( M A ' 'f ) t P S I M A , 1 ·l • I ND z ( MC ' 2 > 
COMMON ELP <MC, 3 I 1 HOG ( 11 l •I BUF < 6000 l 
DOUBLE PRECISION YXtPD 
MAX• AND Mp~• y AND x VALU~S. -
XMAX=YMAX=-l .1;>10 
XMIN=YMIN=1.010 
•DO 20 I=l1~JYXT 
IFIVXII,ll,GT.YH!NlGO TO 5 
YM I N=y X (I • i l 
s lFIYXllellaLToYHAXlGO To la 
- YMAx=vx<I1Jl 
10 IF<vx11.2>.GT·XMINIGO TO l 5 
~ 
XMIN=YX(l1.7,) 
15 IFIYX< I t2l ,LT•XMAXIGO TO 20 
XMAX=YX(l12) 
20 CONTINUE 
C FlND HIN.GRID ~ALUES•SEE IF PLOT wILL FIT, 
CALL FACTOR(l,01 
c IF No GRID TO pLOT!SET MIN GRID vALuEs To MIN x ANO X• 
IF(IflX<Gll1NE,OlGO To 21 
GYMIN=YMIN 
GXMIN=XMIN 
GO TO 22 




• I f ( X M I N , L T , 0 , l G X t1 I N = G X M I N • G I 
22 CONTltJlJE 
REJ=,5969•pLT5/QVERS . 
. IF ( ( Y MAX• G y M I ti J •LE , RE J, 0 R 1 I X MAX - G X MIN l , l. E •RE J l G 0 T 0 2 5 
WRITE(5,l051PLTS1REJ•YMAX•GYMlN1XMAX•GXMIN 
105 FORMAT(•Q•,sx.11<•••••••'> 
21.•. '•5x•'co-ormltJATE DlfFERErlcEs Too LARGE to PLOT AT SCALE 1 ., 
3fl0,l/' '•Sx•'AVAIL/'.\ULE SpAcE = '•Fl0.11' METRES' 
q/t '•SX•'YMAX = '•flO,l,• GRID yMIN = 1 •Fl0,1 
S/• '1Sx1'XMAX = '•fl0,1,• GRID XMIN = '•F10,l 
bl' •• sx ! 1 l ( t ........ ) ) 
HETUHN 1 
2 5 C 0 I H I I.JU E 
lf(INT(Gll,EQ,OlGO TO 57 














N=O . ~ 









lf<XoGT1<2J,S/OyERSl)G0 TO 37 
3; CONT I tlUE 
-;;·7 COIHIIJUE 
C PLOT GRID_CROSSING pOINTS, 




DO 59 I=l1N 
DO SS J=l1N. 
CALL SYMSOL(X1Ytf213•0•••1) 
tF<IFLOP,EQdlGO TO SO 
Y=Y-DJff 
GO TO SS 
50 y=Y+DIFF 
55 CONTINUE 
x::X ... DIFF. 
IFlIFLQP•E(~•llGO TO 56 
IFl..OP=l. 
y=•(N-ll*DIFF 




59 CONT I I-JUE 




DO 'tS I=ltN. . 
cALL SYMBOL(-,S,y,f,NSYM• 180, ,+1 l 
- c 59 -





c REDucE CO-ORDINATES RELATivE TO MINIMUM GRID yAl..UEs. 
SCM=39,370079/PLTS 
DD 60, I=l tNYXT 
YXll•l>=<GvMIN-yx<Itl>>•SCM 
vx<I•2>=<vx<I.21-GXMINl•S~M 

















C SUBROUTINE TO PLOT AN ELLIPSE, 
C ••~*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••~••••••••••o••~•••••••¥•••••••• 
SUBROUTINE ELpSE<XC•YCPEMAX1EMIN•PHll 
C .INITIAl,..lSE VALUES •. 
pARAMETER MA=250•MB==9l•MC=30 
COMMON NAMEyl6l>·vx16!•2ltLINEIMA•2>•pD(MAtq),pS(MA•ll•lNDz<MC•2l 
COMMON ELPIMC,31•HDG(11 l • IBUF(6000) 













C LOOP TO PLOT HALF OF ELLIPSE, 
5 DO !O 1=1,NSTEP 
x=x-FLiP*XSTt;:p 
IF<Aes<x>·LT.EMAXlGO TO 7· 
1F<x.LT,O,lx=-EH4X•!001 
IFCX,GT.Olx=EMAX-.001 






C FLIP FLOP FLlP1lfLOP 
' If( IfLQP•EO, 1 IGO TO 15 
IFLOP=l 
FLIP=-1, .. 
x=•Ef1AX ... 1, E ... q 
_ GO TO 5 
15 CONT ltJUE 
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JACKSQrJ•L l B, F'LOH~ 
C ••••••••••••••~•••~••••~•••••••••~~••~o&•o••••••••••••••••••~••••••••• 
c suor~ouTiflE TO pLOT RAYS Al'W DISTANCES. 
c ·······················*···········~·································~ 
SUBROUTINE PLOTRILASTDtLASTOl 
c SpECIFicATIOM sTATEnENTSt_ 
PARAMETER MA=250•MB=9ltMC=lO . 
C 0 MM 0 N tJ A ti EV ( 6 l ) • y X ( 6 l t 2 l • L l NE ( MA • 2 ) • p D ( MA ' '+ I 'PS ( MA • 1 J • I ND Z ( MC • 2 I 
COMMON ELP(t!C,3> •HDGI l l I' IBUF(60001 
DOUBLE PRECISION YXtPD 
LASTA:::O 
DO 25 I=l1t.ASTO \. 
c TEST IF RAY Is_To BE NESTED. 
-
NA=L 1 l~E ( 1 • l I 




y B = S IJ G l,. ( Y X ( NB • 1 ) I 
lf!NA,EQ•LASTAIGO TO 5 
CALL.PLOT!xA•yA,31 
5 IF(l,GTd.ASTD>GO TO 15 
C TEST IF_THERE IS A BACK RAY TO PLOT, 
DO 10 J::l,LA~TD. 
IF(LINEIJt?l,NE.NAIGO To 10 
IF<LlNEIJoll.tJE.MBlGO To 10 
IF(J,EQ,J)GO TO 10 
C fOR DOUBLY OBSERVED RAYtPLOT HALF OlSTANcE. 
CALL DASHPCXAtYA•X01YBt999,) 
GO To·20 
· l 0 C 0 N T I tJ U E 




CALL OASllP(XSTOP•YSTOp•XB•YB•, 11 
GO TO 20 







C SET LASTA FOR MEXT RAY. 























JAcKsou•LlBtDASHP - c 62 -
c ·····················••*••$····~·····························q··~··••& 




C SPECIFJCATION STATEMENTS. 
PARAMETER MA=2SO•MB=91•MC=30 _ 
COMMON NAMEVl61>·vx<61•2l ·LINE(MAtl).p0(MAtq),pS(MA•ll•INOzCMCt2) 
COMMON ELP ( 11C • 3) • HDG C 11) 'I BUF ( 6000 l 
DOUBLE PRECISION YXtPD 
c FIND co~ORo.DIFFSeLENGTH Of LINE, 
XDIF=XB-XA 




C If DASHL TOO.LARGE•pLOT HALF THE .. LINE, 
IF(OASHL,GT.SIDASHL:Sl2,+0,0l 






C LOOP TO PLOT LINE, 




If((5QRT<lxs-x>••2+(YH-v>••2>l,LT.DASHLIGO TO 20 
C FLIP FLOP , 
lf(lfLOP,EQ,2lGO TO 5 
IFLOr=i 
GO TO 10 
S. IFLOP=3 
10 COllT I NUE 
20 CALL PLOTIXA•YAe3J 
RETURN 
!='NO 
JACKsou•LIB.NAMES . . 
~ ···'~································~···••&••·················~·····-c susRouTINE TO MATCH lfOLLERITH NAMEA TO ELEMENT IN VECTOR NAMEv, 
C ••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••o••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C SPECIFICATION STATEMENTS. 
pARAtlETER MB=61 
DIMENSION flAMEV(Mf3) 
c sEARcH FOR NAHEA lN FIRST NyxT PLACES or NAHEv. 
D 0 S I :: 1 HJ Y X T . 
lF<NAHEVII!•Eo,NAHEAl GO TO 10 
5 cotlTlNUE 




c IF NAME FouND1RET11nN ITS Jt~oEx AS NA. 
10 NA=I 
HE TUfH! 
END 
